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by Ain Carter
NEW ORLEANS Even before thé
inau{ aal ride of the AT&T Digital
AudL, Broadcasting ( DAB) mobile
demenitration came to ahalt, devel
opers nad proven themselves to some
of their potentially harshest critics:
key proponents .of rival in-band, onchannel USA Digital Radio.
No doubt
Bui while AT&T left no doubt
during World Media Expo, held
here Sept. 6-9, that the in-band,
adjacent- channel ( IBAC) system
work, the success was being
termed as a slam against the
European- developed Eureka- 147
system that transmits at L-band.
No only was this the first timeG
AT&T allowed radio broadcasters
in general to hear one of its systems, this was the first time for a
demoistration of an adjacentchan
nel .;ystem.
Members of the USA Digital Radio
consortium, however, maintained
their IBOC system best meets the
needs of broadcasting in the United
Stales because it does not require
any reallocation, as does Eureka, nor
the fitting in of new transmissions
into :acrowded band, as does AT&T.
were Eureka, I'd he worried,"
said Tony Masiello, head of CBS
Radio engineering. "Ask the Eureka
gang to do the sanie thing here:
They can't do it."
CIrmn Walden, who heads engineering for Group W, said the
Eureka proponents would have to
use rive transmitters to cover the
sure area as AT&T.
Bad news for L-band
The AT&T mobile demonstration
waA.: broadcast at 96.5 MHz at 1kW
ERP The transmission was roughly
cakalated out to a60 dBu contour,
ih the antenna at 436 feet actual
he alit. The signal held up for at
le›t 16 miles from the transmitter
awl antenna located downtown.
"This is very damaging to Eureka
because this is a replacement for
tlWr L-band system," Walden said.
"It's an ' any-band' system."
Masiello said AT&T showed that a
di2ital system can operate at 200
continued on page 14 I>
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Radio Rocks with Cleveland Museum
by Charles Taylor
CLEVELAND Radio made rock ' n'
roll.
And long before visitors to Cleveland
were close to the waterfront location of
the city's new Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame to physically see it, they were
made acutely aware of the long-awaited
museum's presence.
In the airport and along roadsides,
signs proclaimed. "Cleveland: America's
Rock•n•Roll Capital. - The c•ty celebrated with parades, speeche., celebrity
appearances and, of course.. the sevenhour stadium concert event that drew the
likes of Chuck Berry, Bruce Springsteen
and Melissa Etheridge.
On the radio, even stations whose
mainstays are Mariah Carey and
Michael Bolton joined in with the
region's moniker as the home of rockIn fact, the event was a inedia mainstay nationwide, both for television
and radio. But in many was. there was
the innate understanding that rock'n•roll and radio had traveled through
time together, ably chaperoning each
other through the genre's formidable
evolution.
Over Labor Day weekend here, more
than 40 radio stations acknowledged

their relationship with rock, broadcasting live from " Radio Row," set up
alongside the 150,000- square- foot
museum. Stations came from Toronto,
New York, Chicago, St. Louis.
Philadelphia and the like, while network

by-play of the events and relevance of
the
million museum's opening.
"Hey, if it wasn't for radio, there
wouldn't be a Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame, - acknowledged Gary Bennett,
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entities like ABC, Westwood One and
Voice of America spread the word
around the world.
Many sponsored call- in shows from the
remote site, while others offered aplay-
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NEW ORLEANS In spite of an
upturn of attendance for the NAB. SBE
and RTNDA conferences, overall attendance figures for the World Media Expo
in New Orleans were down from the
19(34 show, according to the official
count.
The four-day convention, which includ-

•Peter may be
connected
‘.7.-eirectly to
'..eirntenna In tam
t?f emergency.
DC grounded-grid
•triode.
•24-hour service,
.365 daye-e-yean

New Orleans Convention Center
hosted World Media Expo

CCA Electronics
P.O. Box 426 • 360 Bohannon Road
Fairburn (Atlanta), Georgia 30213 USA
1-770-964-3530 • FAX: 1-770-964-2222

cd the NAB Radio Show. the Society of
Broadcast Engineers. the RadioTelevision News Directors Association
and the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers, had a total attendance of 14,533.
The 1994 World Media Ekpo in Los
continued ors page 21
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N EWSWATCH
DAB Lab Tests
ARLINGTON, Va. Although the lab
portion of the tests are finished for
Digital Audio Broadcasting, the bickering is just beginning.
At press time, the Electronic Industries
Association ( EIA) was drafting aletter to
respond to charges from USA Digital
Radio that certain multipath tests were
performed incorrectly.
Sources at the EIA said the association
was also considering allowing DAB proponents to inspect the lab testing facility again.
As for rumors of repeating any of the
lab tests, one EIA source said that that
would be amatter for the National Radio

Systems Committee ( NRSC) to decide.
Field tests are expected to begin this
month in San Francisco pending adecision on Eureka- 147's request to add two
transmitters to its system.
Growth Continues
NEW YORK July marked the 35th
consecutive month of revenue growth for
the radio industry according to the Radio
Advertising Bureau ( RAB).
The 6 percent increase comprised a 7
percent increase in local spot advertising
revenue with no gain or loss in national
spot revenue over July 1994.
RAB President and CEO Gary Fries

said "All indicators point to an overall
improvement as we move into the fourth
quarter."
•
Spring RADAR
NEW YORK ABC Radio Networks
had the highest share of network listeners
according to an ABC Radio Network
report on the RADAR 51 Spring survey.
The report said the network had 45.6 percent share of the 12+ audience followed
by Westwood One with a 39.2 percent
share. CBS trailed with a 14.8 percent
audience share.
According to the report, the ABC Excel
Network posted the highest audience
gain of all the networks with a24.4 percent increase. ABC's four other radio networks lost audience percentage points as
did five of the six Westwood networks.

When looking for adigital audio system
for automation of satellite programing or live assist,
there would appear to be many choices. But if
you're looking for asystem which is flexible enough
to give you total control without sacrificing your
sanity, there is only one choice. The Phantom by
RDS.

can create reports to keep you informed on a
number of topics, from alist of expired spots to
an analysis of potential mistakes in your log. The
Phantom also maintains ahistory of system
activity.

HANTC1.11,1

The Phantom can retime spots to fit them
cleanly into asatellite break without inserting
silence, overlapping, or running late. The Phantom

The Phantom has the features that others
would want you to believe are theirs exdusively.
The Phantom remains completely functional during
recording, sensing relay dosures and starting breaks
as easily as it does when it is not recording. The
Phantom can fill incomplete breaks with spots
from alist you specify without ruining product
separation.
While other systems tie your hands and
limit your flexibility by only offering 3or 4inputs,
the Phantom gives you 6stereo inputs, using its
AMX-84 solid state switcher, with the option of
increasing the number of inputs to 14 or more. If
your station is News/Talk, you know how important
this can be.

912-987-2501 • FAX: 912-987-7595
P. 0. Box 980, Perry, GA 30169
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The Phantom allows you to change the
sampling rate, digital format, and stereo/mono
settings at will to meet your needs for an
individual spot. The Phantom offers anumber
of digital formats, including the new Dolby
AC-2format, as an option.

rr,i

Call us today to find out how your station can benefit front the advanced
technology of the Phantom and the experience of RDS.

1-800-521-5222

NEW YORK It adds only live stations
to their RDS campaign, but the
Electronic Industries Association (EIA)
was excited when the Noble Broadcast
Group signed agreements to commit its
stations in top markets to the Radio Data
System program.
The EIA said Noble is the first broadcast group to make a nationwide commitment to allow all of its stations in
the top 25 markets to take part in the
program.
The new stations that will soon be sending RDS text messages are: KBCO-FM
and KHIH-FM in Denver; KNJZ-FM and
KMJM-FM in St. Louis, and XTRA-FM
in San Diego.

WME NEWS

Thp

The Phantom ends the confusion of
automation by keeping everything organized. The
Phantom simplifies your daily operations by
keeping information such as input changes, voice
changes, and dock changes in their own individual
schedules rather than in the log. You can leave those
liners and other voice drops out of the log because
the Phantom will do them for you. The Phantom
allows you to date new schedules to begin weeks,
months, or even years in advance. When your
satellite network informs you that there will be a
voice substitution on Thursday, two weeks from
today, you can prepare for it today.

EIA Signs
National Group

Index

You will see the difference as soon as
you see the Phantom in action. The display provides
you with all of the information you need to see in
aclean, concise manner, without the crowed look
that you'll find in other systems. If you are familiar
with the most popular software on the PC, then
you may already know how to use the Phantom.
The Phantom's pull-down menus guide you through
all of the steps involved in setup and daily
operation, from creating and scheduling docks to
creating and editing logs.

Digital Audio Automation

The report also showed Paul Harvey
was the dominant news personality in
Network Radio. His 8:30 a.m. broadcast
reaches 5.1 million listeners each week.
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AM Expanded Band Open to Comment
by Lynn Meadows
WASHINGTON Database errors
helped bring down the AM expanded
band proposed allotment plan issued
by the Federal Communications

Commission ( FCC) last October.
The FCC is currently in the middle of a
30-day comment period asking people to
submit any fixes necessary to the database it used to generate the first proposed
allotment plan

New Twist on Howard
Stern Indecency Saga
by Alan Haber
NEW ORLEANS Say you saw it coming or say you were surprised: Either way,
the record $ 1.715 million settlement
agreement reached between the Infinity
Broadcasting Corporation and the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) puts

Howard Stern
the most famous, prolonged indecency
tussle in radio history. involving radio's
reigning "bad boy" Howard Stern. to rest.
Or does it?
The settlement agreement, announced
on Sept. 1by the FCC, "resolves several
pending indecency enforcement proceedings involving broadcast stations licensed
to Infinity and its subsidiaries:* according
to an FCC press release. The $ 1.715 million amount is actually a bit higher than
the amount of the fines, which stood at
$1.706 million.
Opinions about the settlement agreement were flying fast and furious on the
alt.fan.howard-stern Internet news group
not long after it was announced.
One person. in answer to the question
posed by acontributor to the newsgroup.
"Why did Howard and Infinity back down?"
made mention of Stem's stated plans to start
the Howard Stem Network ( Stem has been
talking on the air about doing this when his
contract with Infinity is up this fall).
Rumor
A rumor mentioned on the World Wide
Web site, "The Interactive King of All
Media Newsletter," suggested that Stern
may be signing with SW Networks. In
answer to this rumor. SW's Manager of
Media Relations, John McKay, told RW
that SW had "No comment: McKay added that SW President and
CEO Susan Solomon said she thinks
Stern is atremendous talent and admires
him agreat deal.
The settlement agreement between
Infinity and the FCC involves broadcasts
that were aired between 1988 and 1994

on the popular Stern Show on Infinity
licensed stations in New York ( WXRKFM), Philadelphia ( WYSP-FM), and
Manassas, Va. (WJFK-FM).
According to Bill Kennard, the FCC's
General Counsel, the settlement agreement essentially gives Infinity a fresh
start, but doesn't actually wipe the slate
clean. He said that "It is kind of aqualified immunity. If there is something out
there that we don't know about that
involved conduct between July 1993 and
the current date ... we're still going to
look at those ( complaints), and, of
course, anything that Infinity does from
here on out — they're going to be treated
as though they're any other licensee."
The July 1993 date is when Infinity represented to the FCC that they had anew
control system in place, including a
delay. that would guard against potentially offensive language.
The King speaks
The self-proclaimed King of All Media
railed loudly on Monday. Sept. II. his
first day back from aweek-long vacation,
against the latest chapter in Infinity's seven year tussle with the FCC.
Stern said that Infinity " is very brave.
They put up astruggle that you wouldn't
believe, but you think that they can take
on the United States government? You're
kidding yourself."
Stern said he was sad about what happened.
"If Iwas faced with $ 1.7 million in
fines," he said, "the government not letting nie go to court, the government shaking me down every time Iwas up for
license renewal, the government not
allowing me to buy radio stations without
delays and costing millions of dollars, I
really don't know how Iwould react."
Stern's comments did not stop there. He
said he was " sickened over the fact that I
cost the company that Iwork for $ 1.7
million, that the whole thing was atotal
joke. Nothing is solved. There was never
anything indecent or obscene said."
Opposing view
The FCC's Kennard said the commission takes issue with Stern's claim that
nothing he has said has been indecent.
"The FCC Iiiund that Infinity should be
liable for amillion seven hundred and six
thousand dollars in fines for repeated violations of our indecency statute." he said.
"And the Court of Appeals for the D.C.
(District of Columbia) circuit found that
our indecency standard was not vague,
and that broadcasters had sufficient notice
of what the standards are, and in Mr.
Stern's case, they stepped over the line."
Stern "may not believe that he's done
anything indecent," Kennard added, "but
the FCC believes that he has."

Once the improvement factors are settled, another computer program running
continuously for two weeks will plug
them into the new frequencies systematically making sure they do not create
interference.
Jim Burtle, head of the AM facilities
group at the FCC, said the new proposed
allotment plan will not be ready until
after the end of the calendar year. That
new plan will also have to undergo a

Nineteen Petitions for Reconsideration followed the announcement
last year that about 80 AM stations
would be permitted to move to the
expanded band.
Some of the petitioners said that errors
in the database could have caused
improper calculations
of improvement factors.
WDJM(AM) in
Petitioners also pointed
out that database inforElizabeth, N.J., is the only
mation which protected
federal travellers inforstation in the country
mation stations was in
error.
guaranteed an expanded
The " improvement
band frequency.
factor" is the ratio of
the total
area of
domestic interference caused by an AM
"reconsideration period" said Burtle,
station over the station's interference - before it is finalized and licenses are
free area.
actually issued.
The procedures followed last year will
WJDM(AM) in Elizabeth, N.J., is
be repeated once the database corrections
preparing to start broadcasting at 1660
received during the comment period are
kHz thanks to a Special Temporary
manually researched and entered into the
Authority granted by the FCC in the
computer. Stations that made the cut last
spring.
year may find themselves off the list next
The daytime station has first priority to
time.
move to the expanded band; it is the only
Improvement factors will be calculated
station in the country that is guaranteed
for the 688 stations who requested to
an expanded band frequency. What is not
migrate to the new frequencies. It takes a guaranteed, however, is that WJDM(AM)
month of computer toil to calculate and
will remain at 1660 kHz once the allotrank the improvement factors.
ment plan is finalized.

OK, so it may not
be quite as familiar
to you as that other
shape, but
Continental's 814H
1kW FM broadcast transmitter
delivers surprisingly powerful performance for such a
small package.
Only about the
size of your average fourdrawer
file cabinet, the
completely selfcontained 814H
features continuously adjustable power from
150 to 1000 watts*, solid-state
electronics, digital modulation
indicator, and superior audio
performance. And of course,

Continental's
quality design and
construction
means years of
trouble-free operation in all types
of environments.
Plus, in the unlikely event your
814H needs repair,
Continental's
team of trained
professional
technicians is
available 24 hours
aday.
Even the other
little guy couldn't
say that!

For nearly 50 years, Continental Electronics has provided excellence in broadcast
transmission products worldwide. Refuse to compromise... call Continental first!
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AT&T Further Proves in-Band Can Be Done
NEW ORLEANS Kudos undoubtedly
must go to the engineers at AT&T Bell
Labs. Their mobile demonstration of the
AT&T in-band, adjacent channel system
in New Orleans once
again proves that it
can be done.
Digital quality
radio can be broadcast within the existing spectrum allocation for U.S. radio.
Of course Itook the
ride. Picture a sunny
93 degrees Fahrenheit with a good
helping of that New
Orleans humidity. The dark blue Dodge
van was comfortable and cool.
The driver proceeded down Convention Center Drive and took a left on
to Julia. headed toward downtown.
Right on Tchoupitoulas and into the

hear one of its systems, this was the
first public demo of an adjacent-channel
system.
Stats: The AT&T mobile demonstration
was broadcast at
96.5 MHz at 1
kW ERP. The
transmission
roughly calculated out to a60 dBu
contour, with the
antenna at 436
feet actual height.
The signal held
up for at least 16
miles from the
transmitter and
antenna located downtown.
AT&T was out to prove two main
points: I) the adjacent- channel system
works, and 2) it does not cause interference.
They proved it admirably. although my
tour did experience two dropouts.
One dropout occurred around a
group of large towers, the other
at an intersection a block or two
away from ahighway overpass.

Berlin's IFA
trade show
featured these
DAB receivers.
shadows of the Sheraton. Marriott and
Westin Canal Place Hotels ... But how
did it sound, you ask? Great! The
music selection included the pristine
voices of Celine Dion. Mariah Carey
and Vanessa Williams, among others.
Not only was this the first time AT&T
allowed radio broadcasters in general to

The van was equipped with Sennheiser
HD250 headphones and, truly, the only
thing missing from the experience was
the A/B comparison with analog. Maybe
next time.
* * *
But not everything at the show was digital and work-oriented. Our most heartfelt

Ile

card designed by the Fraunhofer Institute
for Integrated Services. At this stage. the
card must plug into acar radio to work.
For receiving PAD ancillary data information services. Deutsche Telekom
showed a prototype mini- screen for use
in automobiles.
As Gert Siegle of Bosch-Blaupunkt.
which is delivering the eventual 1,000
receivers for the Berlin pilot DAB project, said, development of DAB receivers
will be the same as with mobile phones:
the first were heavy and needed a lot of
power, so that they had to be carried in
cars. Only later did power- saving and
weight- saving developments make the
handheld phone possible. The DAB
portable will come ( see photos).
* * *
On a more personal note, big changes
are happening right here in Falls Church.
Long-time RW friend. former USAirplay
columnist. Buyer's Guide Editor. News
Reporter. Radio World International
Managing Editor, and most recently. The
Radio World Magazine Editor Chuck
The Gerstmanns
Taylor ( whew!) is leaving the fold.
Chuck is headed to the Big Apple to
Wedding cake and coffee were served at
oversee the radio section for Billboard
the company booth at noon. on Friday.
magazine.
Sept. 8. Best of luck to both of them.
We all wish him the very best of luck
* * *
— Iknow he'll be great. He also will be
And as DAB progresses here. so. too
sorely missed.
does it abroad. Michael Law ton reports
I'll be more involved in the day-to-day
from Germany with : he foflowing
operations of The Radio World Magazine
for awhile. As Editor- in- Chief. my role
Given the rap:d-fire beginnings of pilot
and test DAB systems across Europe
to- date has been more of an advisory one.
during the last quarter of 1995, perhaps
RW Buyer's Guide Editor Whitney
Pillion becomes. with the next issue,
the last hurdle Digital Audio BroadManaging Editor of the two Radio
casting ( DAB) faces is the receiver
World's, and she and Iwill be working
question.
on both.
The biennial consumer electronics trade
That's it for now!
fair. Internationale Funkausstellung
* * *
(IFA), in Berlin marked the first introducKudos go to WNNK-FM Harrisburg.
tion of DAB receivers for consumers,
Pa. It won the Marconi Award for CUR
with several manufacturers showing DAB
station of the year ( beating out the likes
receiver units, mostly for cars.
of KIIS-FM in Los Angeles). WINK 104,
All the receivers consisted of acontrol
panel that mounts in the dashboard, and a you will recall, is Al Peterson's former
place of employment — and he too
receiver, about as large as aCD changer,
shares in their success this past year.
that fits in the car's trunk.
Congrats to WINK 104 and to Al!
The Grundig DAB receiver uses a PC

congratulations to WireReady President
Dave Gerstmann and Mona Lonberger,
who tied the knot in New Orleans.

ARC- 16: the logical choice for LMA and duopoly transmitter control.
For more information on the ARC- 16 family
of transmitter controls. contact Burk Technology.

1-800 255-8090

7 Beaver Brook Rd.. Littleton, MA 01460
Phone ( 508) -0;6-0086. lax # ( 508) 486-0081
email danrau «8' hurk.cont
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If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send a letter to Readers Forum
(Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox # 302-7776). All letters received
become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space permits.

Avoiding Lightning Strikes
Dear RW,
Iwant to share my unusual success with
avoiding lightning strikes. It may be
secret or. maybe I'm the only one that
didn't know this!
During the last two years. I've installed
two FM transmitters at our two sites. One
site is in New Jersey and is our standby
transmitter and the other is in
Pennsylvania. the location of our main
transmitter. At our auxiliary site we rent
space to Bell Atlantic for its cell system.
Both sites use retired steel shipping containers. They are usually sturdy and give
great security. These boxes are 8x8x20
and cost us about one thousand dollars.
We've studded, walled and carpeted these
boxes.
During a recent violent lightning
storm. we survived without a scratch.
The Bell Atlantic system was demolished! In fact Ididn't even know there
was a hit until a neighbor told me Bell
literally had to replace everything in its
building.
At our Pennsylvania site. the FM
down the road is constantly " wiped
out" and we survive without a scratch.
Both of our sites use high quality surge
protectors on the primary lines. Our
boxes are tied to the ground systems
and the tower.
It is my guess that lightning subscribes
to the skin effect theory and this causes
the strike to pass over the box, and not
enter the steel container. Wooden and
concrete structures don't seem to isolate
their contents.
Even if money were no object. Idon't
think you could build a more secure and
maintenance free facility than the used
freight containers provide. They seal
when the doors are closed and become
rodent proof. Air handling is a "breeze. Air can be brought in through floor gates
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and discharged through ceiling or wall
exit ducts. Only your imagination limits
the usefulness of these containers.
Lawrence J. Tighe, Jr. President
WRNJ-FM, Hackettstown, NJ
AM Expanded Band
Dear RW,
It is refreshing to see proposals for
creative use of the broadcast spectrum
(Edward S. Welch, RW, June 14).
However, as an unlicensed low power
broadcaster who has a significant stake
in seeing afair and equitable allocation
of the alleged " limited and crowded
airspace. - Icannot agree with the proposal to take LPFM and convert it into
the waste land of the " new and
improved" expanded AM broadcast
hand.
The FM spectrum would not be overcrowded if the FCC would abide by its
own rules and license stations in the public interest and not in the name of profit
or under pressure by special intere ,:
groups. In the Phoenix market there are
numerous translators used by commercial
Class A and B stations to compensate for
their limited signals. There are also several stations from outlying communities
(up to 100 miles away) using translators
to - tap ill - to the profitable Phoenix radio
market.
Then there are the nine fundamentalist
Christian radio stations, five of which
have crowded out any possibility of
community stations, licensed or otherwise. from operating in the 88-92 MHz
region. One of these stations is an outof-state satellite translator which
rebroadcasts the same programming at
two locations in the non-commercial FM
spectruni.
An interesting argument could be made
that the FCC has violated the
Establishment Clause of the First
Amendment by the exclusive licensing of
so many " local - radio services which
program only one narrow sectarian viewpoint. No doubt the very powerful NRB
lobby would take issue with this assertion. Nevertheless, here is acounter proposal: eliminate all the translators in
major markets. This would alleviate alot
of the so-called congestion. If a licensed
Class A or B operation cannot operate
profitably with its limited signal. then it
will go dark and thereby free up more
frequency space. There is no caveat in the
FCC rules that all stations ( in any market) are created with equal coverage
areas.
Further relief could he granted by
moving the non-commercial religious
stations into the expanded AM band.
Because religious stations constantly
have a ratings share soaring to around
0.0, the move to the expanded AM
band would not be financially detrimental.
Finally, Mr. Welch should remember
that access to the broadcast spectrum is
not contingent upon " competency in
radio theory" and compliance with "FCC
rules and regulations." Technology makes
LPFM viable without an extensive engineering background. The current FCC
rules are not applicable to LPFM. The

Radio
Loves Rock
erf Roll
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The legacy of rock'n'roll radio
extends far beyond the confines of'
Cleveland's Hall of Fame Museum.
The glass and concrete structure
belies the undisciplined, free-form
underground nature of the genre it
reveres.
For the early rockers — the ones

that shaped
were
fly-by-the-seat-of-your-pants
both radio and music as
musicians
we knowthat
it today
instilled
fear in the hearts of mainstream America and joyous adoration in the hearts and minds of the world's youth. And it
was radio's risk-takers who introduced them.
Underground radio is as intrinsic apart of that history as
Jimi Hendrix or the Velvet Underground. Today's
Alternative musicians and stations are throwbacks to those
early pioneers of free-form music radio.
But the chords that link musician to radio station to audience can be found in other formats, such as Country radio,
and are being discovered by the new commercial broadcasters in Europe and other parts of the world.
Radio is the most ubiquitous and varied of media - (1,000 U.S. stations beam out a signal to more receivers
than there are listeners. The wealth of format niches
ensures that there is practically astation for every listener
out there.
The listener who complains that there is not is not searching hard enough.
For 75 years. radio has played anatural role in the cultural life of this country. Its reach is broad and important —
beyond just rock'n'roll.
It is the strength of the people you hire to run your radio
stations and the quality of the programming you choose to
air that will propel radio beyond the next 75 years. Whether
you deliver your programming via fiber optic or over the air
using digital signals, what matters is radio's continued ability to tap into the heart and soul of its listeners, and continue playing that vital role in their everyday life.
—RW
FCC would have to write rules and regulations that would adequately hut not
excessively regulate this new type of service.
Like it or not, LPFM is here and it is not
going away. Commercial broadcasters do
not have an exclusive right to the radio
spectrum. The notion that LPFM poses
any competitive financial or technical
threat to established operations is nonsense, li the commission will not accommodate this new class of service, then
that final order will ultimately come from
aFederal Court.
Rill Dougan, C01111IlltnitV Broadcaster
KAFR Phoenix. AZ
Radio Hall of Fame
Dear RW.
It is not often that Iwill go to hat for
someone who is a star on one of my
competitors, but Ithink that the nomination of Bruce Williams to the Radio
Hall of Fame is one of those rare
exceptions.
You see, Bruce made me — actually, all
of us in the talk business — profitable.
I've been involved in talk radio since
the early 1980s and Ibelieve that I've
proven you can take any small, off- theair daytimer and make it successful.
But Icould not have done that before
Bruce made talk radio popular enough
to stop my investors from laughing too
hard to make that investment. In fact,
when Ibought KTRT, it was with the
understanding of my lender that I
would program the station with programs " like Bruce Williams' show on
Talknet."

In short, to many people Bruce is
talk radio. Yes. there are newer hosts
with bigger egos ( also on my competitor, because Iquaintly insist on being
live and local) who are more issuedriven.
But I'll tell you this: Ilisten to KRMG
when I'm in the car from 7 p.m. to 10
p.m. and then flip over to my station to
find out how the Royals did. The mark
of good talk radio is when you get to
where you are going and leave the
engine running a few more minutes
because you are too interested in the
program to get out of the car. Believe
me. I've wasted a lot of gas listening to
Bruce.
If Bruce had not have been so successful in 1981. Imight not he where I
am today. And neither might you.
Remember that when you cast your
vote or make a recommendation to
those who do.
Fird M. Weinberg, President
KTRT(AM) Tulsa. OK

Clarification
The Aug. 23 issue of RW
incorrectly states that National
Public Radio will switch to a
new satellite in January. NPR is
actually completing its conversion from an analog distribution
system to a digital system in
January but has no plans to
switch to anew satellite.
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DARS Service Inching Closer to Reality
by Dee McVicker
PHOENIX It looks like digital radio is
poised to enter the space age as planned.
In January, the FCC approved allocating
a portion of the S- band to companies
requesting to set up satellite-based digital
audio radio services.
Rules for the S- band spectrum have

from children's songs and Latin rhythms
to opera and classic rock — to automobile
listeners subscribing to the service.
Twenty channels will be dedicated to
news, sports, and talk-type formats.

Mobile listeners
To bring CD Radio to subscribers, programming will he sent to two geosynchronous satellites, and the
signals will make the
return trip back to earth
simultaneously using a
time division multiplexing scheme. The system
uses "spatial diversity"
reception technology in
"Vanil.r.V M1.0'
- -1- V
order for the radio to
7‘;;e1M01
seamlessly switch from
one satellite to the other
should listeners need to
change satellites as they
are driving across the
continental
United
States.
The receiver coordiA Prototype DARS Car Receiver
nates the two incoming
satellite signals. that can reach the receiver
been proposed and the first round of
as far as 3.8 milliseconds apart, by delaycomments were due at the Fedral
ing one of the signals proportionally. The
Communications Commission ( FCC)
system was tested last year using two
Sept. I. It could be as soon as October or
NASA satellites.
November that licensing will be granted
For receiving the signal. CD Radio
to applicants wanting to use 12.5 MHz
each at the lower end of
the S- hand spectrum.
between 2.310 MHz
and 2.360 MHz.
Currently. there are four
applicants pending the
FCC's assessment, each
with adifferent plan to
utilize the S- band spectrum. Still up for consideration is whether or not
others will be allowed to
apply. according to the
commission.
In early September. the
FCC granted awaiver to
Satellite CD Radio
which authorizes the
CD Radio's Satellite Dish Antenna for the Car
company to spend up to
developed asmall satellite dish antenna.
$10 million towards construction of its
approximately I/8-inch thick and 2- inches
satellite system. The FCC stated that the
in diameter, to be mounted on or in acar.
company will build "solely at its own
Subscribers will also need an AM/FM/Srisk" since the waiver does not necessarily mean that CD Radio will be awarded a hand receiver; S- hand proponents are
hopeful that receiver manufacturers will
license. Recently. the company contacted
build the three-band receivers in place of
aerospace company Loral to build two
AM/FM receivers now in automobiles.
satellites, plus an earthbound spare. that
CD Radio is currently working with
will beam as many as 50 channels of
receiver manufacturers on such aradio, and
music and talk to car listeners tuning in
has athree-band radio that includes adigiwith special dishes and radios.
tal display showing the CD Radio channel
Thirty channels will beam commercialnumber, music fornfat, song title. recording
free. CD-quality music formats — ranging
'1

4""

artist album title and record label.
American Mobile Radio, Digital
Satellite Broadcasting Corporation
(DSBC) and Primosphere, the three other
companies getting on the S-band wagon,
also are planning and developing satellite
technologies.
DSBC, for example, is planning to
beam 16 channels nationwide and 31 spot
beams from one satellite network, with
supplemental terrestrial repeaters for
those areas not within line of sight of the
satellite signal.
Narrowcasting
The concept behind the new digital service is to deliver CD- quality audio
nationwide, with some "narrowcasting"
to spot markets for niche programming.
Mobile listeners subscribing to CD
Radio's commercial- free service, for
example. will be able to pick up adigital-

CPB Funding Options
Considered by House
by Lynn Meadows
WASHINGTON A 2percent fee on station sales was one of the ideas proposed in
ahearing exploring the possibility of making public broadcasting self-sufficient.
The House Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance heard from
eight public radio proponents last month
who had brainstormed ideas for the longterm financial stability of public broadcasting.
Ideas included creating a trust fund.
using spectrum fees, cutting costs, using
advertising and enhanced underwriting,
and creating anew class of license.
Delano Lewis. president and CEO of
National Public Radio, said he opposes
using advertising or frequency swapping
to help finance public broadcasting. hut
does favor allowing producers "more latitude" in their underwriting efforts.
Representing the Association of
America's Public Television Stations, the
Public Broadcasting Service, Public
Radio International, and NPR, Lewis
suggested developing a new private corporation which would help move public
broadcasting away from an annual federal appropriation.
According to Lewis, the corporation could
be responsible for administering anon-governmental investment portfolio. After initial
funding by Congress. Lewis said the interest income from the portfolio would he

PLAPJOANIP SERIES

BGD200-VU or PPM
(DUAL METERS)

BGD400-VU or PPM

Are you sure your signals there?
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
328 W. Maple Avenue, Horsham, PA 19044
TEL: ( 215) 443-0330 • (800) 959-0307 • FAX: (215) 443-0394
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quality signal in San Francisco and listen
to it all the way to Rhode Island, staticfree and commercial-free.
This kind of reach could also "re-localize"
programming, making it easier for
motorists to get gospel in Idaho, bluegrass
in New York, and New York symphonies in
Arizona. Moreover, CD Radio subscribers,
who will be charged roughly $ 10 monthly
above the cost of equipment, will be able to
hear programming in different languages.
CD Radio is targeting initially for a0.16
percent market penetration of 350,000
subscribers, the number it needs to break
even financially. So far, it has raised
almost $20 million to launch the service,
but will need several million more to carry out its plan.
CD Radio has tentatively reserved the
launch date of its satellites by Ariane space to take place sometime between
Dec. I. 1997 and July 1. 1998.

(QUAD METERS)
Call or write
for free
detailed
brochure

•Bright, multiple color, ten segment
LED bar graph displays
•Balanced bridging inputs, quick
release connectors, desktop and rack
mounting kits

tied to offer the current programming now
provided by public broadcasting.
Lewis proposed three sources for funding the portfolio: FCC spectrum auctions;
lease income on unused noncommercial
spectrum; and atwo percent fee on transfers of commercial licenses.
"Our legislation imposes afee of 2percent of the amount paid for astation on
the person selling the station," said
Lewis citing the proposed ownership
changes and consolidation that will make
the local service component of the
broadcast medium more critical.
The subcommittee also heard testimony
from CPB President and CEO Richard
Carlson. Carlson told the congressman that
a report done by The Lehman Brothers
indicated that no combination of cost savings and new sources of revenue could fully
replace the current Federal appropriation.
The history of the budget process for
CPB this year is enough to give even the
calmest accountant heartburn. In FY1995, Congress appropriated $ 285 million for CPB.
This spring, the senate voted to freeze the
corporation's budget for the next two years
at the 1995 level of $ 285 million. The
House voted to reduce the funds to $265
million in 1996 and $221 million in 1997.
At one point, there was skepticism as to
whether or not the CPB would receive
any funding at all in 1998. On Aug. 4,
however, the House passed a bill recommending funding CPB at $240 million for
I
(f98.
The CPB is not the only agency to experience the budget cutting zeal of the current Congress. During the week of the
hearing. Chairman Reed Hundt responded
bitterly to asenate appropriations subcommittee vote that would cut the budget of
the Federal Communications Commission
by 20 percent.
Hundt said the appropriation would
"cause not cuts. but amputations." By the
end of the week, Hundt was thanking the
full Senate Appropriations Committee for
increasing the subcommittee's appropriation by $ 18 million. CPB may not have
such luck.
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Instantaneous cueing of audio for on-air, news, spot and
promo production is now areality.
Just push one of Instant Replay's 50 Hot-Keys and get
immediate playback of your stored library of music samples,
sound effects or spots—in stereo, and with superlative quality.
Instant Replay is the newest addition to 360 Systems' stable of audio
hard disk recorders. It's completely self-contained, sports afour hour hard drive;

Introducing Instant Replay:
The New Hard Disk Audio Player from 360 Systems.
and can store up to 1,000 cuts.
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A set of professional features
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analog and digital I/O, automatic
head trims, and even a printer
port for hard- copy listing of
cuts make this machine agile
and genuinely easy to use. Of
course, there's no limit to the

length of acut, and no waiting for floppy disks to load. Best of all, it's only $2,995.
Instant Replay is a new breed of digital audio player
high-powered productions. For aquick demonstration in
your facility, just push ( 818) 991-0360.

especially designed for
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Radio Rocks Cleveland
continued from page 1

chief engineer for St. Louis KSHE-FM,
who started as a DJ at the station in
1968. " If people hadn't heard the
records on their $ 5 transistor radios or
tube radios, they wouldn't know who
Chuck Berry or Little Richard are. So
really, radio made rock'nioll."
Added Ron Foster, an afternoon
announcer with ABC Radio's Pure Gold
format, " There was Elvis, there were

61
Years
Ago
Reprinted from Radio World October 6,
1934. Editor's note: The RVV
of old, printed for a time in the 1920s
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The Beatles. then there was Woodstock.
Now, there's the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame. It's a big major event in rock'n'roll history."
The majority of the out-of-town stations
got the message home via ISDN lines; the
Hall of Fame stated that no uplink or
downlink satellite dishes were allowed onpremises. A number of stations took
advantage of Cleveland-based audio equipment manufacturers Cutting Edge and
Telos Systems, which offered its Zephyr
digital transceiver on the house to stations
in need of aconnection to their studios.
"It's certainly not the first time amultiradio station remote has been accomplished, but it was a first for Cleveland.

We wanted it to be as
easy as possible," said
Cutting Edge President
Frank Foti, who also
had ahand in designing
a state-of-the-art radio
studio in the Hall of
Fame.
"On a personal level.
I'm aClevelander and I
grew up on rock'n'roll:
The Who, The Kinks,
Bruce Springsteen," he
said.
"I wanted to thrash
everything that's been
said in a non- positive
manner
about
my
hometown and show
visitors that this is a
pretty cool place."
11)

Cutting Edge President Frank Foti
lends ahand in astudio he helped design.

WHY SETTLE FOR A FEW TOOLS
WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THEM ALL?

and 1930s and today's RVV are
unrelated except in name.

ACE ADVISES ON
HOW TO GET IN
AS ANNOUNCER
William H. Andrews, chief announcer of
NBC's San Francisco studios, epitomizes
the requirements of an announcer:
Age: twenty to twenty-five years. Education: college preferred, but not necessary,
though basic knowledge of at least two
languages is necessary. Voice: trained in
both music and drama but NOT theatrical in tone. Experience: artistic and technical, in radio.
And—most important of
all—ability to sell.
Andrews said:
"The announcer is the salesman of every
program he presents, particularly on commercials—is this true, for on sponsored
programs the announcer not only has to
present the entertainment itself but often
discuss the product being advertised."

Mast Work the Buttons
On a high table in each studio is a box
containing channel switches operated by buttons. By pressing the various buttons the
announcer standing by connects and disconnects the other stations on a network
as the schedule requires. He must do this
at exactly the right second, many times a
day, with mechanical perfection.
Astonishingly small is the number of applicants who can meet the pronunciation
test devised for announcers' auditions. The
list includes such words as inimitable,
oceanography, cacophony, jugular, sacrificable, inquiry, carburetor, and isolate—all
taken out of actual continuities.
Not one
candidate out of ten pronounces them correctly, Andrews reports. In a recent audition at which twenty men were tried out,
eighteen failed on the announcing test and
two were barely fair. The final arbiter so
far as NBC pronunciation is concerned is
Webster's International Dictionary.

Tells How to Start
Auditions for announcers are held only
when a prospective vacancy on the staff
develops. Applications are then sifted down
to those of persons who, inexperience and
general qualifications, might do.
The position, frequently is awarded to some announcer from a smaller station who already
has proven his ability on the air or to
somebody employed in another department
at NBC.
"This seems hard on young chaps who
want to enter radio and have no experience",
says Andrews. " But at a big broadcasting
station nobody has time to teach a beginner. The wisest action for the inexperienced boy who wants to he an announcer
is to get a job at the first small station
which will employ him.
The all-around
work lie will do at such a station is the best
possible preparation for a specialized job at
a big station, later."

Most digital audio systems provide the basic
tools to accomplish specific functions, but only
DAD486x gives you all of the tools you'll ever
need to perform virtually any task imaginable:
On-Air, Production, Library Management,
Interface with Scheduling & Billing - and for any
format; Live Assist or
Automated - small or
major market. It offers
the ultimate in flexibility
without stifling creativity.
Any digital audio system is
expected to provide immediate operating efficiencies
and improve the bottom
line. But systems are
often selected without
giving proper credit to
the role as a platform
for future capabilities
and expansion.
Can the system adapt
when you decide to
change formats or automate overnights via
satellite.., or accept and
delay more external
feeds? What if you do
your own in-house
automation? Can it handle an LMA or duopoly,
integrate a new station,
maybe even simulcast with
the present one? How
flexible will it be for the new
PD, or that hot morning
jock... both of whom will likely
have strong opinions on how to
best utilize the system? Most digital
audio products just don't adapt very easily, and
you will most certainly be faced with additional
software and/or hardware expenses for any
changes... not with DAD.

DAD486x is the ultimate Master Toolchest for
broadcast professionals. Your staff may not use
all of the tools at first, but as proficiency is
achieved, they'll come to apply them in more and
better ways to improve your entire product..
DAD doesn't dictate an operationa' structure.
For any given task there
are multiple tools and solutions. It runs on standard,
non-propr•ietary computer
hardware, easily
interfaces with
other professional
equipment and
systems, and can imp;ement. various levels of
redundancy and fault
tolerance. Featuring
a compdetely open
architecture, it
maximizes future
adaptabilty, is easily
maintained, and can
readily be configured
as anything from a
stand-alone workstation to any number of
networked workstations, each optimized
for specific tasks.
Best of al:, DAD486x
costs about the
same as setems with
far less features.
Software upgrades and
improvements are free for
the first year, plus there are no
hidden monthly fees. Call ENCO and
find out w4 so many stations and groups
throughout the world have standardized on
DAD486x, the Ultimate Broadcast AJdio Toolchest!

ENCO
SYSTEMS, INC.

24403 Halsted Road, Farmington Hills, MI

48335

USA • Tel: 800-ENCOSYS [ 800-362-6797); 810-476-5711; Fax 810-476-5712
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Money Back Guaranteed!
Only

with MUSICAM® '- "41
is guaranteed to make your
ISDN digital audio sound the best! 2 '.1
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MUSICAM ® is today's digital audio standard.
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CDQPrmaTM

Only MUSICAM ® has enhancements designed to sound best
over ISDN phone lines. Only MUSICAM-USA ®
gives you a30- day money back guarantee.

Don't just take our word ...
Ask over 10,000 MUSICAM® codec users worldwide
•
Ask USA Digital Radio DAB
•
Ask RCA DirecTV, LucasFilm and Top Recording Studios
MUSICAM USA

We guarantee compatibility with MPEG II.
Prima will even make your other brand decoder sound great!

Don't stake your next ISDN remote on
five-year old Layer Ill or Layer II technology.

Call MUSICAM-USA® for the facts!

670 North Beers Street
Building 4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
Tel: (908) 739-5600
Fax: (908) 739-1818
Formerly:
Corporate Computer Systems
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Choice New Items to Stock in Shop

by John Bisset
SPRINGFIELD, Va. John Rohwer in
Sterling, Ill., just finished converting
WZZT to the ABC distributed Z- Rock
format. John bought the new Scientific
Atlanta Encore DSR-3610 digital satellite
receiver to decode the signal. He encountered some interesting installation
foibles, and wanted to pass them on to
Workbench readers who may be making
similar conversions.
John reports the SA Encore to be a
robust piece of broadcast equipment.
Unfortunately, it comes with a robust
interior cooling fan which is, frankly,
uuite noisy. Anyone with intentions of
locating the receiver in a studio where
microphones will be used, may want to
teconsider. The unit runs uncomfortably
warm to the touch — even with the fan
— so don't consider disconnecting it. In

fact, in tight spots, SA recommends
installing a second fan to keep the unit
cool.
Those who are doing the typical conversion, such as is done with Rush, using
the California Microwave splitter and
down converter as per ABC network
instruction sheets will want to check out
the diagrams that come with the receiver.
Your existing receiver will power the
LNB, but not the down converter "after"
the splitter.
In John's installation, power from the
SA receiver LNB terminals ( TB12-a
jumper) was required to get the receiver
operating properly. This is not immediately clear, and John reports the ABC
techs told him not to do this. But, in fact,
the down converter does need power to
operate, and your existing receiver, as per
the documentation, will not supply it.
Again, look at the pictures and you will

New Twist on Stern Saga
continued from page 1
If Kennard believes that Stern crossed
the line of indecency, then why did the
FCC makes asettlement with Infinity that
basically presents a scenario in which
Infinity is not guilty of any wrongdoing?
"We believe ( Infinity is) guilty of wrongdoing," said Kennard. "They disagree.
and rather than litigate that issue any further, the parties have decided that it's in
both of their interests to settle the case."
Public interest
Kennard noted that there are around 150
indecency complaints pending at the
commission — not all involving Infinity,
of course, but other licensees.
"We need to resolve those and we need
to collect the forfeiture amounts for those
fines," he said. "This settlement allowed
us to collect actually more money than
was actually due from Infinity in an
expeditious manner, so we feel that certainly the public interest was served."
That may indeed be Kennard's feeling,
but most of the people who responded to
a RW poll posted on the alt.fan.howardstern newsgroup felt otherwise.
Sweeps week
One person pointed out that a lot of
what's on television "is more obscene than
the Stern show. Check out Oprah, Jerry
Springer, et al, during asweeps week."
Another person said he thought that the
$1.7 million was " chump change to
Infinity but amounts to extortion by the
U.S. government." This same person went
on to say that he listens to Howard frequently, "but sometimes when he dwells
on his bowel movements alittle too long.
Isimply turn to something else."
A couple, responding together, had a
different point of view. " It's simple," they
wrote. "Infinity caved in. Howard NEVER would have."
At the 1995 NAB Radio Show, Mel
Karmazin, president and CEO of Infinity,
responded to aquestion about the settlement agreement that was asked at ahighlyanticipated workshop pairing him with L.

Lowry Mays, president and CEO of Clear
Channel Communications, which carries
the Stern show on two of its stations.
Karmazin said that Infinity had been
having conversations with the FCC "for a
number of years in trying to settle our
differences." He noted that " Infinity has
always believed that the material that was
broadcast by Howard was definitely well
within the guidelines that the courts have
provided on indecency."
The FCC, said Karmazin, "gave Infinity
what Infinity wanted, which was clearly
Howard's show is a show that has not
violated any rules whatsoever. Our
record is totally spotless, and Igave the
government what they wanted, which
was economics."
Karmazin told the packed house at the
New Orleans Convention Center that he
thought "there will be many. many more
broadcasters interested in taking
Howard's show into many more markets
than he has been in up until now."
The FCC's Kennard said the commission is " satisfied that the procedures
that Infinity put in place to moderate the
tone of the ( Stern) show since July of
1993 appear to have worked. That is,
the level of complaints has dropped
fairly dramatically."
Broadcasters who think the Infinity settlement agreement doesn't touch them
might do well to think again: Kennard
said the commission is sending out a
message to other broadcasters.
"We're going to enforce the law," he
noted.
Stern, of course, may have had the last
word on the subject of the settlement
agreement, and the entire indecency
struggle, to boot. He stressed on the air
on Sept. IIthat Infinity put up agood
fight, and that they deserve applause.
"It's like when you go up against Mike
Tyson and you're in the ring and you last
12 rounds — even though you lose, you
applaud." he told his audience. "( Infinity)
got jerked around plenty, and Ifeel bad
for them. Ifeel bad for me, and Ifeel bad
for the American public."

see what they are up to.
Finally, those who have been operating
with Wegener receivers, using the convenient 10-turn output adjustment pots will
be saddened to know that the Encore has
no output level adjust. It blows a sporty
plus eight into your hard drive. This level
will completely bury your liners and
sounders.
Despite all the adjustable parameters on
the Encore, level is not one of them. ABC
recommended the installation of adistribution amp at the receiver's output. John
chose apair of 5.6K resistors to attenuate
the receiver and match levels. John used
the DA to boost the hard drive output to
feed the processing.
John hopes Workbench readers heading
down this path will have an easier time.
The time constraints to "get the format
on" did not help, but the folks at Harris
Allied in Richmond, Ind., did. John
reported great assistance in specifying
exactly what he would need. John
Rohwer can be reached at WSDR, 815625-3400.
* * *
Well, the file folder's getting full, so it is
time for my periodic "What's new" feature. Iwill start with a neat little device

called aBasic Stamp Module. It is actually asmall computer that is mounted on a
small stamp- sized board. The modules
run BASIC programs, have eight or 16
general I/O lines, program space for
either 100 or 600 instructions, and will
run either 2400 or 9600 baud.
The stamp computers are less than $50,
and a Stamp Programming Package is
available for $99. Contact Parallax at
916-624-8333 or circle Reader Service
150.
* * *
Owners of Comrex DXR Codecs can
reap the rewards of research engineers
who have perfected atechnique to double
the audio bandwidth of this popular
G.722 codec. Even after the factory mod,
the codec remains completely compatible
with the older G.722 models. The
upgrade permits full 15 kHz audio transmission, and costs just $200. For alimited time, if your check is included with
the unit, the modification will cost $ 175.
Call Marsha Shamel at 800-237-1776, or
circle Reader Service 66.
* * *
RW Editor in Chief Lucia Cobo passed
on a really neat catalog from the C.
Crane Company. In addition to a variety
of shortwave receivers, scanners, and
satellite equipment, the company sells a
variety of AM antennas, many in the $50continued on page 13
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Audio Processing Like the Pros
by Jim Somich
CLEVELAND Last month Idiscussed
the ABCs of audio processing. Becoming
accustomed to your processing chain and
educating your ears are vital pre- requisites to becoming aprocessing guru. This
month, let's get serious and talk about
some real trade secrets of competitive
audio processing.
A good analogy of broadcast audio processing is a big funnel. Wide dynamic
range program material is fed into the
wide end and a fully processed, narrow
range signal exits the narrow end. A funnel narrows down gradually and you must
also gradually narrow down your raw
audio.
The narrowing- down process is performed by devices that become progressively more aggressive. An aggressive
processing element requires that input
program be tightly controlled else too
much processing can result. In order of
aggressiveness starting with the most
gentle are: leveling. compression. peak
limiting, and clipping.
If you fed your program audio directly
into aclipper the sound would be grossly
distorted. Only small amounts of aggressive clipping can be used. Therefore.
prepare the audio by packing it tightly
before subjecting it to more aggressive
processing.
Nothing is more frustrating to the fledgling engineer than being confronted with

acompeting station that is cleaning your
clock. This is almost always a loudness
game. Few stations have a passion for
quality, but many demand loudness at
almost any cost.
After hours of fiddling you become convinced that the equipment you have to
work with is at fault. Although this may
be true, often it is alack of understanding
of the equipment you have that prevents
you from achieving your goals.
Let's go back to the basic processing
building blocks.
Levelers: Leveling or preprocessing is used to slightly
narrow a wide range input
signal. Leveling functions
are usually handled by
your compressor — the
first unit in most processing chains. In some
cases, pre-processing is
stand alone, as when stations use Prisms in front of
their Optimod.
Pre-processing keeps a
very wide range audio signal from overworking the
compressor. Most compressors have a relatively
narrow range where they
can deliver great performance. Take away the pre-processing and
they are all over the place in quality.
Compressors: Compressors are the next
step down the funnel. They take the out-

put of the leveler and narrow the range a
little more. While levelers operate with
very slow time constants ( attack and
release), compressors are slightly faster.
Compression ratios (output level change
for a change in input level) are also
steeper than levelers.
Peak Limiters: The output of a welladjusted compressor is usually tightly
controlled, but because of the slow action
of the levelers and compressors. their
output contains too much peak energy for
broadcast. The threshold
of the peak limiter is set
to operate only on the
peaks of the compressed
signal. Attack and
release times are much
faster than in leveling
or compression.
Clippers: Clippers are
used to build density.
Density is a major contributing factor to loudness. In any competitive
audio processing situation, it is almost impossible to achieve competitive loudness without
clipping. Clipping is the
most aggressive form of
audio
processing.
Misused, it can he a disaster. A well
designed clipper fed tightly controlled
audio from a good chain can be your
secret weapon in the loudness wars.
Figure Iis acircuit diagram of aclipper
that Ihave had good success with. Many
audio processors contain good clipping
circuits, but in many cases you might

input voltage crosses the reference voltages, because of the slew rates of the opamps.
Great audio processing is about details.
You must optimize each stage of the funneling of your audio. If you present audio
to aprocessing stage that is uncontrolled
for that stage, you are inviting serious
distortion.
Clipping creates loudness. It has earned
abad name over the years because of its
misuse. A little clipping goes along way.
It can give you that extra dB or two you
need to stand out on the dial. Nothing
builds audio density like clipping.
FM stations often clip their stereo composite signal as well as their audio.
Clipping the composite can often create
even greater loudness, especially if there
are overshoots in a composite STL system or in astereo generator. These overshoots can hold down modulation by
keeping the overmod light lit.
Because composite clipping takes place
after the 75 microsecond pre-emphasis.
the distortion products it creates are
reduced by the complementary deemphasis in the receiver.
Indiscriminate clipping of the stereo
composite without regard for the pilot
will cause severe pilot modulation and
loss of stereo FCC rules require that the
pilot injection be held between 8-10 percent ( 73.322). For this reason, the clipper
described in this column is not suitable
for composite clipping.
It is common practice to hot rod audio
processors. A circuit designer sets certain
limits for each control in a processor. In
many cases, the limits are conservatively set
to prevent the user from getting into trouble.
It is arelatively simple matter to adjust
component values to speed up aprocessing
function or change some other parameter.

Figure 1.
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want the performance and flexibility of a
stand alone box.
Op- amps A and D form unity- gain
buffer amplifiers. Op-amps B an C compare the input voltage Vi n with the reference voltages Vhiand Vi o .These references set the high and low clipping levels
of the circuit. When the input voltage lies
in the range ( Vhi-Vi o ). the outputs of the
comparators make both diodes Di and 131
reverse biased. As a result, the circuit's
output Vote follows the input voltage.
When the input voltage exceeds the value Vhi, op-amp B's output goes negative,
forward biasing Di and thus, reducing Vi
± the voltage at the inverting input of opamp B. The circuit reaches an equilibrium
condition at which Vont = V i = Vhi.
Similarly, when the input voltage goes
below the value Vi o ,op- amp C's output
goes positive, forward biasing D2. This
increases the voltage at Vi. At the equilibrium condition. \f
ont = V = Vh.
The circuit's output continues to follow
the input for about 2µs, even after the

DSP ( digital) processors are very difficult
to hot rod because the processing algorithm
is stored in a programming chip ( EEPROM). You are usually limited to the control range provided by the software writer.
If you feel that you are now ready to
tackle the competition. slow down a bit.
Start by making small adjustments and
listening to the result. Do not change too
many things at the same time or you will
have no idea of what you have done or
how you accomplished it.
When you achieve something you like,
sleep on it. Come back the next day with
fresh ears and continue to make small
tweaks.
Ihope Ihave given you some insight
into the complex subject of competitive
audio processing.
ODD

fini Somich is a radio broadcast engineering consultant and president of
Micro Con Systems Ltd., a manufacturer
of broadcast equipment. He can be
reached at 216-546-0967.
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COLE'S LAW

Watch Your DJ's Mouth on the Radio
by Harry Cole
WASHINGTON If you like to talk
deny on the radio, you'd better start doing
it after 10 at night and before six in the
morning. Otherwise, you may find yourself looking down the wrong end of an
indecency forfeiture before you know it,
thanks to a decision this past summer
from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
D.C. Circuit.
The issue of "indecency" has long been a
difficult one, mainly because the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) has
declined to provide any meaningful definition of what might be deemed "indecent."
Oh sure, the commission will tell you that
indecency is "language or material that, in
context, depicts or describes, in terms
patently offensive as measured by contemporary community standards for the
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continued from page 11
$75 price range. For acopy of the catalog, call 800- 522- TUNE, or circle
Reader Service 88.
* * *
Digital Generation Systems has provided more than 2,000 of its DG System
commercial receive playback terminals
across the country. The system can he
configured to support a remote start
interface on a production console.
Schematics and full documentation can
be obtained by calling Jeannie
Batinovich at 415-546-6600, or by circling Reader Service 202.
* * *
Kathleen Karas at Crouse-Kimzey of
Annapolis. Md.. reported the ALCATEL
solderless XLR connectors is selling
briskly. Prices are the same or slightly
less than the soldered XLR. Female connectors are pink, and the male connector
is blue. For asample, mail your business
card to Kathleen Karas. Crouse-Kimzey.
Box 6300, Annapolis, MD 21401.
If you do remotes. you need acouple of
each sex in your emergency kit. They are
life savers!
* * *
While you are sending out business
cards, CAIG Labs will provide readers of
Workbench with acomplementary sample
of the PRO GOLD conditioning treatment wipes. These little wipes are
impregnated with CAIG's Pro Gold formula, which not only deoxidizes and
cleans surface contamination, but penetrates the plated surfaces and molecularly
bonds to the base metals.
Pro Gold also comes in spray cans.
pens, and liquids. For your free sample of
Pro Gold, mail your business card to
Diane James, CAIG LABORATORIES,
16744 West Bernardo Drive, San Diego,
CA 92127. CAIG Labs can be reached at
619-451-1799.
OO

broadcast medium, sexual or excretory
activities or organs." But hey, what does
that mean, in real life terms?
(For example. if you wanted to promote
the he-man image of your station in order
to attract an 18-25, heavy metal, male
audience, you might want to say: "We're
the station with balls." But the FCC has
already preliminarily held that such areference to balls is indecent under the standard quoted in the preceding paragraph.
But Idigress from the topic.)
Basic conundrum
Untortunately, this basic definitional
conundrum is only the most obvious

problem in the field of indecency. Other,
somewhat more subtle problems abound.
This is largely because, unlike obscenity
— which enjoys no First Amendment
protection at all, and which therefore
may be absolutely banned from the airwaves — indecency enjoys some, but not
complete, protection under the First
Amendment. That means that once something is deemed to be indecent, the government can regulate it to some degree.
Of course, as soon as you introduce this
element of degree into the debate, all the
issues cloud up real fast.
The June 1995 Court of Appeals decision arose from one such cloudy issue.

WOULDN'T IT BE

TASCAM

Congress had, back in 1988, taken abold
and daring ( and plainly unconstitutional)
political stand by trying to ban all indecency from the airwaves at all times. The
Court of Appeals swatted that notion
down without much difficulty. Back to the
drawing boards went Congress. and in
1992 out came a new law ordering the
FCC to prohibit the broadcast of indecency between 6 a.m. and 10 p.m. on noncommercial stations and between 6 a.m.
and 12 midnight on commercial stations.
The FCC duly adopted such rules, which
were promptly appealed. The recent decision is the latest milestone in that process.
Safe harbor
Unto' tunately. the Court of Appeals has
upheld the 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. safe harbor
notion for all broadcasters. ( The court
continued on page 19
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Multiphase. a contract engineering and
special projects company based in
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World media Expo
Satellite, ISDN Compete for Radio
by Alan Haber
NEW ORLEANS Moving spots, liners
and programming from their origination
points to your station in the most efficient
and effective manner possible is getting
easier, thanks to the proliferation of
Integrated Services Digital Network. or
ISDN. lines. Switched 56 lines, and the
introduction of satellite delivery into the
distribution picture.
But the jury is still out on the clear
choice in the battle for market share: No
two delivery or receive situations are
alike — stations receive advertising from
agencies, and programming from networks and other providers, for example
— and money and timeliness are at issue.

cr.:Irv-cm k
Which is the best choice for your station? That depends on a lot of factors,
and who you talk to. Long-time console
and hard- disk systems manufacturer.
Arrakis Systems Inc., teamed up last
year with Wegener Commmunications
and SW Networks in ajoint venture that
has resulted in the company's AVCR,

Digital courier
IIN i1ERNATIONAL
record. forward and store product.
In use by SW Networks for its 24- hour
networks. the satellite- based technology
is designed to deliver " the benefits of

satellite radio to the power of local programming," said Jon Young, Arrakis
Systems vice president of sales.
The A-VCR is a simplified black box
approach to satellite affiliate systems that
is file control compatible with the Arrakis
Digi-Link and DISC systems. The AVCR products can receive and store
ISO/MPEG Layer II digital audio, control, schedules, text. graphics and e-mail
from aWegener digital receiver.

Oaált11/111111EIV
Ready for delivery fourth quarter this
year. the technology is being rolled out
by SW Networks to key affiliates in key
markets.
Another one of the distribution players
showing its wares at the 1995 NAB
Radio Show was Comrex, which manufactures digital audio codecs such as the
DXP/DXR G.722 units that automatically detect and adapt to either 56 or 64
kilobits per second ( kbps) networks like
Switched 56 and ISDN.
Vice President Lynn E. Distler said that
ISDN or Switched 56 lines are being
used more these days. Stations would go
with ISDN over satellite, she offered.
because of satellite's higher cost.
"You have to broker for the satellite time
in advance.- she noted. " You can have ( an
ISDN line) whenever you want it. and I
don't think you can pay more than 20
cents aminute coast-to-coast. You could
never buy satellite time for that."
For small programmers distributing
materials to live or 10 sites. ISDN might
be a choice, said International
Datacasting's Director of Sales and
Marketing, Virginia Lee Williams ( the

RIMS
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INEXPENSIVELY

. . . with these two, brand-new products,
INOVONICS has you covered, coming and going!
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The front-panel LCD display shows
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other in-house functions.
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FAX (408) 458-0554
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company works solely in satellite). But,
she suggested, "It is not the only choice."
International Datacasting's products
include satellite digital audio and data
broadcast receivers, such as the SR121
MPEG PRO Satellite Digital Audio
Receiver for radio networks, and the
FlexRoute Satellite Digital Audio
Receiver for reception of high- quality
digital audio and data. Both units support ISO/MPEG Layer II/11a MUSICAM digital audio compression.
Getting things done in the here and right
now will always be important to radio
stations. Telos Systems manufactures
codees that provide real-time non-proprietary open interconnection; their main
function. said President Steve Church, " Is
to do right now broadcasting."
Telos's Zephyr codee handles popular
compression standards, and can transmit
two-way, 20 kHz stereo audio and ancillary data anywhere in the world; the
ZephyrNet provides terrestrial transmission of high quality audio to multiple
locations over ISDN.

A lot of Telos customers, said Church, are
using the Zephyr for "the kinds of things
that the store and forward ( products) are
intended for." He mentioned that around
two dozen voice talent types are using the
Zephyr to make deliveries to stations.
Satellite. said Church. "is really one-tomany. and the economies for satellite
make sense if you are sort of an old style
network ... you've got a guy doing a
show for the world in New York and
everyone gets the show."
With codecs, he added. " It is possible to
start asyndicated program economically
with only one affiliate." But if, at some
point, ashow with one affiliate graduates
to wide distribution. Church said that
economics may favor satellite.
Church said it seems to him " that if
you're distributing something from a
fixed site to afixed site, that terrestrial in
the long run is the way to go."
Dolby Laboratories is working exclu -

on
si‘ely in ISDN with its Dolby AC- 3 on
ISDN product, which provides real time
audio distribution. Kevinn Tam, director
of Dolby's marketing and sales communications product group. said the company chose to go with ISDN because that is
where the movement is.
Dolby's products include the DP523 Digital
Audio Encoder and the DP524 Digital Audio
Decoder, which can handle both AC-2and
some of the new AC-3algorithms.
ISDN represents about 50 percent of the
volume at DG Systems, according to Ann
Marie J. McGee. director of marketing;
continued on page 16
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continued from page 1
kHz spacing and that the 6 MHz
Eureka- 147 requires is not necessary.
But while praising the technology
behind the AT&T system, Masiello
questioned how the system will fit
into the existing allocation scheme
in the United States.
Looking ahead
AT&T officials admitted the situation in New Orleans was unique
because they had to worry only
about athird-adjacent station.
"It's not as straightforward as
IBOC," said Nikil Jayant, head of
advanced audio technology at
AT&T Bell Laboratories. The
upcoming official mobile tests in
San Francisco " will be a challenge:' Jayant said.
But he was optimistic that the value of the system will be adriving
force.
"What Iwant to do is just demonstrate the technology to people,"
said Edward Y. Chen, technical
manager at AT&T Bell Laboratories. "The only system left that
people have not had a chance to
hear is in- band adjacent."
Chen said there were two key
points he wants to prove with the
New Orleans demo: the adjacentchannel system works and that it
does not cause interference.
"To me, in-band adjacent-channel
is another way for broadcasters to
have DAB." Chen said.
Clean signal, mostly
Throughout the mobile demonstration that took about 30 minutes there
were few transmission dropouts.
Some tours were clean, while others
experienced one or two dropouts.
Some present at the initial demo,
however, questioned whether the
vocals on one cut were as clear as
they should have been. The audio is
a live CD feed of a mix of pop,
folk, jazz and classical music.
Not only do USA Digital Radio
and the AT&T systems differ in
their transmission paths, they do
not use the same algorithms.
AT&T uses its own PAC scheme,
while USA Digital Radio uses the
enhanced MUSICAM MPEG/
Layer II from MUSICAM USA
(formerly CCS).
"The PAC algorithm takes advantage
of the characteristics of the human
auditory system to compress CD-quality stereo signals about 10:1, afactor
of two greater than current commercial digital systems," said Jayant.
A robust modem and athree- layer method of error protection
ensure that audio quality is maintained in the presence of transmission imperfections at various vehicle
speeds
and
locations,
according to AT&T.
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most powerful.
Spots that took fifteen minutes,
now take five. Your peoduction staff
can be more creative
productive
at the same time. Bo
line— it will
make your station mo . The DSE is
all you need.

Over 90% of our customers w
receive aDSE demo buy at least on
The line forms at the production
room where the DSE is. Your
production staff and on- air talent
will want more than one. There
simply is no competition.
And don't worry about costly
software upgrades in the future.
Unlike other systems, with the DSE
they're free.

an DSE 7000 is so fast and
let you'll have more time for
er things— like golf. Why not
Ilenge Scott to around!
Call our Broadcast Sales Center to
receive acomplimentary copy of a DSE
video and to schedule ademo. Scott
or any member of our sales staff will
be happy to talk to you.

"I'll demo aDSE 7000 anywhere, anyrime
and prove it's the best digital workstation."
-Scott Beeler
Broadcast Center Sales Manager
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Competiton for Radio
continued from page 15

straight modem delivery is done the rest
of the time. The company is starting to
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integrate satellite into its product mix.
DG Systems announced at the 1995 NAB
Radio Show its teaming with Hughes
Network Systems to create solutions that
integrate satellite and terrestrial communications, and its first national distribution of
music — Reba McEntire's latest single,
"On My Own" — simultaneously and dig-

itally to more than 600 radio stations.
Getting aspot to astation in 15 minutes,
for example, means nothing unless the
traffic instructions get there, too.
"There has to be support behind it," said
McGee, " such as customer service,
where there is a need for somebody to
physically talk to someone."
In order to do things faster and better,
she added, "you have to make sure that
everything's moving simultaneously:'
If astation goes with satellite, it might
be agood idea to have an ISDN line for
backup purposes. Two-way communication is important, said McGee.
In other words, don't put all your eggs
in one basket.

"I think that is acritical business message to stations," she offered. "It's too
risky for anybody to do that."
MUSICAM USA's Vice President of
Sales and Marketing, Art Constantine,
said that it is good for astation that uses
satellite to have ISDN waiting in the
wings as abackup (MUSICAM USA, the
new name for Corporate Computer
Systems, is asubsidiary of VirteX).
Constantine said that MUSICAM USA's
CDQ Prima series of codecs are able to

MUSICAM USA'
detect audio levels at the inputs and outputs, and can take automated action if those
levels change beyond reasonable points.

When thinking about whether to go with
ISDN or satellite, Constantine said that
one important concern is the kinds of
feeds abroadcaster is looking to receive.
Constantine said that stations should
investigate their options. But, he added,
they should "Make a decision based on
the ability of the hardware to metamorphose — to improve, to change, to grow."
Stations should make decisions based
"on the years of experience a manufacturer has in business," he said.
"And make your decision based not on a
fear of the future, but ... looking forward
to new opportunities and to growth with
product that has the ability to grow as you
grow." That, he added, could be ISDN.
Virtex has announced that Infinity
Broadcasting will be equipping its affiliates and the affiliates of Westwood One
and Unistar with MUSICAM Express
compressed audio (MUSICAM Express is
a joint venture between Virtex and
Infinity).
ISDN and Switched 56 are used by
Digital Courier International for its common platform that allows the sending of
audio and text in any direction, point-topoint or point-to-multipoint. Stations are
provided with a486 personal computer
and adedicated network connection.
As to why stations would want to go
with ISDN or Switched 56 instead of
satellite, Director of Sales Mark Burns
mentioned
satellite's " ongoing
expense." ISDN, on the other hand,
involves " very little capitalization."
Burns also pointed out that "Some radio
stations ... will not accept spots via
satellite. They said, ' Enough. We
missed too many, they're separated
from the traffic instructions. —

Olt
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Digital Courier's Way.

The Old Way.

Say Goodbye To Couriers And Dubs.
This is supposed to be the digital age. So why

feeds and any other digital delivery system.

are you still waiting around for couriers,
analog dubs or satellite feeds?

DCI is the only two-way
audio distribution network in

Join the Digital Courier International network
It's afast digital solution for audio delivery.
With DCI you can ship and receive CD
quality audio spots over phone lines. In fact,
commercials can be delivered to you from
across the continent in as little as one hour.
With traffic instructions attached.
This will cut down on the missed air
dates and make-goods that you get
all too often using couriers, satellite

the world that connects radio
stations, production studios
and distribution houses, too.
There's no charge to receive spots. We'll
even pay for the lines and a486 PC All this
for aone-time installation fee of only $250.

le

So stop messing around with analog dubs.
loin Digital Courier International today.
Call Toll-Free 1-800-488-2021
- for more information.
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When thinking about which way to go,
stations should consider the quality of
audio they desire. Pete Lowenstein, vice
president in the distribution division of
NPR Satellite Services, which uses
Comstream digital audio receivers and
digital satellite modems for both its public
radio and commercial services, said
choosing between ISDN and satellite as
far as audio quality is concerned is complicated, because comparing one label
with another "doesn't really tell you very
much."
"There are low bandwidth, low power
satellite channels that would probably
sound worse than a good quality ISDN
circuit," he noted. "On the other hand, a
high quality, well-engineered satellite
circuit should be able to run rings
around some of the other non- satellite
technologies."
How does a station choose between
ISDN and satellite? If a station has the
option of going one way or the other, for
example, Lowenstein said, " it really
would get down to questions of economics, reliability and ... quality."
So, ISDN or satellite? Both delivery
methods have a place in the world of
radio, said Lowenstein, who added that
there is not "one dominant thing that is
the perfect way to do everything. It is
those people who know how to take the
pieces and make them complement each
other that are probably able to get the
best results."

redi-a-ble (ri lifa bal), adj.
1. that may be relied on; trustworthy.
2. dependable in achievement, accuracy.
3. the PR&E BMX III.
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Tel: 619-438-3911

Fax: 619-438-9277
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E- Mail: sales@pre.com

Before considering anything drastic, maybe you should consider the
amazing TeleHybrid. You no longer

YOU'VE BEEN ASKED TO

YET
ANALOG

INSTALL

ANOTHER

need to run a separate analog line
each time you want to connect

LINE FOR BROADCAST.

broadcast equipment to your digital
phone system. With a TeleHybrid,

PERHAPS WE'RE INTRODUCING
OUR TELE HYBRID JUST

NICK

OF

IN

TIME,

THE

there's no need for an expensive
analog card in your PBX, no need to
tap into your fax machine line, none
of the jerry rigging that can make
your life so miserable. ( Okay, you
do have to plug your phone and
audio console into the TeleHybrid,
but that's about as complicated as
it gets.) And once you've done that,
going on- air with a caller is as

OUR DIGITAL TELE HYBRID CONNECTS
ANY DIGITAL OR ANALOG PHONE TO YOUR
BROADCASTING GEAR.

simple as lifting the handset of
your phone and placing it on the
TeleHybrid. Plus, you'll get clean,
crisp audio and all of your phone's
built-in capabilities like conferencing, speed dial and multiple lines. To
find out more about the TeleHybrid,
give us acall.

-= -Gentner
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801- 9 75- 7200
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High Speed Data Service Unveiled
by Lucia Cobo
NEW ORLEANS Addressable radio is
a business reality for broadcasters wishing to partner with SEIKO Communications' FM Superhighway. Announced press conference during World
Media Expo, the technology multiplexes
a variety of information like traffic
reports. financial updates, emergency
notification, personal messaging and paging into the subcarrier spectrum of FM
radio stations.
FM Superhighway Inc. President and
CEO Gorgon Hastings said the company
is looking for partners in the broadcast
business.
"The FM subcarrier is abusiness opportunity. - he said. What the FM subcarrier

offers is two additional radio stations or
"communications channels you already
own," said Hastings.
Among the new possibilities the technology provides are the transmission of the
station logo, news, weather, sports,
stocks, traffic, client logos, promotions
and any other services stations can dream
up.
Hastings said future applications would
be possible with the coming integration
of the cellular phone and the car radio
receiver.
One of the components of the
SEIKO system is the ACTT chipset, a
device already incorporated into the
SEIKO Message Watch, the first consumer product to integrate the technology for personal messaging and

information services.
Stations can conduct surveys, send
information or implement a variety of

19

birthday messages and the like based on
information about the listener from its
database.
The Seattle market has a prototype
program in place, the Seattle Widearea Information for Travelers
(S.W.I.F.T.). The program is a joint
effort of SEIKO ( technology), Delco

Keeping It Clean
contirued from page 13
concluded that there was no rational basis
for distinguishing between commercial
and noncommercial stations and. because
Congress apparently thought it was okay
to air indecency on noncommercial stations as early as 10 p.m., it should be all
right to do so on commercial stations,
too. "NYPD Blue" fans everywhere are
pleased with this part of the decision.)
This means that the FCC can bar —
and, indeed, already has barred — the
broadcast of indecent programming on all
stations except after 10 p.m. and before 6
a.m. Because the primary justification for
regulating broadcast indecency is the protection of children, the rationale for this
"channelling" approach is that, at those
late night hours, there are likely to be
fewer children in the audience.
This court decision is a set- back for
broadcasters, as it reflects the court's
approval of a number of FCC assumptions which are, to say the least, a little
soft. For example, the court buys into the
notion that the protected class of children
encompasses everyone under the age of
I
8. That means that the Court seems to
be treating the perceived need to protect a
17- year-old as equivalent to the perceived
need to protect a 10-year-old.
Nevertheless, unless the Supreme Court
agrees to hear an appeal of the decision of
the Court of Appeals, the 10 p.m. to 6a.m.
safe harbor for broadcast indecency ( and the
corresponding absolute ban on broadcast
indecency at all other times) is the law of
the land. That means that, while you would
appear to be able now to broadcast all the
indecent stuff you might want between 10
p.m. and 6a.m., you had better be sure not
to broadcast any at other times of the day.
Bright side
On the bright side, though, is the fact
that the recent decision involved only the
procedural channelling aspect of the commission's rules. What is still left to be litigated, case-by-case, is the definition of
indecency as it applies to each particular
allegedly indecent broadcast. Before the
FCC can collect a fine or forfeiture, it
must ( if the target licensee insists)
demonstrate to a trial court ( including,
possibly, ajury) that the FCC's rules have
been broken. In the case of an indecency
forfeiture, such atrial would theoretically
require the FCC to convince atrial judge
or jury that which the licensee broadcast

was, in fact, indecent.
That means that, for instance, in the
case of one of the Infinity Broadcasting/Howard Stem fines, the commission might find itself trying to convince a
jury in a particular community that the
most popular morning radio show in that
community is indecent. If such a case
does go to trial, it will be interesting to
see how ajury reacts to the argument that
the government should be permitted to
fine someone for the broadcast of programming which is — at least according
to audience numbers — wildly popular.
There are a number of pending cases
involving specific fines for specific
broadcasts. They have been in a holding
pattern for the last year or two. presumably while the FCC waited to see how the
Court of Appeals would come down on
the issue of channelling. Now that the
Court has given that aspect of indecency
regulation the green light, the commission will probably now press forward
with its individual cases involving individual licensees ( the Infinity/Stem fines
being among the most notable of those).
Vindication
File a‘ailability of trials to permit broadcasters the opportunity to vindicate their
conduct before ajury of their peers is, on the
one hand, encouraging. It represents akind
of safety net which will, ideally. protect individual broadcasters from acensorious federal bureaucracy which may or may not have
any idea of what the broadcaster's audience
believes is acceptable programming.
But on the other hand, it is sad that any
broadcaster would have to be put to the
time, expense and anxiety associated with
such atrial. Indeed, the mere threat of such
atrial is likely to discourage many broadcasters from venturing into any area of programming which might, after the fact, be
deemed indecent. Such achilling effect,
although perhaps unavoidable in aregulated industry such as broadcasting, is to be
deplored, because it represents a subtle,
clearly undesirable, encroachment on wellestablished First Amendment freedoms.
If you have any questions about any of
these issues, you should be sure to consult with your communications counsel.
CI
Harry Cole is a principal in the
Washington-based law firm of Bechtel &
Cole, Chartered. He can be readied al
202-833-4190.

SEIKO's prototype FM Superhighway Car Display with Receiver
other two-way applications. For example. stations cm send customized ACTT
ehipsets to loyal listeners. Once the
chips are in the listeners' receivers, the
station can send customized happy

(radios) and IBM (software). Hastings
said the company is holding a " wide
range" of talks with radio manufacturers CASIO, Sony, Philips, Delco,
Alpine and Pioneer.
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Intrapx, Incorperated
3Lybetv Way
Wrsti,rel, MA 01886-3636 U.S.A.
TEL: '5081 692-9000 FAX: 2200
Effgland TF_L: +41 (0)296 661748 FAX: 66878

With an Intraplex
digital solution,
you'll gain better
reliability versus
analog alternatives.
And, in fact, digital
multiplexers give
you more than
greater reliability; they are
more flexible and less
expensive as well.
Intraplex has been building
digital audio transmission networks in
North America for over seven years.
Stations and networks across the country
have adopted Intraplex solutions to meet
their audio transmission requirements.
Talk to us about your transmission
requirements. Today.
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•Please your talent with plenty of power
•Mount easily at talent station
•Drive high or low impedance phones
The low distortion HSA -100 Headphone Amplifier
mounts easily with four mounting holes in its heavyduty steel front panel. It runs on a ± 15 to 18 volt power
supply.* Its discrete transistor output can drive
impedances as low as 16 ohms! Input level is jumper
selectable from - 10 to + 8dBm. Ideal for custom
applications — call or fax for details.

Reliability through design is the key to the B- series power amplifiers

Silicon Valley

POWER

•Power pack included

bdi

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

(not pictured)

5 Crestview Avenue
Peekskill, NY

Fax: (914) 736-6916

upplier of OEM modules is

with rack slide ready to install in a 19" rack system.
Power outputs 150W to 1250W

AMPLIFIERS

10566

Tel: (914) 737-5032

Silicon Valley Power Amplifiers, aquJii

now producing arange of compact power amplifers. All units are complete

The RF People

For prices and delivery CALL 1
800 -986 -9700
READER SERVICE NO. 191
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4CX5000A/81704
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4CX800A

4CX25013/7203

4CX400A

4X150A/7034

3CX15000H3

3CX15,000H3
3CX10,000H3
3CX10,000A7

4CX350AC

5CX1500B

3CX3000F7/8162
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3CX3000A7
3CX2500H3

8560AS
811A

3CX2500A3/8161

833A

4CX15,000A/8281
4CX10,000D/8171

Svetlana

• Watch this list grow.
• Manufactured in
Russia's largest
power tube factory.
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makes
'Lightning Prevention

Easy!

SK300A

• Generous* warranty
based on high quality.

Lortana

•Honest prices based
on quality at low cost.

CorporMion

•Shipment from USA stock.

Write to us today for a FREE brochure!

Broadcasters

OEMs, Distributors

Phone: 205 -882 -1344

Phone US: 800 -578 -3852

FAX: 205-880-8077

Int'l & US: 415-233-0429

Call ( 505) 325-5336

800 -239 -6900

FAX: 415-233-0439

FAX ( 505) 326-2337

P.O. Box 2548, Farmington\,NM 87499
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AXS Ax'-sess)... Jocks Love It!
AXS is an entirely new approach to digital audio
controllers. It starts with superb audio using the premium quality apt-XTM system. AXS is easy to learn,
easy to use, and powerful beyond words.

AXS has all the sophisticated feature options includ-

ing device independent multi-channel background
audio record and replay. Macro programming
makes tough to run event sequences easy. Software
drives a powerful programmable real time IOMAP.

010

Commls•lan

Distributor and Representative inquiries invited.
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MONROE

800 821 6001

ELECTRONICS

LYNDONVILLE,

NY 14098
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Let us help reduce your driving time, call Monroe
Electronics today at ( 800) 821-6001.
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'panel that can be time linked and remote wired is

AXS Systems...

1,00
0.30
0,30
1.00
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Wendy'.
Bed tight 131. 1259
Preelentlel Real E

locks lore AXS: A fast 99 page, 28 button Jock FIX
Use a software driven fourchannel stereo audio
switcher with on screen control or the powerful
eight-channel dual-buss routing switcher. or include
both if you wish. AXS is controlled through a trackball,
touchscreen, keyboard, buttonbox, telco or remote
modem.

Why drive when you can call? Using Monroe's 6000
Series Remote Controls and your telephone, two-way
radio, microwave link or other audio path you can
have complete control over a remote. For over 15
years, Monroe Electronics has supplied the broadcast
industry with reliable and affordable DTMF remote
control systems.

Attention
Advertisers:

AXS is a modular design that begins as a simple cart
replacement and grows to any combination of CD,
hard disk, satellite or specialty programming with
ease.
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Europeans Move Ahead with Eureka
by Alan Carter
NEW ORLEANS As broadcasters here
arc in the midst of testing in-band DAB
systems and hearing them publicly for
the first time, Europeans are putting the
first services on the air.
Why are the Europeans so far ahead?
Broadcasters there use the Eureka- I47 Lband system, which was soundly rejected
by U.S. radio.
BBC on air
The British Broadcasting Corp.
(BBC) claimed it would be the first to
offer a full-time commercial service

with five channels scheduled to begin
Sept. 27.
Five transmitters will provide coverage
to the greater London area or about 20
percent of the United Kingdom. That is
some 12 million people. By 1998 the
BBC plans to have an additional 22 transmitters providing service to about 60 percent of the population.
In Berlin, the first pilot project went
on the air Aug. 26 during the IFA
International Radio Show. Eighteen
temporary licenses were awarded by
the regional broadcasting licensing
authority.
Sweden wants approval for DAB services

in three major cities including Stockholm,
and the Dutch are expanding their experiments throughout the Netherlands in
Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague and
Utrecht.
On the pan-European front, the BBC
World Service, the German Deutsche
WeIle, Radio France International and
Radio Netherlands World Service formed
the European Digital Radio service in
preparation for the next step past shortwave.
Even in North America, the Canadians
have experimental Eureka- 147 broadcasts
on the air in Toronto and Montreal and
plan full-time operations in 1996. Canada

'Day of Mario' Kicks off NAB Radio Show
by Alan Haber
NEW ORLEANS Sept. 6, will surely
be remembered as "The Day of Mario"
— Cuomo, that is — the 52nd governor
of New York and the keynote speaker at
the opening ceremony of the 1995 NAB
Radio Show.
It was the day the former governor
descended upon the New Orleans
Convention Center and contributed alasting impression on those radio people who
chose to make Sept. 6 part of their show
experience.
Listeners of the cleverly named "The
Mario Cuomo Show" from SW
Networks are presented every Saturday
morning with three hours of stimulating

dialogue from someone who may be one
of the great political orators of our
times.
Three terms
Mario Cuomo served three consecutive
terms as governor of New York: 1982,
1986 and 1990. " The Mario Cuomo
Show" is not his first radio gig: He was
co- host of the "Ask the Governor" pro-

you look like me — then you talk to
them on radio."
Not surprisingly, he brought up everybody's favorite controversial radio personality, Howard Stern. Regarding the
self-proclaimed " King of All Media,"
Cuomo said he gets asked about him "all
the time, because Ihave won aseries of
awards for being very near to absolute on
the First Amendment." People want to

WME Draws
Fewer
continued from page 1

Angeles drew 17,637 attendees; afigure
partially attributed to walk-in registration and the significant number of
SMPTE members present in the Los
Angeles area.
Patty McNeill of the National
Association of Broadcasters explains
attendance was higher this year for the
three other organizations; for example.
NAB member presence was up six percent from last year's convention.
"RINDA and SBE attendance was up
29 percent too, and we were ahead of last
year in pre- registration of attendees,"
McNeill went on to say.
Nearly half of the manufacturers, services and syndicators exhibiting their
products at the World Media Expo
were attentive to the specific needs of
radio broadcasters and audio engineers.
According to McNeill, 367 exhibitors
were present on the floor of the New
Orleans Convention Center. Of those
exhibitors, 173 were devoted to radio and
audio.
While down from the number of
radio/audio exhibitors in 1994, McNeill reports those that were present came in with bigger booths and
displays.
Actual floor space occupied by
exhibitors in the Center was approximately 117,000 square feet.
"The equivalent of 2.5 football fields
worth of show space," said McNeill. MI

Former New York Governor Mario Cuomo
delivered keynote address to radio broadcasters.
gram on WCBS(AM) in New York City
and he fulfilled co- host duties for ashow
on WAMC(FM) in Albany, N.Y.. during
his I2-year term.
Just prior to delivering the keynote
address for the 1995 NAB Radio Show.
Cuomo spoke briefly with members of
the press high atop the La Maison restaurant in the New Orleans Convention
Center.
Need thinkers
Cuomo said his radio show is about
dealing with issues. " What we need
most in this country right now is not
passion — there is plenty of passion in
all directions, and it's not strength." he
said. " There's all kinds of strength.
Some of it is misdirected, some of it is
too harsh. What we need is thought,
and what we need is thought by the
people."
People need to make " the best possible judgements," he said. How do you
help the people do that? You talk to
them." But how? On television? "Well,
that's one way," he pointed out. "unless

know what Cuomo thinks "about Howard
Stern being fined for so-called indecency.
Well, first of all ... nobody can tell you
what indecency is."
Repulsive but free
Cuomo said he thought Howard Stern's
antics were "very repulsive. Idon't like
it. Iwish he would stop it, but the last
thing in the world Iwould do is make a
law to try to stop it, or fine him for doing
it. Isimply don't think that's the way to
approach it."
Asked to what extent people are influenced by what they hear on radio talk
shows, and whether that can be good or
had, Cuomo said, " Nobody knows to
what extent you're influenced by radio
or television or the newspapers or a
speech. How would you know? You
can't poll it, there's no evidence that discloses it, so we deal here in the world of
good guesses."
When he hears "the same thing I'm saying being said on radio, apparently with at
least aquiet approval, Ifeel more confident
continued on page 23
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took an uncharacteristic vocal stance to
support Eureka- I47 as aworldwide standard for DAB.
Who listening?
The number of listeners the services
will have is adifferent story.
Receivers are hard to come by —
even for broadcasters to conduct test
operations — and those on the market
in Europe cost between $ 6,000 to
$7,000.
Philips showed an early generation
model last year, and Grundig recently
released sketchy details on another. Other
receiver manufacturers such as Pioneer
and Sony are unusually quiet on the subject with suspicions high that they are
about to launch introductions.
European broadcasters are ready to
blame receiver manufacturers if the introduction of DAB is slowed at all. Some
also toss afew jabs at the United States,
knowing the consumer market in the
states is so large when compared to elsewhere in the world, that success is almost
agiven.
Ancillary services
The ancillary services possible with
DAB almost seem to be more important
for some broadcasters than the CD-quality, multipath-free audio Eureka- I47 DAB
offers.
Canada launched an in-car navigation
and traffic monitoring system via Eureka147 on L- band.
In Sweden, Severiges Radio and
Swedish Telecom are looking to multimedia opportunities with DAB. Not
only would a radio receiver of the
future have a tuner, dial and speakers,
as the Swedes foresee, the unit will
include agraphic screen, aloudspeaker
processor and amore sophisticated user
interface.
Some of Germany's leading broadcasters — Radio NRW, amajor network supplier, Antena Bayern. one of the country's oldest private stations, and Radio
Hamburg, amarket leader in the city for
which it is named — teamed with the
German industry to develop DAB data
services.
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Legislation Will Redefine Face of Radio
by Charles Taylor
NEW ORLEANS Passage of impending telecommunications deregulation legislation would likely redefine the variables of station ownership for radio
broadcasters.
Implications of the bill on license
renewal. LMAs and attribution were the
focus of an NAB Radio Show session,
"Duopolies, LMAs & Station Acquisitions: Opportunities in the ' 90s."
Currently, drafts of House and Senate
versions of the proposal, which would
eliminate caps on radio station ownership, are headed for a Hill conference
committee to iron out compromises.
Among the more dramatic moments of
the legalese-laden session was an appeal
from Roy Stewart. head of the FCC's
Mass Media Bureau. Imploring the audience to consider the weight of the potential legislation, he said, "Think for a
minute. What does this mean? Don't let
these words flow over your head. This is
something that has a direct impact on
whether you're going to be here next
year."
When pressed by an audience member
for his opinion of the bill. Stewart said,
"I'm not sure if it's going to he adverse. I
can make an argument on both sides."
Panelist Sally Buckman, with
Washington communications law firm
Leventhal. Senter & Lerman, explained
that in addition to elimination of ownership caps. the bill would include a two-

Mario 'sDay

step renewal process: simply, the FCC
be your responsibility even if someone
would be required to determine whether a else is controlling the programming and
station had served the public interest in
selling the time," said John Fiorini, of
its past term and
whether it violated
It's a sellers market. Large
rules; and commission
groups are gobbling up other
renewal without the traditional invitation for
groups in preparation for
outside challenges.
new legislation.
LMA rules would
remain intact, though it
was noted that many such program- broD.C. communications law firm Gardner,
kered situations came about in anticipaCarton and Douglas. "
tion of more liberal ownership caps.
Added Stewart, "There's no reason to
"Even with deregulation, you'd still be
lose your station at renewal time. Don't
expected to maintain control. It will still
fall into atrap and put your license on the

line. You've still got to pay attention."
Matthew Leibowitz, an attorney with
Leibowitz & Associates in Washington,
rounded out the session with an optimistic forecast for station sales.
"There's ample money coming into the
industry. It also goes rather deep; there's
money for medium and small markets,"
he said.
"The number of transactions is amazing. It's a seller's market. Prices are
going up in medium and major markets
and going through the roof in some
cases. Large groups are gobbling up
other groups in preparation for new
legislation."

Since 1991, BE has introduced

MORE

more new AM and FM transmitters,
with more advanced ideas and
useful technology, than any other
company in the world. At the same

Exciters that deliver
CD-quality sound for under
$5400. Broadcast Electronics
FX•50 exciter technology is
unsurpassed.

time we were bringing prices
down. No other company can
touch Broadcast Electronics
for value.

BROADCAST ElECTROgICS

•Transmitters with redundant
PAs and power supplies that
plug in from the front panel.

IS THE ONLY MAJOR
MANUFACTURER DEVITED

•AM transmitters with
switching power supplies;
they sound great at . 1% or
100 0/o output power.

EXCLUSIVELY TO
ENGINEERING BETTER RADIO.
CALL 211-224-9600 NOW.

•Transmitters with no plate
blocking capacitors or sliding
contacts to fail.

continued from page 21

in my point of view and more willing to
express it," he said.
The thing that the multitude assembled
in the La Nouvelle Orleans Ballroom had
in common, Cuomo said, was "acommitment to radio." He said he has always
been " an unabashed admirer, even a
lover, of radio. There's probably a very
good reason for that. After all, radio was
born only about a decade and a half
before Iwas, and we grew up together,
literally."
He said he misses being governor, but
he loves radio. "There are differences
between being governor and being on the
radio and having ashow," he offered. "In
government, you get to move the great
stone. You can put your shoulder to it,
and actually move it. In radio, all you
can do is shout at the people who are trying to move the stone. But that can be an
awesome power, that ability to shout or
to speak softly to the people in command.
"Radio, like its gaudy sister television,
can affect people in high places and everywhere, for better or for worse. And that's
something that we have to keep in mind. I
know Ido. Itake very seriously my own
responsibility in my modest role as atalk
show host. Iknow that radio has the ability
to uplift, because Iwas uplifted by it."
During his wide-ranging keynote
address, Cuomo touched on a variety of
issues. The address was made available to
Internet World Wide Web surfers with
either the Real Audio or Xing players
installed on their PCS through SW
Network's Web site.

•Transmitters you can buy for
under $ 6000.
•All with 24-hour support.
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Radio Ready for Next Century
NEW ORLEANS You say you weren't
around 75 years ago when radio entered
the world as the premier one-on-one medium? Fear not — you have just entered the
next 75 years. Strap yourself in tightly,
ladies and gentlemen, because it is going
to be one exciting ride.
New technologies, new formats, new revenue streams — radio is ever-changing,
always growing, always reinventing itself.
With 75 years of history wrapped up and
ready for the time capsule, it is time to
look forward to the next 75.
John C. David, senior vice president,
radio, National Association of Broadcasters ( NAB), said this is the association's

plan. "We're looking forward to the next
75 years," he said, "with technology that I
think is going to revolutionize this whole
business from acompetitive standpoint,
from aquality standpoint to the consumer."
The underlying word here, he added, is
"digital."
David said the NAB is excited about
"the prospects of digital, DAB, using digital in the production studios and the
newsrooms around the country — the
whole operation of radio stations. It is
going to make them more efficient, and
it's going to provide new revenue streams
for stations that we haven't even
scratched the surface on yet."

Radio stations around the country ( and
the world, for that matter) are discovering
the seemingly limitless opportunities the
Internet's World Wide Web has to offer,
from allowing stations to reach out to their
local listening areas to providing new revenue streams.
Three sessions at the NAB Radio
Show were geared toward helping stations understand the Internet a little
better: " Profiting from Technology in
the ' 90s," " The Internet: Are You
Ready to Cybercast?" and " Internet
Boot Camp."
David said he thinks the Internet is an
exciting arena. The first step in the process

Nib
Getting your

network
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of understanding it, he said, is to figure
out what the Internet is, how it works, and
how to get on it. " Now the problem is,
'How can Imake some money with it?' I
think those answers will be given here at
this show."
If your station is thinking about getting
into the Web business, it is probably not
alone. Why has interest among stations in
the Web grown so far and so fast?
"Curiosity, first," said David, who added
that the questions being asked now are
along the lines of "Is this something that is
beneficial to my radio station? Is it another way for me to promote my radio station
other than over the air?"
In addition to reaching out to local listeners with information about stations and
taking advantage of new revenue streams
offered through Web sites, stations may
want to set themselves up as being
"expert" on aparticular topic, such as their
format. In other words, acountry station
might want to include on its site transcripts or audio excerpts of interviews station personnel have conducted with country stars, and links to other country music
sites on the Web.
By doing this, and by simply being on
the Web, astation is not only reaching its
local listeners but also radio-hungry Web
surfers throughout the world. It's certainly
cutting edge to be pulling in aworldwide
audience, but is it beneficial?
"The Internet's great," said David, "but I
don't want people to lose sight of serving
their audiences. If we get to the point of
concentrating more on the Internet worldwide than on our local communities, I
think we've got aproblem, because localism in this business has made us what we

Ole

uP and

runnung

doesn't take a

rocket scientist.
Or does it?

John C. David

Radio and rocket science. If you never exactly thought the two belonged in the same
sentence, consider this: our satellite services can help you get your network underway.
That's because in addition to providing satellite space segment, we can also supply a
transportable upink. Our C-band, Single Channel Per Carrier space on Galaxy IV allows
you to control all your network broadcasts from asingle location. ;Plus, it's known for its
reliability and flexibility, providing digital or analog audio. And, it's all brought to you by
the[atrio-only experts] at NPR Satellite Services. You don't have to be arocket scientist
to see the benefits. Call us today
at (202) 414-2626.

NPR Satellite Services,

Link up with us

635 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington, DC 2(X)01-3753 • (202) 414-2626
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are today. We shouldn't take our eye off
that ball."
At the NAB Radio Show, said David,
"we're going to talk a lot about formats.
We have some of the top programmers in
the country. Idon't want to lose sight of
our basic business, because Ithink that
will not serve us well, and it will not serve
our customers well."
Way back when, 75 years ago, Marconi
and others were inventing radio. With
three-quarters of acentury already recorded, and the next 75 already in gear, what
do stations need to keep in focus as they
forge on riding the airwaves?
Their audience, said David — "people and advertisers who have been loyal to them, and whom they have
helped progress in their business," he
said. " It's still a one-on-one medium,
and we shouldn't lose sight of that.
The technology will help us do that
job better."

The hybrid you put
between these cables
is your most important
connection for successful
balk shows
am s.

Listeners and programmers agree.
The quality of your talk shows and call- ins are as critical as who you have talking.
And stations who are most serious about their sound and ratings use Telos.
Telos' digital hybrids have earned their reputation for exceptional performance.
In addition to full-duplex audio, Telos hybrids achieve consistent levels from caller to caller.
Our full range of products includes the top of the line Telos 100 Delta with adigital dynamic
equalizer so advanced you won't find it anywhere else. When it comes to complete systems,
the ONE-x-Six proves you don't have to spend alot to get Telos quality and features.
Let Telos connect you to your callers. Isn't it time you experienced great phones?

; - ; ; ;•
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IMMB2BMPI

2101 Superior Avenue • Cleveland, Onio 44114 USA • Tel: + 1.216.241.7225 • Fax: + 1. 216.241.4103 • email: info@zephyr.com
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Random Access Digital Audio Production by SoundLink.
No mousing. No fumbling. And
no nonsense. We designed the
SoundLink Digital Audio
Production System just
as our most demanding
customers asked us to:
Without compromise.
We built an intuitive,
full-featured console to
give you complete control
of random-access digital
recording, editing and
audio mixing. Along with
digital signal processing,
machine control, MIDI

the advanced features you need.
And instead of being forced to

"SoundLink has not only made
every production operation
faster, it's also expanded my
creative capabilities to include
things Icould never tackle with
analog equipment."
— Rick Wiggins, Creative Director
WJR-AM, Detroit
Capital Cities/ABC, Inc.

"It's one of the few pieces of
equipment at the station
don't have to worry about."
— Fred Holub, Chief Engineer
KLAX-FM/KXED-AM, LA
Spanish Broadcasting System

"This is the 90s production
room solution. Its integrated
digital console, storage and
editing combine to make one
of the most efficient and
cleanest operating studios
you can find anywhere."
— Roy Pressman, Tech. Director
WLVE-FM/VVZTA-FM/WINZ-AM
Paxson Broadcasting, Miami

capabilities and synchronization.
So if you're working in radio or
any other audio environment, now
you can enjoy all the benefits of
random-access digital editing with

work on an imaginary
desktop, you get all the
comfort of the real thing.
Best of all. SoundLink
is a perfectly integrated
system, rock- solid and
hassle-free—not a fragile
mix of components.
For more information,
just pick up your physical
telephone and call Korg
Professional Audio at
800-645-3188, ext. 280.

If you need complete control
over your digital production, anything less really isn't an option.

SoundLink KORG

0 1994 Korg USA, 89 Frost St., Westbury, NY 11590. SoundLink is a registered trademark of Korg USA.
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Equipment and Applications for Radio Production and Recording
DIGITAL DOMAIN

Dali Easy Two- Track Digital Editor
by Mel Lambert
LOS ANGELES Anyone that has been
following these columns for awhile will
appreciate my predilection for simple-touse interfaces. The way Isee it. the
microprocessor revolution brought us a
great' deal of speed and power but a
greater deal of confusion.
Digital audio workstations, in particular,
were blessed with enhanced sound quality and creative potential, but many lacked
asimple way to perform repetitive tasks.
Point- and- click mouse functions and
pull- downs are well and fine for word
processors, spread sheets and other
chores where sequential tasks require a

list of possible options.
Hard-disk editors and workstations are
another animal altogether. For most of us
in the radio business, two- track editing
and sound assembly is just about all we
need for many day-to-day tasks.
Keep it simple
Multitrack certainly is useful, but only
if you have to replay multiple elements
simultaneously. Most, if not all, of these
types of productions can be achieved
with more modest systems. We are, however, often faced with a number of confusing menus and system options to
record ashort sequence into the workstation, edit them into sequence. perform a

Fool Your PAT Machine:
Readere Tell You How on P. 45.

you ask for; aside, that is, from an explanation for the rather whimsical name?
(As Idiscovered, it refers to the surrealist
painter Salvador Dali, who utilized distorted clock motifs in many of his
works.)

couple of crossfades, perhaps some
equalization or compression, and then
Hello, Dali
off-load the digitized data to another
location l'or storage and playback.
Basically, the Dali-2T consists of a
Should be easy. yes? On many Macrack- mounted box that houses the various
and PC- based systems, you seem to
processing cards. I/O ports and a400MB
spend more time naviThe new Dali-2T has
gating around various
windows and pullbeen designed from the
downs than you do performing the edits.
ground up to provide
One stereo editor that
two-track editing.
is going opposite the
prevailing paradigm is
about to be unveiled by ['airlight, the
hard drive. connecting to a controller.
well-known Australian maker of powerThe supplied hard dri\e holds up to 60
ful MFX Series workstations for the
minutes of mono sound files; stereo
video and film post-production industry.
record/replay capacity is around a halfAs Ihave been finding out, the new
hour. Additional SCSI-compatible drives
Dali-2T has been designed from the
can be added if necessary.
ground up to provide two- track editing. It
Rear- panel connectors include
features a very easy- to- use controller
AES/EBU ports l'or direct digital interand, as far as Ican determine, delivers
face, stereo analog inputs and outputs.
continued on page 29
everything it promises. What else could
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The Ups and Downs of
Converting to Digital
by Bruce Bartlett
with Jenny Bartlett
Part II
ELJCHART, Ind. For years, radio production people have put radio spots
together on tape. But now that the trend
is to digital workstations, some people
find it hard to make the change; others
welcome it.
In the latter group is Dave Miller. owner
and chief engineer of Absolute Recording
in Elkhart, Indiana. He switched from
analog production to digital several
weeks ago.
We interviewed Dave in last month's
Line Out column. He spoke of the way
he used to do things in the analog
world and discussed his decision to go
digital, describing his current production methods.
In the past. Dave used abig Tascam 20
x8mixing console. Now he uses aPower
Mac 7100 with Digidesign Pro Tools
eigh-track recording software.
What does Dave like about digital? "I've

come to appreciate digital very much," he
says. " It's acompletely different mindset.
You have to get out of the linear mode of
analog. When you get into digital. you've
got clips of audio. like the old film days
where you have clips of film hanging on a
wire. You can grab them and stick them in
anywhere you want...like cut and paste."
Opening the mind
He has to remind himself not to be limited to the analog way of thinking.
"Digital expands your horizons so much.
I'm making the transition. but I'm still
drawn into what we grew up with. It's
hard to shake it.
"I don't miss the old razor blade! Igot
pretty quick with a blade. In twenty
years. I've done over 50,000 physical
edits. But 1can see that I'll probably
break my record with digital."
Dave is abig fan of Pro Tools' automated
mixing as well. No more hands. feet. toes
and noses on the faders, and asking the
client to "reach over and turn that down
for me. would you?".

Exclusive
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TWO NEW ADDITIONS TO THE

The MicMan'Jr. - A 2 Channel Preamp

COAXIAL DYNAMICS WATTCHMAN®
TRANSMITTER PROTECTION SYSTEMS
Models 81081 and 81082 with 15,30 60 kw Meter Scales
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The MicMan — Jr. Portable Milo Preamp

• 160 kHz bandwidth for transparent sound

• IdB noise figure

•Fixed, ( external PS- 1), or portable use

•Gain range +26 to +82 dB

•Uses standard alkaline batteries

•0.001(7r THD @ 1kHz, @ A=40 dB

•+ 12 or +48 V phantom microphone power

WATTCHMAN—protects your transmitter and
transmission line system. A permanent 19
inch rack installation used with any dual
socket line section 7/8", 1-5/8", 3-1/8" and
elements (additional) to monitor CW, TV, and
FM power. Model 81070 features two easily
read meters to monitor both forward and
reflected power. The reflected meter provides a front
panel adjustable set point which controls the trip level for
fast transmitter shut down and alarm. Abnormal load
conditions quickly cause transmitter shut down in less
than 15 milliseconds including control relay. Both visual
and audible alarms indicate system malfunction. Contacts
provided for remote alarm and reset switching.
Contact us for your nearest authorized Coaxial Dynamics
Representative or Distributor in our World Wide
Sales Network.

•Great value- 5425 with external power supply!

COAXIAL DYNAMICS, INC.

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.

15210 Industrial Parkway • Cleveland, Ohio 44135
(216) 267-2233 or 1
800-COAXIAL • Fax: (216) 267-3142
Service and Dependability
A Part of Every Product

Phone 800-262-4675, FAX 315-437-8119
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Designed and built to be the best
150 and 300 watt FM Transmitters

1940

AVERAGE SAVINGS OF 50% OFF NEW TUBE COSTS

R.1D10 • TV • INDI'STRLIL : 11PLIGATION
UHF • KLY,STRO.VS

CALL OR WRITE FOR )'O( 'R FREE
PRODI'CT INFORM:WON I'ACKET
75412 HIGHWAY 25
COVINGTON, LOUISIANA

70435

(504) 893-1243 - FAX ( 504) 892-7323
1 ( 800) 624-7626

Standard Features:

The industry's favorite unidirectional
interface amplifier is designed to match
IHF output standards ( 10k.0 unbalanced,
-10dBV) to broadcast input standards
(+4dBm,
ba!anced).
DC
coupling,
<0.006% THD & IMD, and >90dB S/N
make the CD-1 appropriate for use with
the highest quality CD players, as well as
with monitor tuners, cassette and tape
playback, DAT playback, and ENG
equipment. Table- top mounting or, using
the inc!uded angle brackets, may be
attached to arack panel, your cabinetry, or
anywhere convenient. A dual version, the
CD-2, is also available.

•Frequency Agile lets you change
frequency in minutes
•Overload Protection for Ref.
Power, Current, Temp
•Remote Control Interface Built In
•Ovedoad Led's for Ref.
Power, Current, Temp

•LED Read out for modulation
and deviation
•Front panel power adjustment

•Full Metering of Forward Power, Ref.
Power, Current, and B+
•MPX and Mono inputs on rear panel
•One year limited warranty
•115/230 volts - 50/60 CPS
•Excellent signal quality and reliability
•Ease of Installation
•Meets or exceeds FCC specifications
•Rugged construction for durability
•All modules plug in from front

Optional Plug in Modules:
Compressor/Limiter...Stereo Generator...
Automatic Station ID
Supvtim,

StoacleaitPzoducts,

3941 Legacy Dr, Suite 204-2086 Plano, TX 75023
Ph: 800/695-7919 Fax: 800/644-5958

EXCALI BUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA
Please elide our bin number radata sheet and adealer list

READER SERVICE NO. 93
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VACUUM CAPACITORS

THE FINEST STUDIO SYSTEMS IN THE BROADCAST BUSINESS
Audio Broadcast Group Inc.
Studio Furniture & Prewired Systems
Your studio environment specialists
for the last 35 years.

•Variable or Fixed -4pes

We Are The Industry Standard.

•Capacitance ranges from 3pF to 6600pF
• Peak Test Voltages fo 100kV
•Current Ratings to 1000 amperes

For

additional information on how we can serve you, please call today.
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COMET North America, mir.
89 Taylor Avenue, Norwalk, CT 0(383 IIJSA
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1201i 8313-1827
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SOUTHEASTERN SALES OFFICE MAIN SALES OFFICE
2342 S. Division Avenue
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507
Phone: 800 -999-9281

200 Fareway Drive. Suite 2
S-mithfield, North Carolina 27577
Phone: 800-369-7623
Fax: 919-934-8120

Fax: 616-452-1652

WESTERN SALES OFFICE
P.O. Box 1638
Palmdale. California 93550
Phone: 800-858-9008
Fax: 805-273-3321

YOU MAY ALSO REACH US ANYTIME VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL
cServe:

75371,144

Internet:

support@abg.com
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For 35 years

ABG

Audio Broadcast Group, Inc.
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Buyout CDs from Energetic Music
by Chris O'Brien
WASHINGTON Over the last 10
months, Ihave been on an intensive
search for a production library to fit our
Rockin' Country format. Irecently got
the chance to hear portions of the buyout
production package from Energetic
Music of Seattle.
While the Energetic Music library is royalty-free and relatively inexpensive, it does present the production person with achallenge
when hunting for the perfect bed for aspot.
Isampled three volumes from the
Energetic Themes broadcast library and
one of their new Recurring Themes CDs.
which features 50 variations on the same
basic song, presented in styles from

"Funk" to "Romantic Orchestra."
The advantages to purchasing abuyout
production package are obvious: no longterm lease to factor into abudget, and a
low one- time- only cost. The disadvantage in this and many buyout scenarios is,
you get what you pay for.
The Energetic Music catalog features a
wide assortment of production music and
sound effects to "buy outright." The $99.95
price tag is reasonable for the Sound
Effects Library, but after having listened to
just three music CDs offered by Energetic
Music, it was difficult to accept the nearly
$100-per-disc price they were asking.
In the studio
Iused Energetic Music discs BC- 3,

Two- Track Digital Editor
continued from page 27

MIDI, video sync and time code.
Projected list price for Dali-2T, complete
with 400MB hard drive, is $9,990.
The controller features avariety of dedicated keys for major system functions: an
LCD screen with programmable softkeys
(whose function change dependent upon
what you are doing) and abank of familiar transport controls; a large scrub/jog
wheel, level meters and anumeric keypad
that enables direct entry of timecode or
cue point locations. A shift key modifies
some of the buttons to provide double
functions. All in all, the controller is well
laid out and extremely easy to navigate
around.
Easy display
The LCD is key to the unit's functionality. An upper area contains various timecode locations that label Marker In/Out
pointers, plus the Current Play location.
A thin line below this shows the entire
project, and where the Now line currently
resides. The lower section shows audio
files in an easy to comprehend graphic
form, represented as pieces of tape.
Finally. the LCD displays the percentage
of remaining hard disk capacity. plus
labels for the softkeys.

of the crossfade envelope. It is surprising
how quickly one can produce the
required result, and be ready to off-load
the file to the final medium.
Bells and whistles
In addition. Dali-2T provides some
powerful DSP functions. Time correction
— or "TimeFx" in Fairlight parlance —
is available in three modes: Pitch
Change, in semitones; Stretch/Relax, in
percentage duration; and Varispeed (- 25
to +400 percent).
A choice of six time-dilation settings are
available, that have been set up to provide
the optimal results with certain types of
audio including male/female voices, pop
or classical music. Final lengths can be
matched to a percentage of the original
timings. or defined as a specific extended/reduced duration.
Also provided is apowerful four- band
fully parametric equalizer, with choice
of highpass. lowpass or bell- response
for each band, plus areal-time dynamics
section. The latter provides selection of
Compression Ratio ( gentle to steep/limiting). Threshold Level, Gating
Threshold, and Attack and Release settings for each of the selected audio elements.

BC-4, BC-5 and RT-1 in the production
studio for two weeks. Iwill say the
library does contain some really fantastic
and imaginative cuts, but it also includes
some rather predictable and, frankly,
tired- sounding cuts.
Let me focus on the positive; specifically, volumes BC-3. 4and 5. The imaginative cuts Ireferred to amoment ago really stand out. The writers at Energetic
Music excel in the creation of uniquesounding New Age. Tropical and
Industrial category music. This is a tribute to the imagination of writers Monty
Smith, Mark Bittler and Jimmy Free.
In spite of the strengths of these music
forms, there is ahuge shift when it comes
to Classical, Blues and Country.
As acontemporary Country music programmer. Ialways look for production
packages that include Modem Country. To
my ear, Energetic Music's interpretation of
this genre is considerably behind the times.
Classical cuts come across stiff and
electronic, and more often resemble a
Sound Blaster soundtrack for acomputer
game than aprofessional quality production bed. As for Rhythm and Blues ... let
me just say that those who listen to
Muddy Waters or Robert Johnson would
not be impressed.
Recurring themes
Iwas also concerned with the Recurring
Themes CD. The collection makes sense
as an image package, unifying the elements of. say. aFull- Service station. For
commercial music, it has limited appeal.
RT-1 contained atotal of nine different
music styles with varying fadeout times,
for agrand sum of 50 cuts; all variations
of the same song. For my money, I'm
looking for different songs with diverse
styles; in radio production, appropriate

music needs to be distinctly different
from commercial to commercial.
Changes in instrument balance or
arrangement would have been more
desirable than different cut timings.
When even the skimpiest digital workstation on the market today can trim and retime music cuts, it seems unnecessary for
aCD to be produced this way.
In my search for aproduction library to
complement WRCY-FM's Rockin•
Country format. Ihave found that combining elements of several libraries is the
solution to making the perfect fit to our
format. Iam currently using production
music designed for Urban. Rock and
Country formats.
Libraries such as the Energetic Music
collection have something to offer, but you

Product Capsule:
Energetic Music Library
--÷,
Thumbs Up

Thumbs Down

./ good island/tropical
beds
./ new age

I expensive for music
buyout discs

music

l

,./ industrial beds

weak in some
categories

./ inexpensive SFX
library available

information, contact Energetic Music at
1-206-467-7101; or circle Reader Service 7

For more

must be savvy when investing in any buyout-type agreement to ensure that you are
paying the right price for the level of quality you require. If your CHR or Hot AC
station needs to freshen up the production
library, several discs from Energetic
Music might help, while sparing the
expense of leasing another huge library.
D

Chris O'Brien is the program director
for WRCY-FM, Washington's Thunder
107.7 and a contributing writer to RW.
Chris can be reached at 703-631-2577.

The Dali-2T offers just about
everything you might look for in
a workstation designed for
broadcast production.
Loading audio is simplicity. Connect an
analog or digital source, and press
Record. Audio is digitized to hard disk,
and tagged with a timecode label from
the internal generator or an external
source. User selectable sample rates for
analog sources range from 32 to 48 kHz,
with the normal user choices.
Once the sound cues have been loaded,
they can be edited into position by simply
moving them to amarker, with crossfade
overlaps or butt edits. The overall level of
individual cues can also be adjusted.
Providing such basic functions on dedicated keys dramatically speeds up the
editing and trimming process. Scrub editing enables the precise edit points to be
located, the markers used to define the
start of the next segment, and/or the start

Although the new Fairlight Dali-2T
might not set the world afire in terms of
flash and sizzle, it has great deal going
for it as abasic two-track random-access
recorder/editor and can be mastered in a
couple of minutes. It features an extremely simple user interface, with easy to
understand commands. In many ways,
the Dali-2T offers just about everything
you might look for in a workstation
designed for broadcast production.
ODD

Mel Lambert has been involved with the
production and broadcast industries for
20
years.
Now
principal
of
Media&Marketing, a Los Angeles-based
consulting service for the professional
audio industry, he can be reached at
mediapr@aol.com, or 818-753-9510.

You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before...You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.

j:I
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BELAR

(
610) 687-5550

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.

LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333

Call or write tor more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.
Circle ( 174) On Reader Service Card
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PRODUCT EVALUATION

Inexpensive Reverb Goes Zoom
by Alan R. Peterson
WASHINGTON Inexpensive digital
reverbs are frequently reviewed in Studio
Sessions for the benefit of broadcasters
interested in less costly products. With
prices mostly in the $200-$400 range,
reverb for the masses is possible.
But most budget boxes are strictly
reverb only. What if other effects are
desired? Pitch shifting is hardly ever
packaged in budget units. The same can
be said for serial and parallel effects.
It is afact of life that corners will be cut
on budget gear and the frugal production
director assumes she/he will just have to

come to some sort of compromise. This
is why the Zoom 1202 Studio is so attractive.
A few years ago, the Zoom corporation
made a big ripple with a little box: the
model 9002 16- bit digital echo/
reverb/distortion processor. This full- featured device was small enough to fit onto
the belt or instrument strap of the user.
That experience came in handy when it
came time for Zoom to release the 1202
— aremarkably small rackmount processor capable of numerous reverb, delay,
echo and pitch shift effects. All are true
stereo and sampled at 44.1 kHz for full
sonic quality. The Zoom 1202 is packed

Outstanding
Combination

Add remote relay control to your
DSP-6000 digital STL or ISDN remote equipment
with the SRC-8A from Broadcast Tools.

BROADCAST

too is

APPLICATIONS:

with the kinds of programs creative
minds love to mess with.
Budget- conscious managers and production directors will especially appreciate the $250 list price. Shop around alittle and you should land one for around
$200.
Understand this is a musical- type
processor better suited for - 10 dB project
studios than broadcast production rooms;
level correction and compatibility will be
an issue. But then again, the classic
Yamaha SPX-90 started out life the same
way.
First, the quibbles ...
The front panel legend is nothing more
than ablue adhesive- backed vinyl sticker
which will gradually get razored and
peeled off by fidgety DJs. Don't think
your station is "different"; it will happen.
Preset configurations are determined at
the factory. There. are no memory locations to store your favorite programs. The
VU indicator is a two-color LED, green
during zero and normal levels, red during
hot levels. When it goes red, you have
just clipped your signal.
The 1202 lacks adisplay and bypass
switch, and pots have a light duty feel
compared to most production room
devices.
Wall wart. Live with it.
Finally, forget MIDI. Zoom left it off
the 1202. This is not a major concern if
your studio is not MIDI-capable to begin
with.
Versatility
All that aside, the 1202 is a fun little
box. There is no shortage of reverbs.
ranging from concert halls to acoustically
dead rehearsal rooms ( I've never understood why "dead room" is considered a
reverb program). Two data controls are

octave; the Zoom 1202 created a convincing "Byrds" I2-string electric sound
and a punchy bass track ( morning show
parody producers who cut their own
music tracks should love this).
Zoom delivers agood performance with
serial and parallel effects. While configurations are not selectable ( as on the pricier Ensoniq DP/4), the patterns Zoom created are meaty and useful. PIT+REV
(pitch shift and reverb) gives you instant
"voice of God" and FLA+REV ( a
flanger) is great for sweeping the cold

Product Capsule:
Zoom 1202 Studio

ellib
Thumbs Up
/ serial/parallel effects

i
Thumbs Down
/ see Quibble',

/ noise gate
/ lots of reverbs
/ price
For more information, contact Zoom at
1-516-364-2244; or circle Reader Service 125

post ringout at the end of apromo.
Parallel effects allow different processing on each channel. One side of the
stereo image can be flanged while the
other gets reverb or echo. Very handy if
your console has assignable Aux outs and
you wish to use the 1202 as a "second
effects box" to sweeten two tracks at
once.
Ifound delay and echo difficult to tame.
Here is where adisplay would have been
handy to match tempos, beats- per- minute
or delay in milliseconds. Frankly. there is
little call for echo in radio spots these
days, but both sound good and heat cart
machine echo hands down.
My performance test shows the Zoom
1202 to have decent RF rejection. Ilive
less than a half mile from acombined
TV/FM tower in Virginia which sprays
RF into everything Iown. With no signal

✓ Direct relay control for your dial- up remote control
✓ A supplement to your dedicated remote control
✓ Relay control of satellite, transponder, or remote audio switching
✓ Remote control system redundancy

Zoom Studio 1202 Processor

✓ Machine control and talent alerting for remotes
FEATURES:
IM One-way control ( bi-directional control & status option available)
• Interfaces directly to the RS-232 data port with selectable baud
rates
II High integrity data format
• Eight SPST 1amp relays with LED indicators
• Eight optically- isolated (wet/dry/5-24 vdc) inputs with LED
indicators
• Compact aluminum case with mounting flanges ( rack adaptor
available)
Call the broadcast professionals at Harris Allied
for complete details and ordering information.
1-800-622-0022

Fax 317-966-0623

1-1ARFUS
AL.LIED
(D1995 Harris Corp.
Circle ( 216) On Reader Service Card

included on the front panel to dial in diffusion — in this case, stereo spread —
high- frequency damping. density, predelay and other variables, depending on
the chosen effect.
Within each effect are 16 patterns, or
variations on the original effect, selectable
from another rotary switch on the front
panel. This alters decay time. There are
ten reverb programs. which means the pattern control gives you 160 basic reverbs
even before you touch the data dials.
Two EQ controls adjust the high and
low frequency content of the effect signal. leaving the dry side of the mix intact.
There more
An A/B button selects different effects
banks, moving between the reverbs and
series/parallel effects. This button keeps
front panel switching simple. allowing
you to select effects without scrolling
through several hundred programs.
The 1202 has especially nice flanging
and chorusing effects, editable via the
data knobs. An audible delay exists in the
pitch shift program, but the sound is surprisingly clean. Itested this feature by
shifting aguitar track up and down one

applied to input, the 1202 stayed politely
silent.
Speaking of silence. the 1202 has aprogram called ZNR, for Zoom Noise
Reduction. This is a noise gate with
selectable thresholds and variable depths.
If your studio lacks a downward
expander or gate for the mic channel, the
ZNR can tame room noise during basic
voice sessions, but needs careful adjustment for optimum performance.
Conclusion
The budget reverb arena is already quite
crowded. The Zoom 1202 is a standout
for its clean stereo reverb, pitch changer,
noise suppression, combined effects and
tweakability. and all at a killer price.
Because it is a low-priced unit, you will
have to deal with the compromises listed
earlier.
Frankly, the biggest problem your staff
may run into is writing down all the settings necessary to recreate a favorite
sound.
If your station is on a tight budget but
needs an effects processor offering more
than basic reverb, test out the Zoom
1202.

on

the

CUTTINGEDGE

change the way your listeners think

unity 2000i fm & unity am
broadcast processors
2101

,
A ge
CUTTINGEDGE

SUPERIOR AVENUE • CLEVELAND, OHIO 44114 • TEL: ( 216) 241-3343 • FAX: ( 216) 241-4103 • e-mail: info@cuttingedge.zephyr.com
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Why so many

TIGHTFISTED

Penny-pinching
FM stations are willing to dig

deeper for an OPTIMOD.
Seems everyone has gotten alittle

FM processor can: the unmistakable punch

digital processors. So you can tailor your

tighter, and more savvy, since the recession.

and clarity of "the OPTIMOD sound," with

station's sound precisely to your format.

To attract and hold awider audience,

the power and flexibility of four built-in

Add new sounds simply by adding anew
board. And never have to worry about out-

stations have learned to invest in what
keeps working. Like better programming.

sesg,ISIM1311)11;isie.
i

And pure digital sound.

,3,11

r

growing, or unloading, acapital investment.
The 8200 frees you to go wherever
digital FM goes. While analog boxes only

With all— digital processing, the

dig you in deeper.

OPTIMOD 8200 delivers what no analog

orbon
H

A Harman International Company

1525 Alvarado St., San Leandro, CA 94577 USA Phone 1. 510'351.3500 Fax l• 510.351.0500.
1994 AKG Acoustics, Inc. Orban and OPTIMOD are registered trademarks of AKG Acoustics, Inc. All other trademarks are property of their respective companies.
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Is Neumann Clone Rode-Worthy?
by

Ty

Ford

BALTIMORE It is more than a little
scary how similar the shapes of the
Neumann U87 and the Rode NT2TL
($600) are. The fact that their assemblies
are almost identical is even scarier.
Although Ididn't drop the dime to call
the company in Sydney, Australia, Iam
sure the resemblance is no accident. A
close look by anyone with more than
casual knowledge of the Neumann U87,
however, will reveal the differences.
The specs that came with the pair of
NT2TL mics Itested indicate 20 Hz to 20
kHz response ( with no graph provided), a
noise figure of 17 dB- A SPL, sensitivity
of 16mv/pa and amaximum SPL of 135
dB; 145 dB with the pad. Output impedance is 200 ohms. The output connectors
and internal head pins are gold-plated.
Windscreen
The first, and most obvious difference is,
the NT2TL's capsule windscreen is less
substantial than the U87's. So much less
that it can be dented without much effort.
The Rode NT2TL offers only two patterns,

dioid pattern for amale narrator. The mics
sounded extremely similar. At adistance of
6", the NT2TL was slightly fuller on the
bottom than the newly cleaned Neumann
U87. The NT2TL also had a little more
sizzle on top; something like one might
expect to hear from an AKG 414. As the
talent moved in to about l" from the mics,
the Neumann became alittle edgy but the
bottoms remained very similar.
Omni-presence
The NT2TL sounds equally good in the
omni mode. High- frequency response
drops off at about 40 degrees either side
of dead center, but this is nominal for a
mic in its price range. You usually have
to pay alot more for great polar response
in the omni mode.
The NT2TL was three or four dB hotter
than the U87 ( it should be noted that the
U87Ai, which took the place of the U87
after 1986, is also about three dB hotter
than the original U87 design we were
using).
The Rode was not without problems.
When first plugged in to Flite Three's
mic cables, the Rode picked up video
sync noise and an AM or FM radio station. When the same cable was plugged
into the studio's U87, there were no problems. Ican only guess that the mics were
tested in an area where the RF environment is alot more friendly.
Some of the Gefell mics from East
Germany had the same sorts of problems
when they first hit the US several years
ago. As aresult, Gefell beefed up the RF
filter circuitry and solved the problem.
Hopefully, Rode will do the same.
If you really like the sound of the
NT2TL, and are concerned about noise.
try using Gotham C;AC-3 cable. or EMT

Product Capsule: Rode
NT2TL Microphone

the guide indicates, foam pop filters can
be used, but they filter out some of the
high frequencies too. Rode suggests
using one of the panty-hose pop screens.
They work, but may not be enough to
handle aheavy breather at three inches or
less from the mic. If you've got people
who MUST eat the mic, you have no
choice but the foam-style filters.
Incidentally, we tried the exhale test on
both the Neumann U87 and an unsuspecting Gefell M71. Neither mic exhibited any symptoms.
Suspension mount
The Rode SM-1 suspension mount,
which is included with the mic, is well
designed and allows much easier and
more precise positioning of the mic than
the standard Neumann suspension mount.
In our tests, it was also more effective at
reducing bumps and thumps than the
Neumann. Neumann will likely lose some
sales to this mount because it fits the U87
very well, and it's a lot less expensive.
The suspension mounts Ireceived each
included an extra set of rubber bands. A
good thing, too; one of the bands was broken on one of the mounts. Isuspect the
reason was a mounting flange that had
been closed just abit too tightly to accept
the rubber band. A pair of needle- nose
pliers was used to open the fitting slightly
to allow proper placement of one of the
spare bands.

50
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In conclusion, the Rode NT2TL —
regardless of its limitations — is an
exceptionally transparent and open sounding mic. Iwoukl expect it to do
well in avariety of applications including
drum overheads. vocals. piano, guitar and

•

Internal view of the Rode mic
(from a safe distance in adry environment) voice-overs or regular on-air radio
use.
The Rode NT2TL is not the "Neumann
Killer" some expected it to he, but is a
great sounding mic for the price.
DEJO

Tv Ford will be surfing the aisles at AES
in NY for new stuff Ifyou buy him anice
cup of coffee, he will be your friend for
life.

STEREO UNDER
TRACKS $ 4,000

Digital Audio Workstation

• Automated Digital Mixing
• Open Platform Windows - PC-Based
• Scaleable Architecture

Rode NT2LT microphone

• Non-Linear Random-Access-EditinC

Thumbs Up

Thumbs Down

omni and cardioid. The patterns are easily
affordable
switchable via a two- position switch
RF and moisture prone
good sound
mounted on the body. On the other side of
the body, athree-way switch allows either
For more information, contact Harris Allied at
the 10 dB pad or the high-pass filter to be
I
-800-622-0022: or circle Reader Service 181
engaged. but not both at the same time.
When switched to the pad position, both
2022 if you can find it. Use XLR conNT2TL's sounded fine. However, when
nectors with all- metal shells — not the
the high-pass filter was engaged. both
plastic- backed Neutriks — and connect
mics generated a lot of unexpected high
the cable shields to both shells. In our
frequency noise. This noise was less
test, the EMT 2022 cable stopped the RF
noticeable with the omni pattern than
completely. There were no noise or RF
with the cardioid pattern, but still made
problems at my own studio with the
the high-pass filter unusable.
The results were the same on both mics,
NT2TL plugged into an Amek/Neve
whether Iused the Mackie 1604 mic pre- 9890 or Mackie 1604 mixer.
amps or the Amek/Neve 9098.
High Humidity
The NT2TL uses dual pressure gradient
Another weak spot in the Rode design is
transducers and has a transformerless
the capsule's sensitivity to humidity. The
output. No individual frequency response
instruction guide suggests putting the mic
graphs are included, but according to the
back in its zippered pouch with its packet
accompanying booklet. " We have
of dehydrant crystals after each use. It
designed the NT- 2 to exhibit a rising
response centered around 12 kHz."
even gives instructions on drying out the
In anutshell, the NT2TL sounds like a crystals so they may be used again.
Our tests confirmed the NT2TL's sensiNeumann U87. with just atouch of top end
tivity to humidity. Exhaling into the
that one might hear from an AKG 414.
The first tests took place at Flite Three, a NT2TL at adistance of 4"-6," without a
foam windscreen or pop filter. freaked
video and audio- for- video facility in
out the capsule, so much so that it was
Baltimore. The NT2TL and a U87, using
still fritzing and popping an hour later. As
API mic preamps, were set up in the car-

• Play 100 Simultaneous Sounds

Purchase A MicroSound Workstation before 12/31/95
and qualify for 2FREE Caribbean Cruises!
(Offer is cumulative for all MTU advertising through 1995. )

micro

sound.

MicroSound gives you prestine audio quality, at every sample rate used worldwide
and handles any project length with ease. The 56-bit DSP Windows" based
MicroEditor" software gives you unequalled creative freedom — every sound free
floating in an audio palette, digitally mixing up to 100 tracks whenever required!
This PC based workstation uses DOS format drives and files. Noise removal software and Video or SMPTE sync-lock resolve are also available.
Quality Digital Audio Workstations Since 1977

Micro Technology Unlimited
PO Box 21061, Raleigh NC 2761-1061 USA
Voice: 1-919-870-0344

Call, Email, or fax for free
literature. Today!!

Dealer/distributor opportunities available,

Fax: 1-919-870-716/
Email: inforiimtu.corn
Internet: http:/ftwww.mtu corn
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Make the Right Choices with Furnishings
by Alan Peterson

"Oops-Bam" is the sound you hear
when jocks; 1) drop stacks of carts on the
console, 2) miss the telephone cradle
WASHINGTON Man, what an NAB
when hanging up the phone and strike a
show! Just looking around at all the
CD deck. 3) slam the studio chair into the
amazing things available to the radio prorack and strip buttons off the transmitter
fessional proves the future ain't what it
remote control, 4) any variation on this
used to be.
Inspired by the Aug. 9, RW's Buyer's
theme. Oops-Bam is the sound that
Guide, Ispent an inordinate amount of
reveals just how much abuse your studio
furnishings can take.
time scoping out consoles, components
A radio studio is not Macy's display
and studio furniture. Assuming you,
window and you and Iboth know DJs
too, were swayed enough to commit to
treat broadcast gear the way The Who
a future studio upgrade, may Ibring to
used to treat guitars. Hear me now and
your attention something that could
influence your purchasing decision. I believe me later, Hans: in fairly short
order your sparkling new studio will
call it the Oops-Bam Syndrome.

experience Oops-Bam. Do your shopping
with that in mind.
Console-ation
Consoles catch Oops-Bam alot. Watch
when jocks pot down faders on linear
consoles: in one agonizing move, the fader is slammed completely down with the
momentum of the jock's hand continuing
downward, glancing across the OFF button at a low angle. You will never see it
demoed at the shows that way, but in the
studio that is standard Oops-Bam procedure.
Faders must be able to bottom out without damage. Button caps have to withstand hits from any direction without
springing off. Bulbs must ignore vibrations caused by impacts. If panels flex or

Bamproof.
Consider construction. Whether metal
racks or wood boxes with metal rails,
think about the potential for ground looping. Bolt in just one defective piece of
gear, and your airchain will hum like a
hornet. Ask about nylon- insulating hardware.
Are wood racks made of plywood or
particle board? While the former may be
expensive, the latter is more prone to
crushing and damage. Think it won't
happen at your station? Wanna buy a
marsh?
Will you be racking up any tube gear?
Extensive tube and transformer heat can
soften glue and detach the rack's laminated surface, then look out!
A lesson learned in Pennsylvania:

You and Iboth know DJs treat
broadcast gear the way The Who
used to treat guitars. Do your
shopping with that in mind.

Vo xProTM is the first Digital Sound
Editing System specifically
designed to replace reel-to-reel
tape recorders used on the air.
Now you can record and edit
phone bits, contests, actualities,
sound effects and more- on the fly,
with speed and precision.
VoxPro operates like aword
processor for sound. It begins
by providing true one-touch
recording.
Editing and playback couldn't
get any easier than with VoxPro's
"cut, copy and paste."
Unlike any other— VoxPro is
fast. It's simple. And it's designed
to meet the special needs of the
on-air broadcast professional.

F791

FREE VIDEO
See why VoxPro is
the largest selling
digital phone editor
in the world. See it
in action
on the air,
in news-talk, country

and rock formats— all in aspecial
VoxPro video. Also featured is a
four minute tutorial showing the
VoxPro basics and why it's so quick
and easy to learn.
Once you see this video, you'll
know why VoxPro is the perfect reelto-reel replacement in control and
news rooms. Call us toll-free for
your complimentary copy.

1-800-622-0022

HAFIFtIS
ALLIED
01995 Harris Corp.
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wobble from ajock's enthusiasm, keep
looking.
Same for rotary consoles. In the heat of
battle, mie keys are slapped into the ON
position. pots get zeroed with violent
thuds, input buttons take it on the
nose ... broken key contacts,
popped button caps and free- spinning knobs aren't far behind.
Look for solid switches and
pots with double- set screws.
How's that silk screening?
Telco feed modules on
$20.000 consoles can lose
face after one year of
button- punching. How
serviceable are the
modules? Are there
over-the-counter op
amps and logic
chips on board or
unmarked
Factory- Only
components? Can
you easily remove
monitor and headphone
pots when — not if, but
when — they start to get
scratchy? Oops-Bam will force the issue
every time.
Fine furniture
‘1,hen studio furniture and components
get shortchanged during upgrades, the
Oops-Bam syndrome is dramatically
revealed.
One station Iworked for hired a local
cabinet builder to make new studio furniture. Once the lumber became acclimated
to our studio, the laminated plastic surface began to crack.
A low-budget makeover at another station forced reuse of wobbly furniture that
once augmented our automation system.
We met budget, but at the cost of skippy
turntables and CDs. Iwon't even mention
microwave oven carts and lumber store
screw-together furniture I've seen used as
19" equipment racks!
The case for well-built studio furnishings is clear. They are designed to be

Measure twice, buy once. A control room
cabinet wasn't deep enough to accommodate CD machines and their XLRs.
Having to stop and buy right-angle XLR
connectors to fit ashallow cabinet was a
rude surprise.
Consider location. Sure, that corner
turret cabinet mounted inaccessibly against the wall looks great.
When that cola spills down
inside the cabinet — and it will
— have agood time getting
to the electronics inside.
Especially if "old school"
engineers wire it up with
military- dress
cabling, leaving
out service loops.
Have a seat
Finally, studio
chairs. Pneumatic
steno
chairs
for
standup studios or
office chairs for sitdown
operations; either way, forget the $59 specials. The tall
one will blow a seal and collapse.
The office chair will squeak louder than
the one it replaced. Mystery screws will
drop out of chair bottoms and height
knobs will strip threads, all in the first
month.
If you buy studio chairs from a local
supplier, look for one offering warranties.
And buy good ones, don't trade them out.
Traded merchandise always seems to be
crud.
Keep in mind the environment this furniture must exist in; we are talking demolition derby, not quilting bee.
Many broadcasters look for value in
RW's Buyers Guide pages. Many more
looked for it at the NAB show. For the
benefit of your bottom line and keeping your studios Oops-Bamproof, take
a long look at the people who will be
using the very gear you need to buy.
Make the right decision, then shop tul
you drop.

The Pro CD Player that
can read your playlist.
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In broadcast circles, Denon CD Cart
Players are the machines of choice. Now, broadcasters have an
even greater choice—with the DN-951FA CD Carty and its Auto
Track Select (A—S) system. This intelligent design reads barcoded carts ( easy-to- program ACD-5B cartridges) to lock- in,
lock-out or auto-cue to aspecific track.
Every Denon broadcast CD player reads Phillips 0-ange
Book CDs. When used in conjunction with CD- Rrecorcers, you
no longer tie up your recorder for playback. Instead, record your
tracks one at atime, and when your CD is full (99 tracks), write
the TOC and achive spo:s for as little as 15c each!
Most importantly, both the DN-961FA Drawer Loading
model and the DN-951FA are from Denon, who for 83 years has
been serving the needs of audio professionals and for 21 years

a
ON 951FA CD CART PLAYER

Denon Elecl'onics adivision or Cenon Corporation ( USA)
222 New Road, Parsippary, NJ 07054 ( 201) 575-7810

,

has been advaicing the art of digital audio.
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"We have been using the Dalet Systen since June 1993.
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that we are currently developing."
Kerry Fink
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Bake the Flakes Back into the Tape
by Rich Rarey
WASHINGTON Recently. a record
producer called in afit of mild panic. He
had adozen two-inch reels of multitrack
tape, priceless in content, and unplayable
in their present form.
Iinquired as to the noise the reels made
as he attempted to play them.
"Squeeeeak!" he said. Did his tape leave
dusty, rusty particles on the guides and
heads? He said yes. No doubt remained:
his tapes had the dreaded Sticky
Shedding Syndrome.
Ireminded him that before he start a
national telethon to raise money for
research, acure had already been found.
When he realized that his precious master

tapes were in no immediate danger and
could temporarily be restored to usefulness, he calmed down and rang off.
The producer's call piqued my interest.
What would you do if your ancient, valuable tapes started sticking and shedding?
What are the manufacturer's current recommendations?
The panic button
ill lain Lund. senior technical service
engineer at 3M's Maplewood, Minn.,
headquarters said the first and foremost
thing is " Don't panic." In fact, it is so
foremost that he repeated: "Do ... Not ...
Panic!"
According to Lund, the only 3M brand
of tape stocks affected are 226, 227, and

to alesser extent 806 and 807, manufactured from 1978 through the early 1980s.
Tom Neuman, senior staff
engineer in charge of the
Recording Technology
Group
at
Ampex
Corporation's Redwood
City, Calif., headquarters, had a similar
response to those asking
about tape shedding:
"Don't panic!"
Neuman says that various
Ampex tape stock from the early
1970s to early/mid 1980s has been
afflictedwith the syndrome; including
two-inch Quad video tape, half- inch
E1AJ video tape ( the industrial/educa-

I
NSPACE, THEY CAN'T HEAR YOU SCREAM.
MAYBE THAT'S WHY YOUR SATELLITE EQUIPMENT
COMPANY ISN'T RETURNING YOUR CALLS.
7b provide one-way data broadcast
and digital audio satellite solutions, you have to
have both feet on the ground.
@

atellite technology has provided business with an efficient,
economical information medium; most satellite equipment
suppliers can provide the hardware to get the job done. However,
once in place, networks undergo constant change. And change
of that scale requires inspired solutions few companies can offer.
International Datacasting uses technology to solve your
communication problems today — and tomorrow.
We have installed turn-key, QPSK/BPSK SCPC one-way
data broadcast and digital audio satellite systems for clients
all over the world; Australian Broadcasting Corporation, Canadian
Broadcasting, Learfield Communications, Capitol Radio Networks
and United Press International, to name a few. International
Datacasting systems are fully addressable using unique network
management software. Our systems and equipment are designed for
maximum flexibility, ideal for the growing network. And from the lab
to the field, our people have consistently provided the most innovative solutions in the industry.
So, give us acall.We just might have the solution you've been
looking for.

INTERNATIONAL
DATACASTING
Corporate Headquarters: 2680 Queensview Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2B 8H6 Tel.: (613) 596 4120 Fax: (613) 596 4863
US Sales: 3850 Holcomb Bridge Road, Suite 420, Norcross, Georgia, USA 30092 Tel.: (770) 446 9684 Fax: (770) 448 6396
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tional Sony " Rover" format) and the
ubiquitous Ampex 406 quarter- inch analog mastering tape. Because the 406
stock was a big seller, with about one
million reels leaving the Ampex factory
every year, this is the stock that affected
the most users.
To understand how these tapes
wound up with Sticky

PUBLIC
DOMAIN
Shedding Syndrome, it is
important to view the manufacturing process from a historical perspective.
Originally, the magnetic oxide was
deposited on apaper backing. Paper had
serious drawbacks. Moisture could cause
the backing to grow and shrink. As the
noise level of recording tape is dependent on the smoothness of its oxide surface, paper's microscopically rough surface made it impossible to make a
smooth oxide layer over such a rough
backing.
Acetate, according to Bill Lund, made a
smoother backing material, but was
water-based. Ultimately, DuPont's Mylar
(polyester) made an excellent backing
material; owing to its tough, smooth and
stable qualities.
Exotic soup
Attaching an oxide coating to polyester
is harder than just painting it on. The raw
oxide has to be ground to afine evenness
without clumps or oddly sized particles,
as the nature of high quality magnetic
recording dictates that the particles must
be regular and small. The oxide is mixed
in vats with a binding agent that Lund
describes as an "exotic, organic soup."
The binder is acomplex polymer chain
of organic chemicals and lubricants that
will ( hopefully) cause the oxide to attach
permanently to the backing, while permitting the easy sliding of tape across
the heads.
The binder's chemical recipe is unique
to each manufacturer, and is closely- held
information. Interestingly, it appears
every tape manufacturer has had a sample of its competitor's products rigorously analyzed for composition, so the tape
users are really the only ones who don't
know ( or care) what makes up the binding agent.
Volatile chemicals are added to the
production vats that act as "carriers" to
permit the binder/oxide slurry — now
properly known as adispersion — to be
sprayed ( or "coated") onto the plastic
backing. The resultant raw product is
heated to evaporate the volatile carrier.
These vapors are captured and recycled.
The real problem
Flow is it. then, that certain tape stocks
became sticky and begin to shed?
According to Tom Neuman, no two
chemists agree as to why it is happening, but the effect is this: the binder's
long, complex polymer chain breaks
down into smaller polymer chains in a
process that might be likened to microscopic Tinker-Toys. It is these unbonded parts of the chain that appear to
cause the stickiness. It is believed that
continued on page 40
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Mrs. Braverman's
"Back to School"
: $1000.00
•

Off Sale

They should be ashamed.
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"Back to School", " Overstock Special",
"End-of-Season Clearance"...
Why can't they just say the truth?
You remember me - Daniel's Mother.
And this month, my son's company
wants to sell more consoles. So, he's
running asale. A very good sale.
Call your dealer and tell him (or her) that
you want an RS- Series 12, 18, or 24
channel at aminimum of $1000.00 off list
price.
Then, maybe you can buy some options
so that my son should make alittle
money.
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Reel Home Cooking
continued from page 38
the particular combination of a certain
oxide with aparticular hinder will, over
time, cause the binder to break down.
Moisture in one's archive storage area
will exacerbate the breakdown. Neuman
says the analytical tools of the 1970s
were not sharp enough to reveal binder
limitations at the onset. Tape deterioration was finally recognized in the early
1980s when a major remastering phase
for the emerging compact disc technology occurred. Users found their irreplaceable tapes sticky and unplayable.
Ampex chemists then started analyzing
the problem as frustrated users tried their
own home-brew solutions; from talcum

powder ( don't even consider this — it
will rip the oxide off the backing and
ruin your heads) to alcohol washes
which merely swab the oxide off the
hacking, ruining the tape.
The solution
Chemists discovered the only answer
was to recure the tape through careful
heating. During heating, the binder's
stubby chains rehonded into the proper
longer chain, and made the tape almost
as good as new.
Here is the recipe for restoring your
tapes, as patented by Ampex ( don't worry, anyone can use it!).
First, get a reliable, even heat source

that can maintain 50 degrees Celsius
(about 121 degrees Fahrenheit), plus or
minus afew degrees. Many people use a
convection oven, which is an oven with
an internal fan to ensure even heating
during the process.
Bill Lund reports some are using afood

I

on the severity of the shedding.

dehydrator oven as an inexpensive heat
source. Tom Neuman says one record
company constructed its oven from a
cardboard box, ahair dryer and acandy
thermometer.
Ampex uses aBlue M industrial labora-

The New Features.

The Old Standard.

Our M267 Mixer is more than the best selling mixer
of the last ten years. It's the most versatile, the most
durable, and the best performing. You trust it in your
rack — you trust it on the road. And while production
environments have changed, your mixer remained the
same. Until now.

Our new M367 Portable Mixer gives you all the
reliability and durability of the M267, plus alist of new
features and improvements. We made it over 25 dB
quieter with alow noise circuit — ideal for digital formats.
We added two more mic line inputs, bringing the total to
six. We added peak LEDs. And we gave it 12 and 48-volt
phantom power for your condenser mics.
What we didn't change was its toughness. It's still
made with arugged all-metal chassis and manufactured in
the USA with legendary Shure durability.

Without increasing the size, we were able to pack in
dozens of new features and improvements. The M367
has all the features of the M267, plus:
•Input peak LEDs
•Detachable power cord
•Two XLR outputs
•Easy-access side battery compartment
•Headphone monitor circuit
•Output peak/limiter LED
•Balanced, 2-position mix bus
•Adjustable limiter threshold
•Battery/AC VU meter illumination
•Monitor input sensitivity selector
•Program/monitor input selector
With the Shure M367 mixer, we've just raised the
standards. It's time you raised yours.

For The Shure Dealer Nearest You,
Call 1-800-25-SHURE.

THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS ... VVORLOVVIOE.
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tory oven for its research; a unit costing
in the hundreds of dollars.
The key is reliable heat temperature. A
candy thermometer in the oven will help
you monitor the desired temperature.
Neuman says that regular cooking ovens
should be avoided; their thermostats may

Apparently tape will remain playable for
a period of weeks to months, depending

The Leen
Continues.
The New Standard.
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not have high enough " resolution" to
deliver consistent heat at these relatively
low temperatures.
The recipe
•Do not preheat. Put your tapes in
when the oven is cold. Tape does not like
temperature shock any more than
humans.
•Do not fill the oven more than 50 percent full. It will make even heat distribution difficult. An oven with a two cubic
foot interior can bake about eight
10—inch reels at atime.
•Leave the tape on the reel. At these
tepid temperatures, plastic reels will not
be harmed. Tom Neuman says after baking, the tape will have a loose " pack"
and if the tape is not on areel, annoying
tape spillage can occur.
•Bake for hours and hours. Bill Lund
at 3M recommends baking eight to 10
hours and allow the reel to cool down
slowly. Tom Neuman at Ampex recommends baking for 24 to 48 hours with the
same gradual cooling- down period.
Severely shedding tape can he repeatedly
baked until it is playable. Does the difference in hours matter? Probably not.
The tepid temperatures won't damage the
plastic tape or reels, or demagnetize the
tape. Both Lund and Neuman reports
complete success by baking any tape that
has Sticky Shed Syndrome.
How long will the binder remain intact?
Apparently tape will remain playable for
a period of weeks to months, depending
on the severity of the shedding. When
the tape begins to exhibit signs of shedding. they can be rebaked again and
again without damage.
•Allow the reels to cool slowly. You can
allow them to cool within the oven when
the baking cycle is finished. The tape will
naturally have a loose pack on the reel,
and should carefully be playwound for
proper pack and stored tails—out.
•Do not throw away your master reels.
Both Neuman and Lund stress reels may
be rebaked as needed, so there's no reason to discard them.
Torn Neuman says that he has seen tape
from every manufacturer exhibiting
Sticky Shedding Syndrome. This is
because every tape manufacturer has to
turn to asmall handful of companies for
the raw materials that compose recording
tape; petroleum companies for plastic
materials and pigment companies for the
oxide. It is not the ingredients that make
a recording tape unique, Neuman says,
but rather the unique way the raw materials are processed into the complex
material called recording tape.
Good luck with the recipe!
Until next month. Iremain, your ob'd't
baking eng'r.
DDJ
Rich Rarer is du , technical director of
National Public • Radio's "All Things
Considered." He can be readied at
rivreyVnprorg.

8•BUS SERIES
WHAT TO TELL YOUR GM WHEN YOU WANT ANEW
PRODUCTION MIXER WITH MORE THAN FOUR FADERS.
First and foremost, tell
them that you can get a
Selected highlights of the Mackie

studio-quality 16x8x2
console for just $3199*.
S3199 won't buy an extra hard

3 -

4 -

disk for that digital cart
doofrabulator that keeps
going south during morning
drive. Heck, go whole hog and
request asuperb 24- channel
Mackie Designs 8•Bus
console — theire just
$3999*:
Second. tell 'em that
Mackie 8•Bus consoles
are built like tanks.
All three models feature solid

3

steel chassis, sealed rotary
controls, double-sided thruhole plated fiberglass circuit
boards and special impactresistant design. Many 8•Bus'
consoles have been in
continuous, 24-hours-a- day
hands-on use for years in
high-pressure production
facilities. Some have actually
survived on-air jocks for
prolonged periods of time.
Third. tell 'em the
station's probably •
already playing music
recorded on an &Bus.
That's how good our consoles
sound. Tons cf headroom.
Low noise. And no coloration.
It's no wonder that the list of
platinum and gold albums
tracked and mixed on 8•Bu
boards grows daily.
Sure, arguing sound quality
rarely sways aGM. but it's
worth atry.
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Designs 8•Bus console...
ea.*

1 Studio-grade mic preamps on

••••

every channel Discrete circuitry
with conjugatepair, largeemitter- geometry transistors
contribute to specs like — 129.6
dBm E.I.N.. 0.005% distortion and
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B. Aux 3 & 4or Aux 5 & 6.
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address any combination of Aux 1.
Aux 2or Tape/Submasters.
5 Six pre/post-switchable aux sends
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per channel Four available at any one
time
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6 Big- console equalization: 12kHz Hi
shelving. 80Hz Lo shelving. swept Lo
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4 Separate Talkback section with
built-in mic. Selector switches let you
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create two different headphone feeds
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2 Monitor section with separate
controls. Select any combination of
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in banks of 8channels.
Control Room and Studio stereo level
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power for condenser mics switchable

Mid 145Hz-3kHzi and true parametric
Hi Mid EQ. Band center is sweepable
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from 500Hz to 18kHz; bandwidth is
variable from Vu octave to 3octaves.
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..",15dB boosticut throughout. PLUS an
18dBloctave Lo Cut fitter that cuts
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room rumble and mic thumps.
7 100mm faders with true,
logarithmic taper. Gain is smooth
throughout the fader's travel instead

The 16.8 shown above is

9 Internai goodies sun as double-

*Suggested US. retad prices 16.8. $31*9:
241,8. $3999: 32.8. $4999 %Italy highe -in
Canada. Contact your broadc
ybouse
for exact priciag.

awl of acomplete mixing

sided, thru-hole-plated fiberglass

system. Optional meter bridges

circuit boards. gold-pleed

e 1995 Mackie 0

and stands are available for all

interconnects, sealed rotary control

If necessary, call your
broadcast supply house
(BSW & Hans-Allied come to
mind), or Mackie direct and
request our 48-page 8•Bus
console brochure. It has atot
more arguments as to why
our consoles are the best
value around.
Finally, if ail else fails.
consider begging.

8•Bus consoles. There's also a

ultra high duty cycle switches and

matching 11- rackspace
-SideCar for outboard gear.

exceptionallyhigh RFI rejection.

Add a24channel expander to
the larger 24.8 and 32.8
models

of erratic and unpredictable like it is
with cheap Dtaper faders.
8 In-tine console design with
separate Mix-B/Monitor section.
Doubles inputs during mixdown or
create two different stereo feeds at
the same time.

No shown The massively overengineered. triple-rep:Wed 200watt. 2rack- space menial power
supply.
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world's most successful Digital Studio

System, because AudioVAULT provides everything you need
from digital technology. Customized to your operation.
AudioVAULT gives your program director and on-air talent
the freedom to do what they do best. And AudioVAULT is
uniquely flexible to support your station's growth for years
to come.
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GO AVAir! This is AudioVAULT AVAIR
...the most powerful, jock friendliest live radio tool in the digital radio world. Designed with
maximum input from radio's top pros, for maximum live creativity and spontaniety. Customize
and save AVAir screens for every jock's individual needs. Run the wildest morning show. AVAir
gives your people the power to do everything you want them to do.
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GO AWAY!
The other side of AVAir...running automatically, sounding live. Music-on-hard-drive, net delay
and playback.. whatever you need to do, AudioVAULT handles it. And BE backs you up with
24 hour support, every day. You work better, sleep better.

AudioVAULT Digital Studio Systems start below $ 9000.

Call uour BE Digital Representative at 217-224-9E10 (or fax 2U-224-9667) and get the AudloVAULT 1995 Video and Demo Diskette.
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Alesis Monitor aGood Loud Value
Bruce Bartlett
with Jenny Bartlett
ELKHART, Ind. In the May 18, 1994,
issue of RW, we called the Alesis
Monitor One speaker a best buy. Its big
brother, the new Monitor Two, looks and
sounds a lot like the Monitor One. But
the Two is much larger, has deeper bass,
and plays louder.
The Alesis Monitor Two is a large,
three-way ported speaker priced at
$599/pair. It can be used nearfield or mid
field. The look is modern, clean and
sleek. The cabinet is rubber- coated to
avoid slippage on aconsole.
The Monitor Two uses three drivers: a
10" woofer, 5-1/4" midrange and 1"
tweeter. The woofer and midrange cones
are made of mineral-filled polypropylene.
said to reduce breakup. Large voice coils
help the drivers handle lots of power. The
I" silk-dome tweeter is ferrofluid cooled.
Power handling is 150 watts continuous program and 200 watts peak. Alesis

suggests that you use a power amp of
100-250 watts per channel into 4ohms.
On back of the cabinet is the
"SuperPort." It is big to prevent turbulence; the claimed result is tighter, deeper
bass. Each speaker weighs 34 pounds and

Absolutely Digital
continued from page 27
On the down side, Pro Tools does not
have as many physical ins and outs as
Dave wants. There are not as many points
to tap in, and send signals to. Although
all the inputs and outputs are assignable,
only one physical XLR can be assigned
to each track.
On the level
Setting levels takes more time with digital. "My old analog system was calibrated to points on the faders. Icould set up
the board before the session based on
how it was calibrated. With adigital system, analog source levels are touchy. I'm
always setting them. But when you feed
in adigital signal, there's no level adjustment. Ilike that."
How about the sound? "Ican't say that
I've noticed a big difference in sound
quality between analog and digital. My
analog stuff sounded pretty good because
it was dbx encoded. But Iam more sensitive to room noise now with digital, so it
must be cleaner."
Is Dave working any faster with digital?
After two weeks, he became as fast producing digitally as he could with analog.
At first, the learning curve slowed him
down. Fortunately, his clients understood
he was learning a new system ( thanks to
a good working relationship with them).
He also charged them less per hour
because he worked slower initially.
As Dave puts it, "Iwill be charging more
for digital because I'll be more efficient.
I'll be darned if I'm going to invest this
kind of money just to do something faster
and make less money from it. The overall
cost to have a spot done will remain the
same. Ispend less time, but Icharge more
to make up for it. My clients are getting
better quality and increased capabilities for
the same price."
The future
"I haven't tapped all the power of this
system yet," he says. "Istill have yet to
learn all the features and shortcuts. I'm
getting there, but tprobably won't use
the whole thing. Iwish Ihad more time
to study this and play with it."

Dave is also looking into digital linking
with other studios, for example, an
announcer in Nashville that needs to be
recorded in Elkhart.
"I could receive the announcer's voice
signal through modem, and record it
here. Or Icould provide voice talent for
studios in other cities without having to
Fed- Ex tapes to them overnight.
Distributors could download radio programs through modem."
Considering his bright future. Dave is
happy that he switched to digital production. "At first, twas reluctant to let go of
that analog security blanket. Now that
I've changed over, thave no regrets.
Many others are doing it. When you make
the switch, there's no looking back!".
0 CI

Bruce Bartlett is amicrophone engineer
and technical writer and the author of
Practical Recording Techniques published by Howard Sams. Jenny Bartlett is
a technical writer Bruce can be reached
at 219-294-8388.

measures 14" W x 20" H x 14" D.
Binding posts on the back accept large
speaker cables or adual banana plug.
As for specs, rated sensitivity is high at
90 dB SPL/W/m. Claimed response is 35
Hz- 18 kHz, ±3 dB, and impedance is 4
ohms.
Listening tests
The clearly written
owner's manual was a
help in setting up the
speakers. It stated that
the speaker should be
mounted several feet
from any wall, or else
the bass will be excessive. Allow several feet
of spacing.
In my listening tests. I
put the Monitor Twos
just behind my mixer.
three feet apart and
three feet from me. I
had to toe in the speakers to hear enough
highs. The speaker fronts were about 21/2 feet from an absorbent wall behind
them. Here are my impressions of the
sound:
Plenty of deep bass, but not very tight.
Kick drum has weight and power. Lots of
impact. A terrific, big sound when turned
up loud. Super for rock ' n' roll. Electric
guitars are mellowed out alittle.

The sound is
not harsh, so you
can listen to it all
day long as an
air monitor.
Violins, cymbals and percussion lack air
(extreme highs). Sometimes the instruments mush together abit. Acoustic guitar plucks are delicate. Vocals are full and
smooth but not muddy. A non- harsh, listenable system.
Measurements
Using aTechron TEF analyzer, Itested
the Alesis Monitor Two. The mie was one
meter away at tweeter height. Isaw a

mostly flat frequency response, ± 2 dB
from 150 Hz to 12 kHz. There's a steep
rolloff above 12 kHz and agradual rolloff
below 150 Hz. This is the anechoic
response in "full space." When you put
the speakers just behind aconsole, in half
space, the bass response would rise about
6 dB. Then you'd get a flat response
down to about 40 Hz. The graph shown is
the combined room/speaker response,
1/6-octave smoothed. The peaks and dips
in the bass are room effects.
The woofer is mostly flat from 50 to
800 Hz, and the rear port resonates at 35
Hz. As the Energy Time Curve indicates.

Product Capsule:
Alesis Monitor Two

Thumbs Up

Thumbs Down

powerful, deep bass

1 bass very slightly
muddy

1 smooth and neutr, -Ii
sound
I good looking
1 great dynamics,
plenty loud

highs not extended
I transients slightly
smeared

For more information, contact Alesis at
1-800-5-ALESIS; or circle Reader Service 41.

the time response is nothing special.
Delayed sounds occur about 7 dB down
and 12 dB down from the direct- sound
spike.
Summary
From top to bottom, the Monitor Two
has mellow highs, smooth mids and deep
bass. The sound is not harsh. so you can
listen to it all day long as an air monitor.
Transients are a little smeared. But the
speaker has powerful impact. and it plays
very loud. The Monitor Two will show
you accurately how much bass your station is putting out. When you play your
productions loud for clients, they'll be
bowled over by the big, powerful sound.
The Monitor Two represents avery good
value.
El DO

Bruce Bartlett is amicrophone engineer
and technical writer, and the author of
"Practical Recording Techniques," published by Howard Sams. Jenny Bartlett is
a technical writer Bruce can be reached
at 219-294-8388.

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
BUY-OUT MUSIC — $99
Sixty 60-second music beds for $99
195 :30 & :60 music beds for ....$19S
120 production effects "Zings, Zaps
and Zoodacls" for
$99
122 New Lasers& Sweepers for $99

For FREE DETAILS on
production music, SOUYICI

THE BROADCASTER
COLLECTION of
SOUND EFFECTS!
Over 500 broadcast quality
Sound Effects on 8 CDs
organized by subject!

Animals - 93 Tracks
Transportation 1 - 51 Tracks
Transportation 2Tracks
Machinery - 58 Tracks

Background,. - 47 Tracks
Military - 92 Tracks
Ens ironment - 50 Tracks
Household - 88 Tracks

All 8for ONLY 5150.00! ORDER TODAY and receive
FREE our 2Volume VOICES OF HISTORY CD with more
than 49 famous speeches from the past!

effects, call

Ghoewriters (612) 522-6256

CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE
Satisfaction Guaranteed!

VALENTINO MUSIC

427 SOUND EFFECTS
$89.00
For a5-CD set with a30-day
money-hack guarantee.
Take an extra $10 off if you mention this ail!

Send $ 79 to Ghostwriters
2412 Unity Ave. N., Dept. RW
Minneapolis, MN 55422
For credit card orders call

500 Executive Blvd. Elmsford. NY 10523
800-223-6278 FAN M4-347-1764

READER SERVICE 27
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READER SERVICE 131

(612) 522-6256
READER SERVICE 27

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio World's 18,000+ readers. Reach Radio Station and Recording Studio
owners/managers and engineers with your message. For information on affordable advertising call
Simone at 1-800-336-3045.

Products & Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.
Compact FM Broadcast
Power Amplifiers
_

150W 300W & 500W

PORTABLE OFF SITE
EBS MONITOR 35O°

STAY ON THE AIR
...AND MORE!

Tuneable AM/FM Receiver and
FCC Certified Decoder Model C.D.

•

Power Outp,its
FM150.......50-175W
FM300
150-350W
FM500...._250-500W
Dive
10W will drive all 3
models to full power
1814 Schooldale Dr,
San Jose, CA 95124

INTRODUCTORY PRICES
500W

$ 3,330

300W

$2,500

150W

$ 1,650

CALL 408 448 3342 OR
FAX 800 416 7934
For data sheet

Service & Affordable

auality for Over 23 Years

AUTc t;itam
100 RP' C10R,

1500 Capital Avenue

71LUC IC)117.

( 214) 424-8585

Plano Texas 75074-8118

READER SERVICE NO. 163

Gorman Redlich Mfg. Co.

1-800-327-6901

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

FAX ( 214) 423-6334

FAX 614-592-3898 • Phone 614-393-3150

READER SERVICE NO. 137

READER SERVICE NO. 31

SCPC

ONLY COOL-AMP
SILVERPLATES
ON THE JOB.
Cool-Amp assures cool conductivity for copper, brass,
bronze contacts. Prevents
power loss from oxidation.
Applies easily on-the-job.
Even outperforms electroplating

Ideal for use during hours of unattended operation at the studio and transmitter site. With
modern remote control equipment the alert
message can be put on the air with atelephone.
Decoder in aminibox ( price 250') is available
for use with receiver of your choice, or the
decoder can be driven by phone line audio.
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in recent tests. Time proven since 1944

SCPC BROADCAST AUDIO RECEIVER

CONDUCTO-LUBE. THE SILVER-BASED
CONDUCTIVE LUBRICANT.

New, affordable, frequency-agile receiver, direct channel entry by keyboard, selectable companding 1:1, 2: I
,

The upstart, since 1952. Developed for switches.
Uses continue to expand to all applications needing aconductive lubricant

3:1, wide/narrow bandwidth, de-emphasis selectable, 950-1450 MHz, line output 600 ohms, muting,
transponder agile, LNB power supply, 50-channel memory, full baseband output, high-quality audio. Every
needed feature at asensible price (lowest in the industry). Write or call for full information on this quality
receiver— the answer for your station. Networks call for prices.

ORDER FACTORY DIRECT:

UNIVERSAL ELECT
RONICS, INC
INC.
Commun ica
tions Spec itifists

503-624-6426 or FAX 503-624-6436

1/W--

CGOL-AMP

READER SERVICE NO. 164

READER SERVICE NO. 134

Can we make you

The best way
to

4555 Groves Road, Suite 12 Columbus, OH 43232
Phone: (614) 866-4605 Fax: (614) 866-1201

release the great sound

" S

om

r :SATION

trapped in aphone line...
You can spend more, but you can't get better analog sound for only $455.00!

6db Louder?
(Probably not but

We can supply you with all
of your computer needs!
If you need computer
systems, hardware, software, memory, modems,
cables, etc... for ANY
application ( on-air,
sales, traffic, etc.)
at your broadcast
facility.., call us!

The Zercom ' ZH-2' Telephone Hybrid
P.O. Box 84, Zercom Drive
Merrifield, Minnesota 56465-0084
218/7653151- Fax 218/765-3900

Broadcast
Computer
Distributors
1-800-670-2743

Available through all major dealers
READER SERVICE NO. 187

(And use the money you save to buy that new
processor you've been wanting!)
READER SERVICE NO. 57
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Fool That DAT• Readers Tell You How
WASHINGTON In our review of the
l'ascani DA -30 MKII DAT recorder
(Studio Sessions, RW Aug. 9, 1995), a
sidebar addressed the 99 cut limitation of
all DAT machines — not just the Tascam.
At the conclusion, we asked readers to
submit methods they
have discovered to trick
DAT decks into believing a hypothetical "cut
100" on a 120 tape is u
new Zero location. This
way, an entire DAT can
be recorded and properly indexed with ID numbers.
Several workable suggestions and methods
are explained in this folSony
low-up article to the
original sidebar.

Absolute Time code on the DAT tape.
Problems: accidentally recording over
the bogus ID renders the method ineffective. The DAT machine is tied up for an
hour and forty minutes during this operation. The method also presupposes only

cuts to 99, Jeff suggests rolling 30 seconds of non- recorded tape after the 99th
cut, then begin recording again. The
machine might see this region as "zero"
and generate anew Program Number I.
While Davis claims this works on a
Panasonic SV-3700, many machines will
simply write an ID with no index number.
Old Sonys

DTC-1000 (with RS add-on):
fools them every time

Hal Jackson — mastering engineer and
technical advisor for production music
company FirstCom Music — uses an old
Sony DTC-1000 to fool DAT recorders
into writing new ID codes.
When he hits the "Start ID, Manual"
button on the DTC-1000, the machine
drops into arecursive audition mode and
loops a portion of tape repeatedly. After
homing in on the best place to write an
ID code, a "0" and " 1" are entered on the
keypad.

like a charm since the days when we
mastered everything to DAT first.
Thankfully CD- Rs ( recordable compact
discs) are now the norm in the FirstCom
production department today."
Jackson said that he has three Tascam
DA 30s, two Panasonic SV-3700s and
other portable DAT players laying about
at FirstCom, "but there is one Sony DTC1000 whose sole existence is to make that
crazy + Itrack code whenever we need
it."
It may be possible to adapt one or more
of these methods to work on DAT
recorders at your station.

60- second spots will go to tape: amix of
Low tech
:10 and : 30 second spots leaves an equalThe first method was tested on the DA- ly unidentifiable amount of tape between
When the Manual button is pressed
30 at WNNK-FM, Harrisburg. PA. It did
cut 99 and the new cut 2.
again, the machine obligingly rolls the
not get implemented as production room
tape back before that point and prints a
policy. but does work.
Hollywood DATs
brand new Program Number IID at that
A fifteen-second tone is recorded as cut
As head of Jeff Davis Productions in
location.
I. The tape is left to run, recording
Hollywood, Jeff Davis provides voice Using the DTC-1000. any number can
silence for 108 minutes. Another tone is
work and production lo a number of
be written anywhere. after which the
recorded which the DA 30 identifies as
radio stations. He uses aFostex DIO DAT
DAT can be loaded into any other
cut 2. The tape is then rewound to cut 1 machine which allows him to record up
recorder. The latter machine needs to see
and used normally.
to 799 Program Numbers ( PN0s) on one
the new program number to begin generThe bogus cut 2ID should occur around
DAT.
ating cuts 2, 3 and beyond when subsethe time cut 99 goes by ( factoring in a
Why 799? According to Jeff, " If you
quent material is recorded.
short consistent length of leader between
divide a I20- minute tape into ten-second
Jackson explained: "We document new
cuts). The recorder reads the marker and
segments and allow for proper separation.
numbers onto studio logs as
'+ 3'
writes subsequent IDs from that position.
799 would be the maximum number."
and so on to signify these cuts are ' plus
The added benefit is the striping of
On DAT machines that limit displayed
992 This numbering scheme has worked

PRODUCT GUIDE
Companies with new product announcements for Studio Sessions Product Guide should send them to
Radio World, c/o Studio Sessions Editor, 5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd floor, Falls Church, Va. 22041
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To honor Charles Osgood,

technology. The HD4 I4 reissue
comes with a two-year parts and
labor warranty, has field replaceable
parts and features Dr. Sennheiser's
signature on the headband. Suggested
retail price is $99.
For information. contact Sennheiser
at 203-434-9190 or circle Reader
Service 168.
DigiTech
Digital I/0 Card

Sennheiser
HD41 4 Reissue
Sennheiser Electronic Corporation,
Old Lyme, Conn., is releasing alimited edition of the classic HD4 I4
stereo headphones in celebration of
the company's 50th anniversary. The
open-air transducers have been updated from the original 1967 design to
incorporate modern Sennheiser driver

DigiTech has introduced the SV-I/0;
an optional digital I/O plug-in card for
the Studio Vocalist harmony processor.
Radio jingle producers who now use
the Studio Vocalist to generate vocal
harmony can interface the processor
with adigital console and keep all signals in the digital domain until final
playback. The SV-I/0 supports standard sampling rates and has both
AES/EBU and S/PDIF inputs and outputs.
For more information, contact
DigiTech at 6/6-695-5948 or circle
Reader Service 132.
ROL Rack- Up
Interface
Radio Design Labs added to its Rack-

Up line with the RU-LA2D balanced/
unbalanced converter.
This is a bidirectional converter for
interfacing consumer-quality CD and
tape machines to and from balanced.
line- level console wiring. Connections
are made to XLR and phono jacks. or
to a terminal block on the back of the
unit. Frequency response is 10 Hz - 40
kHz. ±0.5 dB, with better than 0.005
percent THD.
For information, contact Radio
Design Labs at 805-684-5415 or circle
Reader Service 138.
Tempo Works
Compander
Tensor Tech Labs of Lenexa. Kan.,
makes Tempo Works — The Cornpander; a time compression scheme
for digital audio. Tempo Works
changes the play time of an uncompressed digital audio file up to 50 percent without distortion or artifacts.
This is useful for broadcasters who
use PC based DAW programs lacking
built-in time compression algorithms.
Tempo Works is available for both
DOS and Windows.
For more herniation, contact Tensor
Tech Labs at 913-383-3997 or circle
Reader Service 103.

poet- laureate of CBS.

To hid On his autographed
howtie at the Silent Auction.
To learn the contents
of the Osgood File.
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Telos Keeps WPR on Cutting Edge
Mitchell, who once worked at the BBC
and later was the first producer of
NPR's " All Things Considered," always
had a dream of having dual service
everywhere in Wisconsin.

by Allen Rieland
Director of Facilities
and Engineering
Wisconsin Public Radio
MADISON, Wis. Wisconsin Public
Radio ( WPR) has always been on the
cutting edge of radio technology even
when many people didn't know what
radio was. This philosophy has guided

Boosted ratings
This strategy of providing NPR news
and classical music on our first service
and original talk programming ( which
we call " The Ideas
Network") on our
second service boostWe opted for the Telos
ed ratings far beyond
Zephyr because of its simplicity the single format we
once used.
of operation, sound quality
Another conscious
decision was to
and single-box design.
decentralize both our
news gathering and
morning drivetime
news and weather reports. By 1988, we
the station from the use of frequency
had created regional news bureaus in
extenders all the way to our use of
Milwaukee, Green Bay, Appleton, Eau
Telos ISDN codecs
Claire, Superior and Stevens Point
Before 1986, WPR was almost com(which has since moved to Wausau).
pletely centralized with all programOne obstacle immediately encountered
ming originating from the University of
was the need to send locally produced
Wisconsin. Director of Radio Jack

news pieces of statewide interest back
to Madison for inclusion in the state
portion of the hourly newscasts which
originated there.
In the late 1970s, we experimented
with early single- line telephone extenders from McCurdy Radio, which traded some high frequency response for a
very extended low frequency response.
We quickly decided that the quality
wasn't high enough especially since
many of our reporters were women and
their voices sounded dull due to the frequency limitation.
After using standard telco line couplers
and Comrex two-line systems, we began
looking at Switched Digital Audio
(SDA), which Ihad been hearing about at
the Public Radio Conference seminars
and at the National Society of Broadcast
Engineers (SBE) conferences since 1991.
By the end of 1992, WPR's Madison
Bureau became the first Switched Digital
site in the 608 area code.
Clear audio
SW56 worked well for us. The audio
was clearer and, while the signal-to-noise

PRODUCED BY WISCONSIN PUBLIC RADIO
DISTRIBUTED BY PUBUC RADIO INTERNATIONAL

"Whad'Ya Know" will be broadcast live
in December using anew Zephyr.
ratio was no better than our Comrex twoline systems, the frequency response now
extended out beyond 7 kHz and the distortion often dropped to below Ipercent.
Unfortunately, we still ran into problems
connecting with other sites.
In 1993, the areas of Wisconsin
served by Ameritech began to have
continued on page 51

Introducing...

Capella L;etiel
The First Real-time PC Based MPEG Audio Codec
• Real-time audio transmission

•MPEG Audio Layer 11 Compression

• Real-time record-to and playback from disk

•G.722 for compatibility

•ALL Sampling Rates up to 48 kHz

•ISA PC- compatible

• Professional analog and digital interfaces

•Optional MPEG editing software

In addition to all these features, Capella offers exceptional audio
quality for direct-to- disk recording, sampling, and reproduction.
With an optional ISDN terminal adapter you can do real-time audio
transmission up to 384 Kbit/s! Capella also comes with asoftware
developer's kit that provides the perfect solution for tailoring your
own audio application.
See us at:

So if you are looking for the ultimate in flexibility and sound
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quality, discover the quality of audio àCapella today.
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MPR Teltech Ltd

In Canada and
the Continental U.S.
call toll free:
1-800-555-7700

MPR Teltech Ltd
8999 Nelson Way
Burnaby, BC
Canada V5A 4B5
Tel: 604-294-1471
Fax: 604-293-5787

Circle ( 33) On Reader Service Card

Europe:

MPR Teltech Ltd
Postfach 1855
Ob. Haupstr. 52
D-85354 Freising
Germany
Tel: 49-8161-42400
Fax: 49-8161-41234

Dealer
enquiries
welcome!
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TFT Boosts CKEY over Niagara Falls
Reciter Booster FM System Helps Canadian Stations
Reach Shielded Listening Areas ... and Save Money
by Keith Dancy
President
CJRNIAMKKEY(FM)

CKEY(AM) were on a single site at
Fort Erie, and now both CJRN and
CKEY(FM) have their main transmitters on that site.
We decided to use one of the AM transmitter sites near Fort Erie, which featured

NIAGARA
FALLS,
Ontario
Niagara Falls, the honeymoon spot of
North America, is the
latest application of onchannel synchronous
FM booster technology
to overcome the obstacles of terrain to provide
coverage to shielded
population centers.
Now the cities of
Niagara Falls on the
U.S. side and Welland.
Port Colborne and
Niagara-on- the- Lake on
the Canadian side of
the river all receive
Keith Dancy stands proudly in front of his station.
CJRN(AM) from the
SkyIon Tower, high above the falls.
12 towers on only 92.5 acres of land. The
26,000 W ERP that was finally decided
The markets
upon required adirectional array, but the
CJRN was an old line 10 kW AM staescarpment toward desired population
tion at 710 kHz, also operating a 250
centers would present significant propagaW AM station in Fort Erie, Ontario.
tion difficulties.
Canadian FM rules allowed us to take
In short, we predicted that the escarpone of the stations and, in effect, trade
ment would cause some problems
its AM license for an FM. The probbecause of the relatively low height of
lem was that the new FM would be
the antenna and the dramatic 350- foot
next to the American border, and the
drop of the escarpment at Niagara Falls.
only possibilities left were acouple of
Class A stations. We felt that aClass A The problem
would not serve the I million- plus
The shadow created by the escarpment
would include a large portion of Lake
Ontario and leave 120,000 potential listeners in St. Catharines with a marginal
signal and alot of chopping.
Ihad read about the TFT Reciter
Booster FM system and contacted Terry
Ambrose of MSC, TFT's Canadian
agent.
Dancy
then
met
with
lmagineering Ltd. President Ed
Bogdanowicz to determine the feasibility of the system.
Tests done from the SkyIon Tower in
Niagara showed that serving Buffalo. N.Y.,
from that location with asingle transmitter
was virtually out of the question, not to
mention apotential capital investment of
more CN$1 million.
If CKEY could keep its main transmitter at Fort Erie and engineer an on-channel booster at St. Catharines, it would
save the expense of the extensive SkyIon
installation, not to mention the fact that
the SkyIon site did not reach all the markets that CKEY wanted to reach.
STL antenna atop Skylon Tower.
Buffalo metropolitan area listeners, as
well as the 450,000 to 500,000 in the
Niagara region.
The Niagara metro area includes the
Canadian cities of St. Catharines,
Niagara- on- the- Lake, Niagara Falls,
Wellon, Port Colborne, Fort Erie and
the area in between. In other words,
almost 1.5 million people could be
served if a good FM frequency could
be found. The problems included not
intruding into the U.S. space beyond
allowable limits while still managing
the terrain factors.
Another desirable design objective
was to use only the existing dual AM
transmitter site. Both CJRN and

Deliver the market
A low- power transmitter on-frequency
at St. Catharines would deliver to the
entire market's population, provided
there was little interference from the
main lobe transmitter at Fort Erie. The
synchronized system was exactly what
was required: The system would work
much like acellular telephone, with the
escarpment providing the isolation and
the TFT Reciter system providing the
synchronization of modulation and frequency.
With the permission of Canadian
authorities, the system was tested and
installed. The SkyIon Tower proved to be
ideal as an STL repeater site to reach

both the FM booster location and the
main transmitter at Fort Erie.
It did point out one additional problem with on- channel boosters: sometimes you cannot tell when you are off
the air. Icalled CJRN engineer Bill
McDougall one morning to say that the
station was off the air, but McDougall
argued that the station was indeed on
air because he could hear it from his
house. Actually, he was receiving the
synchronous booster and could not tell
the difference between it and the main
transmitter. McDougall's home is in
one of the areas expected to receive the
poorest coverage.

47

Ibelieve that the synchronous booster
system makes CKEY the most competitive radio station, along with two other
FMs in the market who were grandfathered in and have higher towers. Not having to move the CKEY main transmitter
from Fort Erie allows CKEY to maintain
its excellent coverage of Buffalo, which,
in my opinion, is superior to alot of existing home-based Buffalo stations.
The bottom line is that CKEY is
worth much more now with the TFT
FM synchronous booster than it was
before. A potential CN$1 million
investment for arisky solution was circumvented because a system that cost
about one- tenth that amount proved to
be the best solution.
For information, contact Paul Black in
California at 800-347-3383; fax: 408727-5942; or circle Reader Service 161.

Quantum FM
Solid
j(_El green'

ere.

Reliability

QE!
Proven reliability
Maintenance- free FET
technology
Self-contained modules with
own power supply regulator
Compact size reduces shipping costs, allows affordable air shipment
Power levels between 300 Watts and 6kW .
10
.1le
Modular design offers buy- only-what-you- need affordability
and convenience
For the same price you pay for atube transmitter, you can now have
a superior solid state FM transmitter with high- power, advanced
technology exciter and cableless combiner. The modular design of
QEI's QUANTUM- Series FM transmitters offers the advantage of
buying only the amount of power you need...and means that you
can upgrade to higher power levels whenever you're ready.
QUANTUM from QEI-the people who have been designing and building solid state transmitters longer than anyone else in the industry.
You need to know more! Call Jeff Detweiler today toll free
(800) 334-9154.
0E1 Corporation

Tel ( 800) 334-9154

One Airport Drive • P.O. Box 805

Fax ( 609) 629-1751

Williamstown, NJ 08094
24- Hour Service Hotline
(609) 728-2020

Grde ( 186) On Reader Service Card
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Logical RE 660, 661 Give Good Audio
by Chuck Leavens
Director of Engineering
WDUCI(FM) and
President
Leavens Engineering Associates
PITTSBURGH, Pa. When Iwas
selecting codees to use for sharing programming in high- quality stereo with
other stations and for shipping 20 kHz
stereo programs for network distribution
around the world. Ialmost missed the RE
660/661.
Manufactured by RE, a large Danish
instrumentation company. and distributed
by its U.S. division RE America. these
units have an impressive worldwide
installation base.

660 and 661 are the model numbers for
the separate encoder and decoder. These
units are used separately on each end of
a connection. providing a single-direction stereo audio path, or they can be
used together on the studio end to provide half of a20 kHz stereo bidirectional
dial- up link.
Upon looking the units over. Idiscovered that every possible parameter I
could possibly want to set up was on the
front panel. There are no dip switches.
and no special computer software is necessary to get at certain functions. RE laid
everything out in alogical, direct way.
Looking at the encoder panel from left
to right, the display shows analog or digital input. sample rate. mode, transmission

speed and data subchannel speed. The
adjusting controls are all next to the display with an extremely logical and clear
layout.
In addition, the decoder has the most
powerful autodetect function 1have
seen on any unit. It does an excellent
job of detecting the incoming datastream and making the unit comply with
whatever the data wants. It provides
incredible audio without setting up a
bunch of switches.
This was important to me because at
WDUQ any member of the staff may
need to use the unit to go live on the network in case of an emergency, as we did
last year in the aftermath of a major airplane crash in Pittsburgh.
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Bradlei and Tolus have
all 111e dllsworsi
Bradley Broadcast Sales has specialized in the applications of Telos technology longer
than anyone. Let us tell you more about "The Best Way To Ifear From There".

layer III Plus Layer II
No question, Layer Ill gives you outstanding audio over digital phone lines.
Mono 15kFlz on asingle ISDN " B" channel or Switched 56 line is asingular
LAYER III

accomplishment. And the Zephyr from lelos is the leading Layer III

Ludo. -\‘)w Telos adds more power to Zephyr hy adding Layer II compatibility.
Push abutton. and Zephyr communicates with installed Layer II equipment.

Where Service
Aiiil Conineerinu
Milke The
Difference

Multiple Transmission Modes
Telos did their homework with Zephyr. Ike it for stereo or dual-mono, in abroad range of
possible configurations. You choose the mode, fidelity, and delay that work best for you.

The Ideal Solution
Now for many professionals, only instant delivery of CD-quality audio is fast enough. Use
Zephyr for remote broadcasts, feeding voiceovers, hacking up microwave and satellite links,
setting up instant networks, and distributing commercials.

Bradley Knows Telos
You can do the math: the Ilenefics of Zephyr add up to awinning tbmlula. Call Bradley
Broadcast Sales to learn more.

;.=
e

e
S

CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-732-7665
Bradley Broadcast Sales • 12401 Twinbrook Parkway • Rockville, MD 20852 • 800-732-7665 • FAX: 301-230-6526
1111111111111.1111131111•1111111111181&
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Just when Ithought Iwas familiar with
the unit, a diskette arrived in the mail
with asoftware update. Idownloaded the
update into the unit from a portable PC
and within six minutes had six sample
rates. These are provided on 3.5- inch
diskettes in DOS format.
This was not the last time Ireceived an
update. Later Ireceived a diskette that
added awhole new operating protocol to
the unit. Ihave been very impressed with
the fact that RE was one of the first to
use PC-downloadable software.
RE's experience as an instrumentation
company really pays off here. They have
sent disk updates to ensure compatibility
with other units that do not follow
standards, while still adhering to the
world standard.
They seem to be committed to making
the unit meet the needs of users now and
in the future by adding features with free
software upgrades. Ineed to be sure that
the technology and the equipment Ibuy
doesn't abandon me as the years pass. I
feel very comfortable with these units
from this aspect.
A friend of mine was concerned
because the units do not use an audio
clipper to protect the headroom. Idiscovered in my own testing that aclipper
is not provided because it would seem
the gain structure of the unit is such that
it's next to impossible to hit the digital
ceiling. At least Ihaven't been able to
get the units to distort.
Any time I've tried, the 5532 on the
active balanced output was producing
enough current to start lighting lamps.
And still only extremely clean sound
appeared at the output. The unit has
active balanced ins and outs, as well as
AES/EBU digital ins and outs.
Sonically, Iprefer RE coders to other
units. With the array of sampling frequencies, you can adjust for best audio
response within the MPEG Layer II
structure. For example, Layer II at 56
kbps data speed going with a 24 kHz
sample rate gives better response and better sonic ability than a 48 kHz sample
rate. This is a normal function of Layer
II, and as such it is provided for the maximum flexibility and sonic response.
Of course, these units are capable of
speeds up to 384 kbps with all MPEG
modes supported. one channel, two channels. stereo, joint stereo along with the
full implementation of G.722.
Iuse these units regularly for communication with the BBC London. CBC
Toronto, National Public Radio and
even for super- high quality stereo
remotes with live music around
Pittsburgh. Making sure Ican connect
to units from other manufacturers is
always a concern with some out there
not being with the world standard for
ISO/MPEG Layer II.
Ihave successfully communicated on
numerous occasions with every major
brand of codec out there. It makes sense
to me to buy a unit that is certified as
being with the standard by the ISO, the
people who set the standard.
The RE 660/661 are certified. Ibought a
second full set a year later and they too
have been great. Iguess if Ihad to sum
up these units Iwould say that they are
extremely well-crafted and designed and,
sonically. are the best of avariety of units
Ihave tried. Plus, RE America is committed to customer support.
For infirmation from RE, contact ¡he
company in Ohio ai 216-871-7617; fax:
216-8714303: or circle Reader
Service 80.

STATE OF THE ART SUBCARRIER PRODUCTS FROM
THE WORLDWIDE LEADER IN SUBCARRIER TECHNOLOGY.

RDS-1Generator

SCA-186 SIDEKICK®
SCA Audio Generator

The RDS-1 is aPC
expansion card supplied

The worldwide standard for professional and reliable

with software to turn any

performance.

PC (' 286 or better) into a

Quartz

controlled

stability.

Built-in

encoder/subcarrier

modulation monitor Integrated audio processor provides

generator. Store up to 255 radiotext messages of

best possible audio quality. Built-in noise generator and

unlimited length, and run full RDS automation locally or

incidental noise meter for optimum transmitter adjust-

by remote control. Buy the PC card and software, or buy

ment and lowest possible cross-talk. Composite loop-

the broadcast quality rack mounted PC system preloaded

through to simplify

powerful

cost

effective

RDS

installation.

with your messages to go on the air. The RDS-1 is the
only fully software definable RDS generator available.

RDS-MA & PRD-3000
Monitor-Analyzer Test System
The

RDS-MA

complete

RDS

is

DSCA-188
DATA SIDEKICK®
SCA Data Generator

a

receiver,

monitor and analyzer test
system ( with or without the

Highest data rate throughput with async or sync

PC) enabling you to test your

operation. Quartz controlled subcarrier synthesizer.

RDS system performance off

Built-in error test generator. Controlled baseband

the air, off your transmitter or

spectrum for minimum bandwidth. Built-in peak

in the studio; and to check

deviation meter. Standard RS-232/422 data input.

out your competition!

workhorse of the radio industry for stock quotation and

Or choose the

radio data transmission.

PRD-3000 Monitor/ Analyzer unit only, supplied with
the software to turn your laptop PC into an RDS

SCA Receivers

subcarrier test facility (using the serial port). The only
fully software definable RDS test equipment available.

RDS-X Professional
Data Receivers

Data SCA receivers quoted in many configurations;
fully packaged and as OEM assembled circuit boards.
Customization to suit specific needs available.

co
RD

The only professional user

s

.ree

Regain Modulation
Lost To SCA

modulation sciences

RDS-X RDS Data Receiver

Vaig

Char

Diversay
OZ0.4à,

_13.4

C

configurable RDS data receiver
available. Unlimited addressability, full auto tuning, with
antenna diversity for reliable mobile operation. Use it for
EAS, GPS, signs, billboards. You name it, we can control
it. RS-232 and five switched control outputs. Fully boxed
and powered. Assembled and tested PC board available
in OEM quantities.

The

Get Eric Small's technical paper describing how
to prevent power loss in your main program when
running SCA or RDS. The secret is out.

Call or fax for our RDS/SCA Info Package.
In the US, call toll free (800) 826-2603

1101
1MODULATION SCIENCES INC
12A WORLD'S FAIR DRIVE SOMERSET NJ 08873
TEL ( 908) 302-3090 FAX (908) 302-02C6
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The
World's
Best
Small
Analog
Console.
• Solid State Switching
• Fully Modular
• DC Control
• 20dB Headroom
• A/B External Logic

Auditronics 2500 Series
Don't sacrifice quality and reliability for price

The 2500 Series is acombination of

when you're looking to buy anew analog

impeccable design, precision manufacturing

console for your studio.

and value pricing in afull-featured, compact

The Auditronics 2500 Series Console
is the intelligent choice for those of you no

audio console.
With the 2500 Series Console, you are

longer willing to invest in mediocre products.

guaranteed the winning combination of

You demand asuperior product at an afford-

Auditronics' quality and support with

• Telephone Conferencing

able price. Auditronics is exactly what you're

Harris Allied's unequaled customer service

• Conductive Plastic Faders

looking for.

and support.

• Actively Balanced

Some people believe small means
• External Cue &
Headphone Assignment

limited. We believe small is achallenge.

Call your Harris Allied sales representative
for complete details.

• Easily Accessible Wiring
on Motherboard Connectors

HARRIS
ALLIED

1-800-622-0022

.11M+
•
.
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Wisconsin. It will be live, using a new
Ohio at 216-241-3343; fax: 216-241Zephyr.
4103; or circle Reader Service 35.
We are sold on this
technology. Although
• continued from page 42
Know?," hand- carried the Zephyr on
there are caveats about
Speeder Bureau
Green Bay Bureau
teLlne Comex
2-t u, Gomm
access to Integrated Services Digital
the flight to Missouri.
the availability, instale•
Network ( ISDN) lines. Because our
As usual, getting the line to function
lation time and audio
Wausau Bureau
SW56 system was being so heavily
properly took too long, but it was ultimatedelay of switched dig24-Ine Comex
ly successful. Since that
ital services, WPR
Appleton Bureau
2-t one Comma
show in January, we have
will continue to purused ISDN and the lelos
chase more units for
•
Eau Claire BUM.
ISDN d Toles
Zephyr for " Whad'ya
our news bureaus and
Zephyr
Know?" backhauls from
for remote use to get
New York City on April 1 the programs where
•
and from Toledo, Ohio,
they need to go, as
Madison Bureau and the
on May 20.
cheaply and simply as
Radio Operations Canoe
MIlivaukee Bureau
Switched- 56
ISDN and Tabs Zephyr.
In December 1995,
Zephyr digital network audio transceiver.
possible with greater
StetsIsideS4. and
2- Una Comma
one of the first uses of
sound quality than
used, we decided that we needed a ISDN at our Green Bay Bureau will
ever before.
second system.
also be a " Whad'ya Know?" broadcast
For information from
Wisconsin Public Radio switched links with regional
After considering the Layer II and
from the new Weidner Center for the
Te/os, contact Danbureaus as of August 1995.
Layer III systems available, we opted
Performing Arts at the University of
ielle Kreinbrink in
for the lelos Zephyr because of its simplicity of operation, sound quality and
single . box design.
We use the Zephyr in its Layer III
mode, but it is also compatible with
0.722 and with Layer II units. Layer III
provides us with a signal-to-noise ratio
better than 75 dB, low distortion and
frequency response out to 15 kHz.
We also liked the Zephyr's versatility.
We can use Channel A to link up with a
bureau for a news feed and still have
Channel B free to link up with aguest in
some far-flung studio for an interview.
•
•
ING211111
IS us
• in
In addition, we hope to use it to bring in
à ;
•
• se
e•
•
la
•••
o
a.
live stereo remotes as we add other
1:121221
• o
•
Zephyrs at our bureaus.
Urn
•
set • ea
EMI
•a
Zephyrs were in our Madison and Eau
Oa
Ito
II
I
o
Claire bureaus by 1994.
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•
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WPR on Cutting Edge
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The FM Transmitter of Choice
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Backup feed
In October 1994, Ireceived acall from
the technical director of " Prairie Home
Companion" to arrange for a backup
feed during the show's visit to the
Madison Civic Center on November 5.
Apparently a piece of equipment in
backup chain of their uplink was out for
repairs and wasn't expected to be available in time.
Although we are an uplink site for
National Public Radio, running lines
insialled from the civic center to us
would have been very costly. Isuggested they install an ISDN line and I'd
lend them our Zephyr for the evening.
They could then dial up the NPR satellite center in Washington which also
had one.
The Ameritech technicians struggled
for two days to install and provision the
line properly, but it worked and the
folks from Minnesota were impressed
by the quality and simplicity.
Just days before the show, we learned
that the arrangements for a satellite
backhaul of our " Whad'ya Know? with
Michael Feldman" program for January
28 in Columbia, Mo., had collapsed.
"Whad'ya Know?" is carried by over
150 public radio stations.
We remembered the success that
"Prairie Home Companion" had using
the Zephyr for a stereo two-hour program, so we checked if there was
ISDN available. The answer was no,
but the Columbia site could get
SW56.
Ultimately successful
Telos shipped us the V.35 cable necessary to use the Zephyr as a SW56
codec and we located the correct
CSU/DSU at NPR in Washington. Tom
Blain, technical director of " Whad'ya

.... n crown

....

F
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Integrated Transmitter Systems by

cRown®

Applications

Features

U Suited for FM translator service

• Excellent signal quality and reliable performance

•

Ideal for satellite or terrestrial-fed systems

CI

Lightweight, compact, easily shipped worldwide

• Use it as a stand-alone transmitter

CI

110/120 VAC, 220/240 VAC or DC powered

CI

Use it as astand-alone exciter with composite input

• Built-in digital metering and diagnostics

•

Use it as an FM exciter with built-in IPA

• User tunable from 88 to 108 MHz

• Great for community and campus radio

• Optional tuning for 65-73 MHz in 10 kHz steps

U A perfect backup transmitter system

U Modular, flexible design

Models

U Fully illustrated and detailed user information

J FM30, adjustable from 3to 33 watts output
J FM100, adjustable from 20 to 110 watts output
_I

FM250, adjustable from 20 to 250 watts output

_I

FM500,50 to 500 watts (available third quarter '95)

Integrated System Components
Li FM exciter (digitally tunable, frequency-agile)

• Type notified for FCC part 73 & 74; meets FCC,
DOC, and CCIR requirements
CI

Quick setup; designed for easy installation even
by non-technical people

information, contact Crown Broadcast Sales
at (219) 294-8050 or fax (219) 294-8302.
For more

• Audio processor (with compressor/limiter)

crown
broadcast

• Stereo Generator
•

RF Amplifier

• Lowpass Filter

A Division of Crown International, Inc.
1718 West Mishawaka Road
Elkhart, Indiana 46515-1000
Phone ( 219) 294-8050; FAX: (219) 294-8302

J New, optional FM Receiver Module
J New, optional FSK IDer
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Products di Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

Mix-Minus with Ease

ISDN Questions?
Get Help, Not Hype!

IFA-10 4X4 Assignable Mixer
MESA SYSTEMS

Call for your free copy

1111111e"

P7411mal

"ISDN - An Unscientific Survey"

CH I

Overview of US ISDN providers

CH 4

CI-I2
CH 3
INPUT LEVEL

CHI

111111111MIIIMI

CH 2
CH 3
OUTPUT LEVEL

CH 4

T

he IFA-10 4x4 mixer is the perfect device for creating

and

any simple mix- minus. Use it as amono input to your

console or down stream and get amix- minus for three telco

"ISDN for Broadcasters"

lines, or use it down stream from astereo console and con-

40- page tutorial on ISDN

ference two lines. Need more lines? Combine two or more
units. At $ 300, power supply included, it's priced right.

iniMika/ramw®
waviimm.o&

Now you can get that talkshow on the air without having
to buy ahigh priced, fancy-dancy console. Call Rory Rail

today for details.

65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.

Tel: 1-800-237-1776 Fax: 508-635-0401

Phone B00-2624675, FAX 315-437-8119

..the

READER SERVICE NO. 50

READER SERVICE NO. 90

FM Antennas

The CircuitWerkes DTMF-16
TouchTone Decoder

Leading the Way in High
Performance Antennas

Call

For Rigid Line

MV

& Components

Facing a " right now" emergency? Planning a
new installation? Upgrading your facility?
Whatever the need, MYAT is the solution.
MYAT products are quality- built for maxi-

Inexpensive & Convenient Control
• Decodes ail 16 urrNI tones.
Bridging input ez. high current
opto isolated outputs.
l•-• Juniper selectable beep- tone
acknowledges commands.
▪ Moment:Ir .
\or Interlocked
Latching output modes.
Neu. to 0- trine decoder &

Contact Jimmie Joynt

anti-4,11'Hr), Ir ter lluProve
rehabilit
\ersittlrta

Factory Direct Sales
Ph 800/279-3326
Fax 800/644-5958

• Combine \\ itir : in A('-2 aturrcoupler or an economical
dial- up remote control.
nnnnnnn

Cw

17194 Preston RD # 123-297 Dallas, TX 75248

The 1)1 \ 1F-16 is perfect For
inienf:r, mg networks \ our
:iutom.rt ion. controlling remo t
e
satellite I'CL'Cker,. repeaters. etc.
With alist price ol onl SI99,
the compact. light tSz rugged
DTA11:- 1(s can he put almost
\\ hero to pi o'. ide the remote

Call your favorite RF distributor or MYAT
direct at 201-767-5380, or fax 201-767-4147
for our complete catalog and reference guide.

\-0116,1.11Ln t\tr need. llor
morc inio. contact \ orite
lit,,,,, I,,
supplier or \ , 111 us.

Circui▪
tWerkes
621 2SW Slit Place

380 Chestnut St
P.O. Box 425

Gainesville, Florida 32607

Norwood, NJ

1004) 331 5999 / fax 331-6999

0 7 6 4 8

READER SERVICE NO. 4

READER SERVICE NO. 49

mum performance and long life, And we take
delivery commitments seriously.

Affordable Custom
Broadcast Furniture

READER SERVICE NO. 185

Attention
Advertisers
Delivered and
installed by

ECHROLOGIIP

Reach 18,000+ broadcast equipment
buying prospects at AM, FM and AM/FM
radio stations, networks and groups,
recording studios, engineering and
consulting firms every month.

Products & Services Showcase
appears in every issue of Radio World.
For detailed information, contact
Skip lash - East Coast
Dale Tucker - Midwest & West Coast

TEL: 800-676-0216
2 Pennsylvania Avenue, Malvern, PA 19355

FAX: 610-296-3402

READER SERVICE NO. 188

RADIO WORLD
Tel: 1-800-336-3045
FAX: 703-998-2966
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TAC Tackles Audio
In and Out Problems
by Harry M. Bingaman
Chief Engineer
Sunbury Broadcasting
Milton Lewisburg Broadcasting
Sunair Communications
MILTON, Pa. It seems that 1995 has
been the year of the telephone in the
engineering department. Three of the six
stations Iservice decided to upgrade to
digital phone systems.
Normally, this would not he aproblem.
But it seems that when you work with the
local telco, it is hard to convince them that
you need to move audio other than the
spoken word in and out of its system.
Sound America has come up with an
excellent way of solving audio in and out
problems on almost any phone system.
be it single line, key or digital — the Tac
Telephone Coupler System.

Radio World
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use in the newsroom. The news department carries one in their jump hag for
field reporting. We also use the Tac Plus
in the copy department. We have one
connected to acart machine for playback
of spec spots to clients.
If you need to get audio in and out of a
phone system. this product is ideal. But there
is always room for improvement. The units
we used in the newsrooms were modified.
We eliminated the resistive attenuator
on the audio out line. We needed a line

level out, rather than
mic level. It would he
nice to have the impedance attenuator selector
switch mounted inside a
tamper- resistant cover.
We did have problems
with it accidentally
being turned to the
wrong setting, resulting
in improper send level.
We eliminated the problem by removing the
knob after installation.
We have been more than
pleased with the Sound
America Tac Plus unit. It
TAC Telephone Coupler System.
not only saved us time hut.
more importantly. money.
Georgia at 912-238-1771; fax: 912-238For infOrmation. contact Fred Himes in
1750: or circle Reader Service H.

A cast of performers.
For more than 20 years, Inovonics has met the everyday
needs of broadcasters the world over with sensible,
top-quality broadcast products at down-to-earth prices.

Head scratching
During the planning stages of the first
installation, we had informed the telco
rep that we needed in certain station
departments away of getting audio from
our sources to the phone lines.
With a little head scratching on their
part. they came up with asolution. but it

222

Asymmetrical AM Low-pass Processor

Guarantees U.S. NRSC compliance, or is available
several versions for international shortwave service.
250

in

Programmable 5-band Stereo Processor

Gated AGC, 5- band Compression and EQ, split- spectrum
Limiting—all with colorless PWM gain control. Manually
pre-program 4 processing presets, or place entirely
under computer/modem control via RS- 232 bus.

Installation was
a snap — just plug
between handset
and phone.

was costly and outside our budget.
The next day Iwas paging through the
latest Broadcast Supply Worldwide
(BSW) flyer and found the Sound
America Tac Plus listed in the new products preview. It looked like exactly what I
needed, so we bought two units.
The first unit was installed in the newsroom, where the phone is used the most.
Installation was asnap — just plug between
handset and phone.
The unit features athree-position handset
muting switch. In the up position. it is
momentary muting: the middle position.
normal: and the down position. continuously muted. Included is aTMPEdance and
attenuator selector switch, which makes it
compatible with almost all phone systems.
But do not plan on using the Tac or Tac Plus
with any phone system that incorporates its
dialer or brains in the handset.
Routing audio
Routing audio in and Out is a simple
task. It has two I/8- inch ( 3.5 mm) mono
female jacks. One is audio in, and its level requirements range anywhere from +4
dBm to + 16 dBm for - 10 dBm to phone
line, depending on whether you have a
standard or an electronic phone.
The other jack is for audio out from the
phone system. Its level is set for - 55
dBm. It obviously was intended to he
used for mic input.
Last, this unit comes RF bypassed.
which is agood thing. Most of my units
were used at a 10 kW AM station with
antennas outside the window.
We have bought atotal of live units for

255
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" Spectral Loading" FM Processor

Triband-PWM Stereo Processor for contemporary music
formats. Gated AGC, 3- band Compression and Limiting;
unique " Spectral Loading" feature for a very aggressive
sound.

•

260
,

715

Multifunction FM/TV Processor

Stereo AGC — Compressor — Limiter ideal for TV-aural
and budget FMs. Split- spectrum dynamic control.

" DAVID" FM Processor / Stereo-Gen.

AGC— Compressor — Limiter, plus clean Digital Synthesis
of the multiplex baseband signal.
Internal RBDS/SCA
combining; amazing performance at low cost!
705 & 706

•
-• !ff., f•e.e..Z '' ;*

Digital Synthesis Stereo Generators

Choke of a no- frills, basic Stereo- Gen., or a full- featured
unit with metering and remote control.
Both have
patented overshoot compensation and a clean sound.
530

Off-Air FM Modulation Monitor

Tunable Mod-Monitor gives accurate measurement of
total mod., pilot injection, stereo separation, etc. The
peak flasher, metering and alarms may be remoted.
550

The " Sentinel" Monitor Receiver

All- mode

radio

tunes

53

AMAX-spec

C-QUAM ®

Stereo,

FM/FMX® Stereo and all analog and digital RBDS/SCA
subcarriers.
Comprehensive audio diagnostics permit
off-air evaluation, comparison and analysis.
Coming soon: An easy-to-use RBDS Encoder, and a Monitor/Decoder for use with any FM Mod-Monitor.

Inovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 • TEL: (408)458-0552 • FAX: (408)458-0554
Circle ( 118) On Reader Service Card
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AT&T Helps Revive Health NewsFeed
by Jack Sheehan
Assistant Director of
Public Affairs
Director of Health NewsFeed
Johns Hopkins Medical
Institutions
BALTIMORE When the Johns Hopkins
Medical Institutions decided to revive
"Health NewsFeed" — a60- second syndicated report on medicine. including
interviews with Hopkins experts — high quality audio and a technologically
diverse delivery system were at the top of
its priority list.
When the program began in 1985.

audio tap,' , were shipped to an uplink
point for distribution. The quality was
good. but the distribution process lacked
flexibility. Subscribers had only one
opportunity each day to receive the
satellite transmission.
Budget pressures ended the program in
1993. but after an I8- month hiatus.
Hopkins' Office of Communications and
Public Affairs decided to start from
scratch with anew. all digital system.
With a broadcast background as an
Associated Press Broadcast Services
radio network anchor and reporter.
was hired to rebuild the program and
develop an innovative and cost-effective

Arrakis
Studio Furniture
systems are #1
with over 1,000 sold !

system for delivering the daily 60- second reports to subscribers.
Multifaceted system
A primary objective was to create amultifaceted delivers s stem to meet the
needs of radio stations with varying levels
of technological capabilities. After two
months of investigation, we settled on four
distribution routes that would provide a
viable choice for every radio station.
The primary route is via Satcom C5
using ABC Satellite Services' SEDAT
system. There is also an automated phone
feed for stations without satellite
receivers. Those stations equipped with
multimedia computers can download the
audio from a computer bulletin board.
using atoll- free access number, and play
it back through any Windows equipped
multimedia PC with asoundcard.
The fourth and most innovative route
for receiving Health NewsFeed utilizes
AT&T's ISDN ( Integrated Services
Digital Network) service to provide CE)
quality sound over ordinary phone lines
that are accessible via toll- free service.
Early on. we decided that our program
would he sent to the satellite uplink by

October 4, 1995
ISDN because of the high-quality digital
audio that the service can carry and
because Johns Hopkins is already wired
for it. But we needed an alternative for
many stations, especially the smaller
ones, that found aonce- a- week satellite
feed inconvenient. They needed a capability for dialing into an on- demand,
high-quality feed and then receiving the
program automatically when it suited
them best.
AT&T's solution was to add its new
WorldWorx 800 service to our ISDN BRI
(Basic Rate Interface) line, linking the
advantages of digital service with the convenience and cost-effectiveness of toll free service. The combination gives Hopkins atoll free vanity number for both voice and data
calls. Software in the local telephone company switch determines which call is which
and routes it to either the ISDN lines or the
phone set. 1-8(X)-MED-RADIO was selected as the toll- free number, and the service
was set up on one of the hospital's T1lines.
Stations equipped with Switched 56
(SW56) ISDN equipment can dial the
800 number and connect automatically to
our distribution system. which plays back
afull week's worth of programs.
The process
Inside the Health NewsFeed studio, the
ISDN line is brought into an ADTRAN ISU
continued on page 56

CDQPrima Alleviates
That Sinking Feeling
by Richard Rudman
Engineering Manager
KFWB ( AM)/KTVVV(FM)
LOS ANGELES As L.A. proceeded
t
It i
ts construction of ametrorail into
Hollywood, the city began to encounter
problems that ultimately affected all of
us, especially businesses situated near
Hollywood Boulevard.
The biggest problem is called subsidence — a nice way of saying the
ground is literall \ sinking. Some of
the buildings have even been cabled
so they don't topple as the ground
near the tunnel sinks. At the moment,
construction on the tunnel has
stopped.
My biggest concerns about all of this
were KFWB's phone lines, including
one from our studio to the transmitter.
There is only one telephone company
cable that crosses from our side of
Hollywood Boulevard to the other.
Even before the subsidence problem,
there was always the danger that construction crews would inadvertently
cut through the cable and put us off
the air. Ido not have a line-of- sight
path to the transmitter and so have
never been able to use a microwave
STL for KFWB.

Arrakis furniture is # 1...
•Off the shelf -or- Custom
•Easy to design & assemble
• Very fast delivery !!!
call today to find out why Arrakis
studio furniture is the choice of
broadcasters worldwide...
from Moscow. to Tokyo.
to Manhattan...

21111111M11

(303) 224-2248
or (970) 224-2248
1995 Arrakis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Drive. Fort Collins, CO. 80525
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Fiber network
Fortunately, just afew months before
Hollywood Boulevard began sinking,
Pacific Bell had offered us free fiber
installation in anticipation of the rise in
fiber network use in the future. It was
especially attractive because of aprotective feature PacBell calls "Sonet,"
which is basically a ring of fiber that

would have to he severed in two places
To make full use of these fiber
capabilities, Idecided to go with
fractional TI. Ibought six slots for a
total of 384KB capacity. When I
heard about the new CDQPrima
codee from MUSICAM USA ( formerly CCS), Idid some research and
found that Icould use TI to ease my
fears of having our main phone lines
cut.
The Prima uses MUSICAM, which
not only sounds good but allows two
full- fidelity channels in each direction
plus adata channel. Group W has been
heavily involved in the development of
DAB, and a quality signal is very
important to us. Anything that goes
into our transmitter has got to be capable of what the company feels is the
highest quality digital audio. Icertainly wanted to squeeze every bit of quality audio we could out of this backup
system.
Peace of mind
We had previously worked with
MUSICAM as an experiment with a
digital Moseley STL for our FM station and we were extremely pleased
with the way it sounds, better than
most of the algorithms available today.
CDQPrima. along with fractional T1,
has given me peace of mind for our
back-up problem. From the start, the
Prima did everything we asked of it.
Since the Prima is field-upgradable,
we are better prepared for the future.
Older codees are stuck at what they
are built for today.
continued on page 56 II>
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Comrex Improves Remotes, Byte by Byte
by Ralph Norman Beaty, CPBE
Chief Engineer
WIBC (AM)
INDIANAPOLIS WIBC's move to
digital remotes on ISDN brought us
some dramatic improvements in program quality and flexibility and also
lowered costs.
Prior to the acquisition of WIBC in 1994
by Emmis Broadcasting Corp., our remote
broadcasts were done mainly over UHF
radio links and analog broadcast circuits.
With the limited range of radio links and
the astronomical expense of equalized
broadcast loops, ISDN is quickly replacing
these options as the major vehicle for our
remote broadcasts.
Equipment list
WIBC uses Comrex DXR.I and
DXP.1 digital audio codecs for converting the analog audio from the remote
equipment to the required digital format. The Comrex units use the widely
deployed G.722 standard for 7.5 kHz
monaural bidirectional audio, which is
great for AM broadcast stations.
For FM broadcasts, these codecs are
also capable of 15 kHz monaural bidirectional audio, using both ISDN B
channels. Emphasis is placed here on
bidirectional capability in that the station can return program, operational

information or cuing to remote site
without asecond line.
The DXR.1 is arack-mount unit that we
use at the studio. The DXP.1 is a much
smaller unit and it is ideal for the remote
pack-size constraints. We use an Adtran
¡SU 128 ISDN terminal adaptor (TA) with

fei'S • TALK

Our complete remote kit consists of
headset and stick microphones, headset
amplifiers, audio mixer, codec/TA, alaptop computer for call screen coordination
and the all-important clock. No matter
what time zone you are in, the talent
needs to see what time it is at home.
In central Indiana,
Ameritech
country,
1P7OAL ISDN is widely available. Specific site availability depends on having an appropriate switch
type ( usually an AT&T
5ESS
or
Northern
Telecom DMS100) at the
local central office and
on the distance between
the remote site and the

Mario Andretti (center) talks with host Big
John Gillis (right) at the Indianapolis Fan
Fest. The Comrex DXR IISDN codec (see
blowup) is under the supervision of WIBC
technican Eddie McCelland (left).
abuilt-in NT- 1, eliminating an additional
piece of equipment from the remote pack.
The codec and TA together cost about
$2,200 (acodec/TA pair is needed at both
the remote site and the station).

nearest ISDN-provisioned central (
Mice.
Installation costs for astandard basic rate
interface ( BRI) channel ( 2B+D) is
$190.00. The monthly usage charge is
$40.00. Local calls on the ISDN network

are the same as voice calls and do not
incur a measured per- minute charge.
Long distance, with achoice of the major
players, does incur an additional per
minute rate. We have found local
Ameritech service employees excellent in
installation, service and support.
Digital audio codecs take some time to do
their job, and transmission paths can add to
that delay. Depending on the distance and
the algorithm utilized, the effect of program returning to the remote site can range
from paging at the airport to déjà vu.
Talk back system
Because of this, amix-minus scheme is
needed so that the talent won't hear himor herself on the return path. The audition
channel of the air console can be used to
generate the mix-minus, provided that each
source can be independently selected.
Lacking this versatility on your audio
board, an auxiliary mixer can also be
employed to send all of the sources, except
for the remote location, down the return
path of the ISDN line. WIBC uses amodified talkback system, with amix- minus
and aswitched feed so that the studio producer may talk to the talent on location.
Coding delay can vary tremendously,
depending on the algorithm, and some
codecs produce adelay of up to ahalf second. Even with amix-minus, this can be a
continued on page 61

Compatible, Reliable, 100% AEQ.

AEQ ACD-3001 Digital Audio Codec

Features:

> The ACD-3001 is a full- duplex coder and decoder offering up to 105 KHz of analog
bandwidth simultaneously in both received and transmitted signals, depending on the
selected mode of operation
> The equipment uses CCITT G.722 and ISO/MPEG Layer Il compression algorithms in a
wide range of operating modes and combinations

> Input / output bit rate selectable at 56 or 64 Kbits, with any of the operating modes
> Manual and automatic synchronization Last synchro configuration, stored in memory
allows the fastest resynchronization in the event of a power failure
> 300 or 1,200 bps selectable Auxiliary Data Channel available when working on
ISO/MPEG Layer ll mode
1 LOOP and TEST modes available Error alarms included

Operating modes:

Specifications:

> The ACD-3001 offers the flexibility of user- defined operating modes Selection is made
on the front panel keyboard and is fully indicated by LEDs as well as the communicatipn
status and alarms
> ISO MPEG LII 48. 32 and 24 KHz MONO and G.722 modes are availabre.

> Transformer coupled analog input and output
> Digital interfaces V.35 and X.21 for Terminal Adaptor connection
> RS- 232 interface for Auxiliary Data Channel
> 16 bits AID and 18 bits D/A Sigma- Delta converters

*AEQ
AEQ AMERICA 2211 South 48th Street, Suite H- Tempe, AZ USA 85282
Phone: ( 1602) 431 0334 - Fax: ( 1602) 431 0497
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AT&T Revives NewsFeed
continued from page 54
2X64 modem connected to aMUSICAM
USA ( formerly CCS) CDQ1000 audio
codec. The CDQI000 has arelay closure
output on the rear panel that latches after the
codec frames up adata call.
When astation's ISDN modem calls for
the feed, the modem connects and frames
the codec. The relay output is taken to an
Industrial Computer Source DI016 interface card inside a ZEOS Pantera 486
computer. Custom software intercepts the
interrupt generated by the DI016 and
triggers the computer's Turtle Beach
Tropez soundcard to play back the Health
NewsFeed reports, which are recorded
and stored in Microsoft . WAV format at

16-bit resolution and a22.05 kHz sampling rate. The software also counts the
number of playbacks for record-keeping
purposes.
All audio recording and editing is
done on a ZEOS Pantera Pentium PC
running at 90 MHz and using Turtle
Beach's Wave SE editing program.
The 486, in addition to serving as the
playback machine, is a backup editing
system.
The launch of this system was not
trouble-free. Some local telephone companies had not installed switched software upgrades necessary to process the
WorldWorx 800 number. That meant
some stations never got aconnection or

the data call was improperly routed onto
the D, or voice channel, instead of the B
channels for data. AT&T technicians in
Atlanta and Chicago spent several nights
and weekends tracking down the problem
and making the fix.

I

A primary
objective was to
create a multifaceted
delivery system ...

Late spring, a promotional campaign
announced Health NewsFeed's return
with four different distribution methods of
varying technological sophistication. A
mass fax to 5,000 radio stations, a
brochure mailing describing the product
and distribution systems, plus a media

That Sinking
Feeling

RE audio codas
full compliance with the industry standard
Buy. an audio codec from just about anybody other

CRC scale factors to protect your audio from trans-

than RE and you may get more than y'oll bargained

mission errors. And when it comes to compression

for—hopeless operational procedures, non-standard

and compatibilty, our implemet itation of ISO/MPEG

compression protocols and limited connectivity.

Layer II has been thoroughly checked and tested

Then again, you may get less. less bandwidth. Fewer compression options. N() service.

by the IRT in Munich—part of the very team that
invented the standard in the first place.

let's face it. Then. are alot of products out

With several outstanding RE Easy /
SON

there that promise you the world, yet corrupt your

packages to choose from, wily not give us acall? For

signal and complicate your lift.. You simply cannot

further information, contact RE at ( 21(i) 871-7617

aflOrd inm-standard audio codees. That's why %O len
the time comes to look at your audio transmission
11C( 31S. S01111 Wald ti

take acloser look at RE.

RE offers 1SO/MPEG Laver II audio
compression, which is the most widely used highfidelity audio compression algorithm in the industry.
We're the only company in the world that can offer

• Full 20 kHz bandwidth
Choice of six sampling frequencies
Outstanding audio quality even at low bit rates
Simple encoder operation
Auto-configuring decoder for easy set-up
IRT-tested ISO/MPE6 Layer Il compression

pm half sampling frequencies for achoice of six

6.722 for full hi- directional communication

different sampling rates, and bandwidths up to

and cue channels

afull 20kIlz. We're also the company to provide

• Optional AES/E8U digital audio

re

.
1. (216) 671-4303 • 1( l 1 ‘ I ( (.. TD. • Telephone, 1.91) 03-3320-0460 • TeleEw 4511
• RE DEUTSCHLAND (
man • . ( Q.161-6S03-1) •Teli•Le - IL) • r,S) ) 1 • RE (JK LTD. • Telephone, . 44, ( 0171) 731119 •

RE AMERICA, INC. • Telephone, ( 41) ( 216) 871-7617 •
03-3320-0497

,

Telelks, ) 1-44) (( 11734) 731190 • RE INTERNATIONAL AS • Telephone: I. 45) 39 17 00 00 • Telefax, t. 4.5) 39 17 00 10 • Plus :10 iaulliorizedilistnluitori. worldwide.
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campaign resulted in 200 calls to Hopkins
during the first two weeks of the effort.
More than 100 stations were on-line
when we went back on the air June 9.
Bloomberg Business News, with 10
full-time stations and 50 affiliates,
signed on and became the flagship station with our network. The current station roster has reached 110. Thus far,
only Bloomberg and a few other stations are taking advantage of the
ISDN/WorldWorx 800 delivery route;
however, we receive asteady stream of
inquiries about the service. So, we are
engaged in an ongoing customer education process. As more local
exchanges become able to process
ISDN calls, we expect the number of
stations choosing this delivery route to
grow quickly.
Now that the WorldWorx 800 ISDN system is up and running, Health NewsFeed
is preparing to extend overseas. The
Voice of America is using the ISDN system to retrieve the reports and broadcast
them in Europe and Asia. AT&T and
Hopkins are working on international
toll- free numbers for the automated
ISDN feed, the voice line and the computer bulletin board service that offers
medical news and information to stations.
(That BBS is accessible at 1-800-JHH0046 in the U.S.)
The combination of off-the-shelf technology and low-cost digital phone service
enabled Johns Hopkins to bring Health
NewsFeed back on-line under budget and
with more flexibility than was available
before. The increasing availability of ISDN
service and lower equipment costs are
making it an attractive and cost- saving
alternative to the more traditional methods
of program transmission.
For information from AT&T, contact the
company's WorldWorx Customer Care
Center a
t800-828-WORX; fax: 908-2214018; or circle Reader Service
.
71.

continued from page 54
The technology in the Prima is
advanced, and much of it is softwarebased. In an emergency, it can even "talk"
to other devices based on Switched 56 or
ISDN. Iespecially like the management
and diagnostic software.
The Prima was straightforward when it
came to setup and operation. One of the
two Primas originally shipped had a
faulty board but it was quickly replaced
by the company. The system is now
working and has not gone down in over a
month of continuous use.
We are using the Prima and T1 setup as a
backup line to the transmitter now, which
is somewhat ironic as it far exceeds the
quality of our regular studio line — a 15
kHz phone circuit, and that of our previous
backup, which was an 8kHz circuit.
Anybody in charge of engineering for a
facility that has been through major disasters ( such as the earthquakes of acouple of years ago) always wakes up at 3
a.m. worrying about the next thing he has
not planned for. It used to be that the
prospect of having our phone cable cut
was my recurring nightmare. Now Ihave
faith in the reliability of the fiber link and
the superb performance of the Prima.
For information, contact Art
Constantine in New Jersey at 908-7395600; fax 908-739-1818; or circle
Reader Service 53.
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Harris Platinum FM Transmitters
aren't falling. But their prices are.
If you haven't priced aHarris
Platinum FM Transmitter lately,
you're in for apleasant surprise.
Not only has Harris lowered
the price on these ultraredundant all-solid state
transmitters, but now every
PT-CD FM transmitter includes
Harris' DIGIT digital FM exciter
as well!
DIGIT, the world's first and
only FM exciter capable of
accepting astudio digital signal,
is available with either adigital
or an analog input module.

The digital input incorporates
aDSP* stereo generator for
unsurpassed stereo performance
and separation and aDigital
Composite Limiter with " lookahead" circuitry to predict and
eliminate overmodulation peaks
before they occur.
Even if you don't have a
digital signal to your transmitter,
you can get DIGIT's benefits by
using the analog input now and
upgrading to adigital input when
you are ready.
Beyond Harris' Clearly Digital
sound, aPT-CD transmitter will

give you hot-pluggable RF
modules with an MTBF
exceeding 240,000 hours; no
IPA module; VSWR foldback,
and more.
Let us surprise you. To learn
more about Harris PT-CD
Transmitters, please contact us:
U.S. and Canada:
Tel 217-222-8200
Fax 217-224-1439
International:
Tel 217-222-8290
Fax 217-224-2764

*Digital Signal Processing
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Harris Corporation

Why is the 12,000
the most Popular
console for Radio ?
III An 18 channel modular console with 12 modules for only $6,595.
• Ultra high performance for digital sources such as CD's & workstations.
• From 3 to 6 output buses for the most demanding studio applications.
Digital data bus built in for control of Arrakis digital workstations.
[IN Ideal for On Air, Production, & News studios in any market size !!!
As the # 1manufacturer of audio consoles, digital workstations, and studio furniture systems for radio--- Arrakis products
provide you with unparalleled features, performance, and reliability. And with nearly 4,000 Arrakis consoles sold in the
last 10 years alone, you can be assured that Arrakis is the # 1choice of broadcasters across the country--- and of such
prestigious broadcasters as Sony Worldwide Networks in Manhattan and the United States Air Force around the world.
The choice of Arrakis is the choice of the leader
Features
While the 12000 series console is available in 8, 18, & 28 input module mainframe sizes, the 18 channel mainframe with
12 input modules is by far the most popular configuration. The mainframe supports input modules, avariety of option
modules such as input selectors and DA's, and even the 99 button Gemini control surface for Arrakis digital workstations.
Input modules can be chosen as mic or stereo line input with three models of each to chose from. Also, the input modules
may feature either 3stereo output buses - or- 3 stereo output buses plus 3 mono output buses for atotal of 6assignable
outputs. The six output version is perfect for talk studios with multiple telephone mix minus feeds. Input modules feature
comprehensive logic control for sources and talk booth turrets. The monitor system supports acontrol room and two
studios with complete talkback facilities. The mainframe even includes a 60 minute up timer standard. All of the features
and capabilities are included in the 12000 to make it ideal for any size market.
Performance
Designed for the radio station of the digital ' 90's, the 12000 series high performance console has adynamic range of
over 100dB which makes it ideal for use with digital audio sources such as CD players and digital audio workstations.
Use of Analog Devices monolythic mic preamps assures you of the lowest noise and distortion that current technology
can provide. Active balanced in and out, the 12000 is the high performance, professional solution to your studio's needs.
Rugged Reliability
The 12000 series console is a rugged and reliable broadcast product. The modular mainframe simplifies service and
provides for future expansion. The use of VCA's and DC channel On- Off
switching increases fader life, reduces channel dropouts and noisy switches.
The modules feature polycarbonate plastic overlays for scratch resistance.
Penny and Giles faders, 5 million operation channel on-off switches, and
ITT Schadow switches assure a long life. Use of heavy hardened aluminum
panels, polycarbonate module overlays, and solid oak trim will provide a
durable and attractive appearance through the years.

12.000-12 Console in tabletop version
with Tan color- $6.595 List Price

On the air in New York, Moscow, and Tokyo- the 12000 series console line
is truly a major market console for the professional broadcast studio of the
'90's. --- Choose Arrakis and choose the leader. ---

from
for more information call... ( 303) 224-2248

$6,595

in some areas, call (970) 224-2248

carrczalcis
_

2619 Midpoint Drive. Fort Collins, CO. 80525
Vcice- 303-224-2248, Fax- 303-493-1076
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TS612 Works for Fast-paced AM Team
by Bobby Gray
Chief Engineer
VANKL(FM), VVYMJ-FM,
Vi/CMB(AM)
HARRISBURG, Pa. Ihave not been
in radio professionally for 20 years,
nor have I been the person solely
responsible for deciding what equipment gets purchased and installed and
ultimately used for more than maybe
three years. Not until it was time to
get a new phone system did Ireally
have to study what equipment was
available.
I would like to give credit to my
mentors, Tom Ray and Duffy Eagan,
for taking the time to show me what
the major market morning shows have
to work with and the train of thought
behind the engineering departments
that laid it all out for them.
High priority
After dealing with ajury-rigged office
phone for on- air use for along time, the
morning show took it upon themselves
to make purchasing anew phone system
ahigh priority for everyone involved —
namely, me. My problem was, which
one? What capabilities do we want, and

that was fed dial tone via a modem
data button on our office phone system. To put a call on air, you selected
the line you wanted, hit the data button
and then re- selected the same line,
completing the process. You can imagine how desperate aquick- paced morning team would be for anew system.
Ihad promised the minute Isaw the

Our setup makes for a
completely console-free phone mix- minus

facility in our two on-air studios, and, most
likely, Iwill order a full-blown, 12- line
system for our production room, which is
where our live talk shows originate. This
system will also be configured with a
screener location and control surface.
Iam very pleased, and Gentner is to
be commended for building a system
that can be configured so many different ways.
For information from Gentner, contact the company in Utah at 800-9457730; fax: 801-977-0087; or circle
Reader Service 112.

system that sounds superb.
UPS man that Iwould clear my calendar until the system was on the air.
The day it arrived Idid not want to
deal with a major phone system installation. After getting into it about waist
deep, however, Irealized that quite a
bit of thought had gone into this system and that it was clearly going to do
what Iasked it to.
WWKLs setup
At WWKL we use Symetrix 528E
microphone processors, which allow

The TS612 was up and running two hours out of the box.
how smart do you have to be to get a
dial tone?
Ithumbed through a couple of trade
papers, found some phone system ads
and made them available to our air
staff, requesting their comments. The
most common response was that they
wanted to sound as good on tape with
acaller as they sound on a live microphone. ( We do a lot of " in- the- bag"
request shows.) The air staff also
wanted no part of an audition oriented
phone to- tape system. "Too many buttons," they said.
The Telos phone systems were tempting because of the in- console control
panel for the Pacific Recorders BMX
series. Ihad to tell myself more than
once that aesthetics is not the only consideration when choosing a phone system. All this time Iwas being bombarded by those full page Gentner TS612
ads. So Icalled them. Iordered a sixline version of the system without the
available screener control surface.
We were replacing a Gentner SPH-3

three places: into the left channel of
the Otan iMX5050BIL into the console
so your morning person can air people
live and into an amplified speaker so
the announcer can hear the caller without having to put anything in cue. This
setup makes for acompletely consolefree phone mix- minus system that
sounds superb. No switches, no muss,

you to choose how to run them. We run
ours with mic level outputs directly out
of the balanced output and into the
BMX microphone input module. The
528E also gives you uninterrupted patch
points to let you grab audio at various
points throughout the processing stage.
We take the unbalanced output of the
entire processor and run it mic level
into a rack- mounted Shure M267 mixer. Our air studio has three mic positions, so this process is repeated for all
three microphones. The Shure mixer
now hears everything the BMX mic
input modules do. Channel four on the
M267 is selectable either line or mic.
We run it in " line" and put a mono
sum of the console audition bus into it.
This allows us to put anything into the
mixer \ja the console audition bus.
The output of the M267 goes two
places: into the Send of the TS612 and
into the right channel of an Otani
MX5050BII deck. Instant great- sounding disc jockey on tape.
The caller output of the TS612 goes

no fuss. A well placed drop of Krazy
Glue on the Otan iannouncer input pot
makes for consistent announcer levels
on tape.
Using the source select switch on the
BMX, we can mix the Otan ioutput
into mono so jock and caller appear in
both channels of the air chain. Not
having the caller input pot glued
allows the jocks to adjust for those
calls that originate in trailer parks well
beyond the 1mV contour of the radio
station.
The audition feed into the Shure mixer is probably one of our most used
features. We send sound effects home
to people as they play games in the
morning and we send our Marti audio
into it after turning down the microphone inputs so that remote audio can
go into the phone system. Taking calls
from a remote is now no effort at all
for either the board operator or the
morning show.
Out of the box
This .( em was on the air recording
callers ( wo hours out of the box. Iwas
impressed with its abilities to adapt to
my own outboard mix -minus system.
There is abank of hidden dip switches
in the unit accessible through the front
panel. You do not have to go to the
same lengths Idid for a mix- minus, as
the TS612 does give you a nice, clean
split between jock and caller.
The main difference between the
TS612 and the SPH-3 can be summarized in one word: digital. The SPH-3
on its best day always had that " papertowel tube" equalization. The TS612
is so transparent in its ability to null
out send audio that our air staff cannot
even hear themselves when playing
back the caller channel only on tape.
The TS612 bells and whistles are
useful ones. The control surface.
which includes a handset, is loaded
with features. The unit is smart
enough in record mode to start the
Otari's recording by simply answering
aline — and to stop the machine when
it becomes apparent the caller is wasting our time.
Imade a very minor modification to
the unit when Igot it. There was some
difficulty interfacing the TS612 directly to the Qtari and the console logic
simultaneously. Gentner was a big
help in providing +5 VDC on the rear
D-SUB connector to power a small
reed relay interface Ibuilt.
We now have two of these systems in our
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LMA/DUOPOLY
CONTOUR MAPS
The DATAWORLD LMA/DUOPOLY
Market Survey Contour maps
present aprecise electronic
verification of overlapping and
intersecting contours.
AM 5mV/m and FM 3.16 mV/m
City Grade contours are shown in
full color, including transmitter site
indicator. The map is supported
with aprintout showing all of the
stations which appear on the map.
Daily updating of DATAWORLD'S
AM and FM databases protects
against errors and omissions.
OTHER MAP OPTIONS
• SHADOWING (TERRAIN
SHIELDING)
• CONTOUR COVERAGE
• POPULATION DENSITY
• ZIP CODE BOUNDARIES
• RECEIVED SIGNAL LEVEL
• SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

1990 CENSUS
WHO ARE YOUR
LISTENERS?
1990 BUREAU OF CENSUS
POPULATION COUNTING
• Comprehensive Ethnic and
Demographic Data
• Ethnic/Demographic Data
Available for Each Zip Code
Within Coverage Area
• Age Analysis Reflected in Ethnic
Breakout
• Resolution Increased to Block
Level
• Percent of County Coverage
Shown
ETHNIC PIE-CHART
DISPLAY
• Projects Ethnic Population in
Multi-Color Pie Chart Form
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Shively

TELESCOPING MAST
for fast and easy deployment
of lightweight antennas

A good FM antenna is crucial to

•Manually deployed with
quick lock release collars in
one minute or less
•25 extended height
•6 retracted height
•20 lb top load capacity
•Rigid azimuth locking
•Over 50 mph wind speed capacity
•Free standing
•Universal vehicle mounting
stand included
•Portable - 20 lbs.
•High strength anodized
aluminum construction
•Ideal for lightweight antennas
•Designed and built by the leading
manufacturer of pneumatic
telescoping masts.

quality broadcasting. An antenna that
is merely adequate will compromise
the performance of even the best
studio equipment and transmitter.
Shively regularly includes stand-

• CUSTOM ANTENNA PHASING SYSTEMS

ard features that other companies

• D1PLEXERS & MULTIPLEXERS

either provide only as options or
simply do not offer.

• TRANSMITTER COMBINERS

• ANTENNA CONTROL SYSTEMS
• AM/MF ANTENNA TUNING UNITS

• DUMMYLOADS (WITH MATCHING NETWORK)

At Shively, we design and build

• ASSOCIATED RF COMPONENTS

antennas of uncompromising technical
quality and performance. And, we

• CALL OR FAX FOR MORE INFORMATION

PHASE7E'lfINC,

build them to last.
call or write for more information

Shivelv Labs
A Division of Howell

VV11 I iii Jill

550 CALIFORNIA RD. UNIT 11
QUAKERTOWN, PA 18951

Laboratories, Inc.

PHONE: 215-536-6648

19 Harrison Road. Bridgton, ME 04009
207-647-3327 FAX 207-647-8273

(i Buy 900
nrvIlle. Ohio 44667-0900
216-682-7015
AX 216-684-1190

,none

FAX: 215-536-7180
READER SERVICE NO. 32

READER SERVICE NO. 194

READER SERVICE NO. 54

PUMP UP THE
iii
VOLUME!
Now You Can Be Dominant and
Sound Great at the Same Time

MATCHBOX II 1-§ BEST

Fe

DIGITAL

with its HI-GAIN mode for Power-Mac and other digital editor sound cards
Get MA"-CHBOX II to convert your Power- Mac*
audio to balanced professional levels!
Only MATCHBOX II has programmable gair that's
optimized for dugital editor sound cards.

dominant, dynamic

15,000 units in use worldwide!

Loudness without grunge!

FM FlexiMod

•
•
•
•
•

3db!

• Only $ 1395.
•

HENRY
ENGINEERING

For further information contact.'

Jim Somich at MicroCon Systems Ltd. i2161 546-0967

TEL ( 818)
FAX ( 818) 355-0077
FAX on-Derna 14 Doc 4120

8181 355-4210

l'imer-Mac is a trademark ill .Apple Computer

READER SERVICE NO. 140

READER SERVICE NO. 73

Acicil® Weeld

Airborne Pattern Studies
Can Solve Market Coverage Mysteries!

Vol. 19, No 20

RI FM and TV Channels 2-69
10 Simultaneous H&V Measurements
El Azimuth and Elevation Patterns

Pre- and Post-flight Calibration
El 60dB range, 0.25dB accuracy, 0.02dB
resolution, 20000 sample-pairs typical
21 Report available within 24 hours of flight
1E1 Animated elevation display on your PC
1E1 FAA-Certified Bell 206133 Helicopters
equipped with Differential GPS
A State-of-the- Science TM service
Ask your consultant and ask for us

Air System Technologies

YSTEMSrj

INCORPOI•TIO

ON AIR
SOLUTIONS

• Feature Rich Live Assist and Walk Away
• On-Line Redundancy.

No Black Box

• The Best Integrated Play List Scheduler
(Music & Breaks) & On-Air Playback
• Dolby AC2 Overlapping Hard Disk Audio

October 4, 199!

310/670-7500

803/370-2400

Chicago • Denver • Miami • Pittsburgh

FAX 310/670-0133

FAX 803/370-2314

READER SERVICE NO. 75

Product Slmwease ads
always get impressive results!

Advertise in
the Product
Showcase
Directory.

For more information.
including rates and
deadlines. fax ) 4fur
sales representati ,..e at

Buy/Lease From Us

FAA-CertifiEd aircraft based also in
READER SERVICE NO. 45

"It Minks! It's Great!"

• Provide Computers/Players & Save $$$ or

EAST

500-448-9660

Reach ISJ X1U-1- hniadcast
professionals! Radio
World's Product
Showcase provides a
perfect medium for
test marKeting your
products and services.
It's an elficient. effective and atli.
ordithle
, advertising option.

• Music on Hard Disk and/or CD Jukeboxes

WEST/INT'L

Dallas, Texas

Raclao sRest Read Newspaper

Attention Advertisers!
DIGITAL

All- Digital Data Acquisition & Processing

HI- GAIN mode for digital editors
All four outputs adjustable
Pro-grade gold-plated RCA jacks
Over 110 dB dynamic range
Self-contained power supply

1-703-998-2966
Advertising
is good for
business!

or call

1-800-336-3045
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Burk ARC- 16 Takes
Heat off Tejano Station
Remote Control Unit Helps Keep Downtime at
Multiple Stations to an Absolute Minimum
by Bret Huggins
Chief Engineer
KXTN-AM-FM/KCOR(AM)/
KROM(FM)

jock to keep the music rolling and turn
on the backup transmitter myself. The
phone number for the ARC- 16 unit is

Radio World

remote with a studio unit and a transmitter unit.
You can also dial up any unit that has a
speech interface. Only one speech interface
is needed to talk to all the units in the chain.
However you can have more than one
speech interface for redundancy purposes.
On top of that, you can hook up with
your laptop and check in on things even
while on vacation.
Burk has a number of options for different applications. Give them a call
and tell them about your station and
needs. They will help you build the
right configuration.

Improving
Remotes
continued from page 55

real problem with live, interactive
programs like our sports talk shows.
One advantage of the Comrex G.722
units is that their delay is minimal,
and two-way conversations can be
held with ahost back at the studio or
with callers fed from the station, without people "stepping on each other."
Been there, done that
In the past year, ISDN has become a
routine part of WIBC's operation. Our
first involvement with ISDN was the
media feeding frenzy surrounding the
release of Mike Tyson from the
Indiana Youth Correctional Center.
The worldwide service of the British
Broadcasting Corp. ( BBC) used
WIBC's studios and ISDN services

SAN ANTONIO Tichenor Media
Systems owns and operates 16 radio stations, four of which are in San Antonio.
One of these is KXTN-AM-FM, a
Spanish- language station that programs
Tejano music. KXTN also happens to be
number one in the market.
With anumber one station, in addition
to other very active AM and FM stations in a market. you have a lot of
pressure to keep downtime to
an absolute minimum. The Burk
Technology ARC- I6 has been a real
asset to the engineering staff.
Rely on the DJ
It's really frightening to have to rely
on ajock to read and execute the carefully written " How to Turn On the
Backup Transmitter" instructions. One
would think that writing the instructions in one- inch high letters would
do the trick. Unfortunately. it often
doesn't.
See if this sounds familiar: The jock
can't get the back up transmitter on by
following the instructions posted in
the studio, so you are on the phone
telling him to go to channel one and
press raise. The DJ then goes to the
audio console, turns up the pot and
hits the start button.
Don't laugh. it happened.
With the Burk ARC- 16. Ijust tell the

61

Bret Higgins shows off the Burk ARC- 16 in use at lOaN (AM)-FM.
programmed into speed dial. It answers
after the first ring. Enter the code, select
the channel and hit the pound key.
Presto! Back on air.
Works by itself
Even better, with the Burk Autopilot
software, it senses that the main transmitter is off, turned on the backup transmitter and then pages me with an alarm
status.
The Burk ARC -I6 works like aregular

You can even get them to fax you adiagram of the proposed configuration to help
you determine if it's right for your station.
For me, the ARC- 16 relieves a great
deal of the pressure that comes from a
large or multistation operation. Iknow
that Burk has definitely improved our onair reliability.
For information, contact Dan Rau in
Massachusetts at 508-486-0086: fax: 508486-0081; e-mail: danrau@burk.com; or
circle Reader Service I.

for its coverage. The ISDN connection
to London dialed up instantly (faster
than an international voice call) and
the per-minute charges for the bidirectional studio quality feed were around
$2.00. My that with asatellite.
On the national and local front,
WIBC has employed ISDN for
remote broadcasts of the Derby
Festival in Louisville, Ky.; Fan Fest
at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway;
the Indianapolis 500 Mile Race festivities; Disney World at Orlando,
Fla.; the Indiana State Fair; sports
talk shows; and daily commercial
and promotional audio feeds.
With the use of Comrex codecs
and ISDN, remote broadcast possibilities are worldwide. Life can be
good at remote locations.
For information, contact Lynn
Distler in Massachusetts at 800-2371776 or 508-263-1800; fax: 508-635°401; or circle Reader Service 84.

Products Si Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A COST
EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE?

Cellcast
REMOVE

BROADCAST

STUDIO

THE CELLULAR DIFFERENCE
• Easy to Use
• Reliable
• Cost Efficient
• Portable
• Flexible
Technology & convenience combine to bring
you on-the-spot remote broadcast capabilities with excellent sound quality. Cellular
transceiver, frequency extender, and mixer all
in one! Powered by Nicad rechargeable batteries Qr., AC power supply — utilizes cellular
technology Qr land lines.
For more information call

1-800-852-1333
READER SERVICE NO. 177

Econco

REBUILT POWER TUBES

toilet
qw *we

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New
3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee

SERVICE, REPAIR

SPECIALIZING IN

84 CALIBRATION

EQUIPMENT BY

•STL's • RPU's • TSL's

•Belar • Marti •

•Exciters • AM/FM

Moseley • McMartin

Broadcast Monitors •

•TFT • And others...

Remote Control Systems

An authorized (
TFT service center

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
We can help get you back on the air with our
SIL Loaner Program. We have STL's available that
will be set to your frequency prior to shipping. We also
provide over thephone technical assistance.
aseetia-->

Call for Our Price List
Econco 1318 Commerce Ave. Woodland, CA 95695
Phone. 916-662-7553 Fax: 916-666-7760 Telex: 176756
Toll Free: 800-532-6626 From Canada* 800-848-8841

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

(503) 471-2262
READER SERVICE NO. 139
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out of the high noise transmitter environment. By keeping the audio isolated, we
maintain audio integrity throughout and
ensure aquality signal.
Ihave had experience with MSI prodThe CLD-2500 was easy to set up — I ucts before this, including the CP-803,
and always with good results; I've never
just took it out of the box, plugged it in
had one of its products fail.
and it worked perfectly. Iran a twinax
We have just finished building the new
shielded, balanced twisted pair the 15
studios and installing new transmitters
floors from the stereo generator to the
and antennas for WYRK and WJYE. It
exciter. Normally. it would not be possiwas a major project that took months to
ble to locate the generator that far from
complete and I'm happy to report that it
the exciter because of loss of separation
turned out well. Finding an easy and reliand hum ground loops. With the CLDable way to keep our audio clean and
2500 and twinax Icould send abalanced
send it from our studios was, thankfully,
signal up the line and keep the two far
a part of the job that didn't add to my
apart.
worries.
For information, contact Eric Small in
Enhanced performance
New Jersey at 800-826-2603, or circle
Overall, the stations audio performance is
Reader Service 207.
enhanced by keeping the audio equipment

CLD-2500 Maintains Audio Integrity
by Bill Stachowiak
Owner and President
S&B Communications
BUFFALO, N.Y. S&B Communications
is an engineering firm with 10 engineers
serving the needs of 40 clients in western
and central New York, Pennsylvania and
wherever else our expertise is needed. I
take pride in the personal attention we give
to our customers.
Two stations in the Buffalo area that I
deal with personally are WYRK(FM) and
WJYE(FM). Originally, WYRK was situated on the fifth floor of its office building and WJYE was on the 17th. But
when both stations were purchased by
American Radio Systems this year. Iwas
called upon to co- locate them on the 12th
nüor. wh i
ch incant new stti dius an d new

links to the transmitters.
Since the transmitter facility is on the
27th floor of the sanie building. Idecided
that acomposite line driver would be the
ideal link between the studios and transmitters. I bought the Modulation
Sciences CLD-2500 to use as my wired
STL.
Keep 'ern separated
One of my primary reasons for using
the CLD-2500 is my desire to keep the
processing and other audio equipment
separate from the transmitter environment. The CLD-2500 has turned out to
be a good choice. The CLD-2500 does
not degrade our stereo separation; separation for the stations exceeds 45 dB and
we're enjoying extremely low distortion
numbers. too.

Owners Consolidate
With Moseley STLs
by Jeffrey Laiumiere
Director of Engineering
TeleMedia Broadcasting
EAST PROVIDENCE, R.I. Many
modern ( and not- so- modern) radio
facilities across the United States are
jumping on the bandwagon, converting
their analog STLs to digital transmission.
Aside from the superior sound quality
of digital audio provided by the
Moseley DSP 6000 series digital
encoders/ decoders. the increased
spectrum efficiency is appealing to station group owners in that it enables
four 15 kHz channels (along with other
data) to be carried over one STL path.
Compared to conventional analog
systems, up to 20 dB less signal is
required at the destination point for full
90 dB signal-to-noise operation. Also,
the DSP units interface nicely with T1
services provided by the phone company. The result is AES/EBU compatibility, high-quality digital audio and costsaving efficiency.
Era of consolidation
In an era of LMAs, duopolies and
consolidation, this high-quality, spectrum- saving technology offers a more
efficient way of delivering program
audio to transmitter sites without sacrificing quality.
We used the Moseley DSP 6000
series encoders/decoders to upgrade
existing PCL-606 series STL transmitters and receivers to digital transmission in several markets. Along with the
DSP 6000s, we included new Moseley
6010 transmitters and 6020 receivers to
create digital STL systems in other
markets. Tele -Media Broadcasting
(which owns and operates duopolies in
Providence; Quincy, Ill.; Johnstown,
Pa.;
State College, Pa.;
and
Harrisburg/York, Pa.) has introduced
multiple- station, single- facility outlets
in which up to four stations featuring
different formats deliver programming
to each associated transmitter site with

the Moseley digital SIL systems.
The STL system at WPRO-FM and
WWLI(FM) in Providence is unique in
that the two FM stations' program
audio is moved to each of two transmitter sites over a single STL path.
This was made possible by upgrading
an existing PCL-606 STL transmitter
with a Moseley DSP 6000E4 digital
encoder, and two PCL-606 receivers
with Moseley DSP 6000D4 decoders,
thus imposing the digitally encoded
program audio from both stations on a
single 951 MHz, 500 kHz wide RF
channel.
More audio, lower cost
With one transmitter located at the studio and each of the two receivers located at their respective transmitter locations, program is delivered over an 8.5
mile path to each transmitter site, separated from each other by only 1,100
feet. Once received, each program
(selectable) is decoded by the DSP
6000D4 units and fed to its respective
transmitter. A complete analog backup
system is in place for each site.
System two (WQWK(FM), WQKK
(FM), WIKN-FM and WRSC(AM))
consists of four stations housed within one facility in State College, Pa.
Utilizing the Moseley DSP6000
equipment, an existing STL and aT1
service provided by the local telephone company, the system came
together quite easily. We were able to
transport more audio to more places
with less cost than conventional analog systems.
The Moseley DSP series encoders/
decoders, along with their transmitter/receiver/T1 counterparts, have
proven valuable and reliable in delivering
high-quality audio program with many
times the capability of analog systems.
So if you're in the market for digital,
check ' em out.
For information, contact Dave
Chancey in California at 805-9689621; fax: 805-685-9638; or circle
Reader Service 105.
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Prism Cuts Cost with Ti
by Craig Kopcho
Station Engineer
Prism Radio Partners L.P.
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. Digital TI
transmission is the way to go. If you have
a lot of dedicated circuits going from
point A to point B. you'd be crazy to do it
any other way.
For Prism Radio Partners, the impact on
phone costs was dramatic — we've realized 75 percent savings in reduced rates.
Program audio quality also improved dramatically. so much so that the microwave
STL has been reduced to backup status.
Since September 1992. Prism has purchased 16 radio stations in key markets.
including Jacksonville: Raleigh. N.C.:
Louisville. Ky.: Wichita. Kan.; and
Tucson. Ariz.
Lot of audio
In Jacksonville alone. Prism operates
four stations — WOKV(AM). WKQL
(FM). WPDQ(AM) and, arecent addition.
WIVY-FM. We are also the NFL affiliate
for the Jacksonville Jaguars. This means
that there is lot of audio for us to cover.
To help us reduce costs and maintain
flexibility. we use TI lines for our main
SIL link at W KQL. Always in pursuit of
better economics as well as audio quality.
we switched from analog to the phone
company's TI Megalink digital service.
Interfacing with the Intraplex TDM
160 Series multiplexers. the service combines studio- to- transmitter program audio
for our main music program. along with
remote pickup and remote control, all
through asingle TI. We like the uncompressed discrete audio quality of the
Intraplex program audio modules, and by
carrying hackhaul Jaguars programming.
the TI is full.
We selected Intraplex equipment
because of its expansion capabilities and
flexibility: We use the hackhaul capability for Rush Limbaugh. and the TI gives
us redundancy for our other stations'
STI.s. We plan to add more 15 kHz channels in the future and will install another
TI to serve WIVY-FM.
The new WIVY-FM digital T1 system
will be a complete audio transport network. The network is loaded: two stereo
IS kHz out to the transmitter ( going
uncompressed linear all the way). two
stereo 15 kHz return feeds and a voice
channel. The flexibility of the multiplexer
is virtually limitless.

Because TI is inherently bidirectional.
not only do we get an STE. circuit. but we
effectively get return circuits l'or "free."
The 15 kHz audio, using linear coding.
provides CD-quality audio and maintains
the characteristics of the audio processing. Stereo separation has improved and
the noise is gone. 1have yet to see a
microwave STL that can surpass it.
The bottom line
The WKQI. TI service costs $760 per
month as opposed to our previous combined STL and RPU analog circuit costs
of $ 2.600 per month. The difference
translates into a savings of $ 1.840 per
month. When we piggyback remote control as well. Prism saves another $ 130 per
month.
Moving from analog to digital TI phone
service significantly improved both audio
quality and the bottom line. Analog lines
have increased in cost while TI lines
have decreased: therefore, switching to
TI helped cut telephone charges. The
savings continue into the future: the payback on the installation of this equipment
will he less than 14 months.
For information Jrinn humplex, contact
Christine Doyle in Massachusetts at 508692-9000: fax: 508-692-2200: or circle
Reader Service 204.

TECHNOLOGY
UPDATE
D- MAX Module Set Expands
Transport Capabilities
Of CAT- LINK Digital STL
WILLIAMSTOWN, N.J. QEI offers
the expanded capabi
of AES/E1311 digital audio transport with the 1)-M AX
module set for the CAT- LINK.
CAT- LINK can bidirectionally transport
discrete audio. FM composite and BTSC
composite over a single T - compatible
circuit. QEI invented the digital composite transportation technology and holds
the U.S. patent on its use.
The philosophy behind the CAT- LINK
is that of providing atransportation pipe.
This means simply that what you put in is
what you get out. No audio compression
is ever required or utilized.
With the advent of digital FM exciters and
upcoming DAB technologies, broadcasters
continued on page 64

The new SADiE Portable.
The first portable digital
audio workstation.

SADiE customized
Pentium Portable PC
Digital, analogue and
time- code cards
SADiE software V.2.2
Four Gigabyte
removable SCSI drive
Headphone amp
Switchable power supply
Lightweight flight-case

Price $ 13,995.00

et

t
Studio Audio Digital Equipment Inc.
1808 West End Avenue
Suite 1119
Nashville
TN 37203
Tel: 615 327 1140
Fax: 615 327 1699
Grde (87) Ou Reeder Service Card

TECHNOLOGY UPDATES
CAT-LJNK continued from page 62
transmitter site over analog ST1_, and
fed to the stereo generator and then
need to transfer digital program material
into the digital exciter.
from the studio to one or more transmisThe D-MAX module set allows for
sion sites. [fyou own one of the newthe transport of the digital program
generation digital exciters, then you are
material over the STL. At the transmitalready aware that any STL connected to
ter site, the material is available in the
the digital input of the exciter must be
AES/EBU discrete digital audio format,
linear (i.e., uncompressed).
analog discrete audio and/or FM comUntil now, this required either that
posite stereo simultaneously.
the AES/EBU digital source be locatFor information, contact Jeff
ed with the exciter or the conversion
Detweiler in New Jersey at 800-334of the digital audio to the analog
9154; fax: 609-629-1751; or circle
domain. Once in the analog domain,
Reader Service 171.
the audio was transmitted to the

Portable Codec Delivers
Reliable 7 kHz Audio over
Plain Analog Phone Lines
MESA, Ariz. The Scoop Reporter from
AETA is a portable codec that lets users
send and receive 7.5 kHz quality audio
over plain old switched telephone
(POST) lines. It offers the convenience
and low cost of the 3kHz telephone with
the quality professional broadcasters have
come to expect from 0.722- level ISDN
or SW56 digital communication.
News reports, sportscasts and on- site
promotional broadcasts can be done from

Looking for the ultimate affordable digital STL solution?

practically anywhere on a minute's
notice, provided a telephone hookup can
be found. The Scoop Reporter's low
delay of 30 milliseconds makes it ideal
for live broadcast situations.
The Scoop Reporter is packaged as aselfcontained unit, with an XLR microphone
input and an XLR auxiliary input. XLR output jacks are provided for local headset
feedback and audio output. A keypad with
an LCD display is provided for establishing
and monitoring the communication. The
unit may be powered from the main 110 V
AC line or by four standard D batteries.
The Scoop Reporter uses the latest digital
signal processing ( DSP) technology to
achieve abetter than 10:1 compression
ratio. The DSP device is capable of 60 million mathematical operations per second
and uses acomplex algorithm that duplicates the way that human vocal chords resonate and speech is formed. Based on this
analysis, the codee communicates asimplified data string at 24 kbps using abuilt-in
V.34 modem. The compression algorithm is
not only fast, but also extremely resilient,
operating at bit rates as low as 20 kbps with
little degradation of quality.
The Scoop Reporter was first introduced at
the 1995 Spring AES show in Paris. It is
already in use at radio stations in Europe and
has been successfully evaluated by major U.S.
radio networks. Two hundred units were sold
to apool of radio stations for their coverage of
the 1996 Summer Olympics in Atlanta.
For information, contact Martina Senn
in Arizona at 602-464-0085; fax: 602964-0804; or circle Reader Service 189.
Frequency Agility Helps
New STL Line Stand Apart
From the Pack

Look
No
Further!

W

HEN

Moseley introduced the DSP 6000 in

1992 it was immediately acclaimed by the

broadcast industry as THE digital STL

solution. Here's why. The DSP 6000 virtually eliminates the problems associated with conventional
analog transmission such as noise due to signal

fades, birdies from imtermod interference, and lack
of spectrum for multiple audio feeds to LMA and
Duopoly transmitter sites. Almost three years later,
tke DSP 6000 is the de-facto industry standard for
sonic clarity and reliability with sales approaching
2,000 installations worldwide. But you probably
already knew all of that stuff, right?
What you may not have known, is that the DSP
6000 also works in conjunction with your existing
Moseley analog composite STLs! If you've invested in
aMoseley PCL 505/C, 600, 606, 606/C or 6000, afew
simple modifications convert your entire system to

Moseley

digital! And it won't cost apot of gold (just under
$6,000). Call us for modification instructions, or better yet, ship us your SIL and for a mere hundred
bucks, we'll make the modifications and do the setup

Moseley Associates Inc.
III Castilian Drive

for you.

Santa Barbara, CA 93.117
Voice (
b05) 968-9621

started enjoying the sonic clarity of digital? " Digitally

FM ( 805) 685-9.38

clear. Clearly digital'. Just the way we planned it." •

Isn't it time you stopped chasing rainbows and

Circle (
68) Oa Reader Serrice Card

HUDSON, N.Y. When Energy-Onix
first explored the possibility of offering
STL systems, it considered several factors. The company wanted to offer a
quality product affordable to all broadcasters, regardless of their budget.
Another consideration was features.
The STL- Iis a 10 W, frequency- agile,
digitally controlled composite system,
featuring a Precision LED modulation
meter with peak indicator. It is remote
control- ready and offers full metering of
all system parameters. The STL-2 system
has the same features as the STL- Ipackage with the addition of a20 W amplifier.
Frequency agility provides duopoly
owners the assurance of having abackup
STL as an emergency standby system to
cover several stations.
For instance, the company says that one
customer ordered an Energy-Onix STL for
anew station. The day the STL- Iarrived on
site, alightning strike wiped out the STL at
his existing station. The station engineer
unpacked the STL- Isystem, entered the
new frequency into the CPU and had the
station back up in no time at all.
The remote control capability of these sn,
systems is another benefit. Personnel awakened by acall from their transmitter site will
know if they have atransmitter or STL problem before engineers are dispatched. This
information can save hours of downtime,
allowing proper backup equipment or parts
to be brought to the site on the first trip.
For iiennation, contact Ernie Belanger
in New York at 518-828-1690; fax: 518828-8476; or circle Reader Service 157.

Acicil® WerIcJ

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

RADIO
RESOURCES

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES

3" HELIAX STANDARD
COAXIAL CABLE

> Over the last 2 years we have
purchased $1million of quality

Want To Sell

50-Ohm, unused, cut to length. Priced
below market. Shipped instantly.

i

pre- owned equipment from
broadcasters. Fax or call us with
a list of your excess equipment
and we will let you know how we
can increase your cash flow.
Looking to save dollars by
purchasing a piece of quality

Call Basic Wire & Cable

300' guy wired towers ( 2), BO. Jack,
304-765-7373.

(NANCY) 800-227-4292
FAX: 312-5 39-3 500

ERI RototiIler 2bay, low power w/ 1/4
wave shorting stub, mnting brackets,
200' Andrew 7/8" air feedline, on 90.7, 1
1/2 yrs old, $2500/60. M York, WKPWFM, Knightstown IN 46148. 317-3459070.

pre owned equipment? We

Brand New, as low as

partial list of available equipment

695.00 per bay
Jimmie Joynt
Factory Direct Sales
800/279-3326

can be obtained via fax by calling toll free 1-800-891-2963.
or call us with your specM(
requirements.
NRSC Splatter MeasurerneP!'
are coming again! Call early
reserve your rental of 1!,,•
Tektronix Spectrum Analyz ,We also have Potomac fiesi
strength meters JAM & FM1, and
a Delta impedance bridge plus
receiver/generator for rent.
For ci mpetitive ! vices

011 'ILA

eau .ornent iterny just give ur.
call tor aprice pi Jole.

Call Steve or Chuck

1-800-54 RADIO
1-410-783-4635 ( FAX)

ERI 2-bay FM antenna tuned to 100.1
MHz, used since 1987, BO; 450' 1
5/8" coax in 2sections, approximately
200' & approx 250' sections separated
by ERI isocoupler, 60; Collins LPC-4
4- bay FM antenna, tuned to 104.9
MHz, operated from 1971 to 1994,
has de-icers, BO; approx 280' 15/8"
coax, BO. T Stafford, 501-933-0403
FAX.

FM- Antennas

have avariety of items available
from turntables to transmitters. A

Andrews HJ7-50A 15/8" Heliax coaxial, 100, new, on shpg reel w/connectors & hanging accessories, $ 1300. S
Hill, 503-857-1063.

ERI 7-bay high pwr rototiller antenna
syst, tuned to 97.5 MHz, used only 3
yrs, retunable, $8500+shpg. Gary, 919848-9736.

Want To Buy
High pwr FM antenna on or near 107.1.
RLatimer, 409-244-4170.
1kW class mod reactor choke. Bill,
914-356-6553.

Mark Products parabolic antenna,
open grid type, 10' diameter, model
P6120 GRN, new, BO; TACO parabolic
antenna, expanded mesh type. 12'
diameter, model C-1445, BO. R Myers,
Sound Masters, 4700 SW 75 Ave,
Miami FL 33155. 305-264-5963.

200' Heliax xmsn line, 15/8" or T. J
Powley, 910-342-1843.
6-bay medium power CP on or tunable
to 100.1 MHz. D Michaels, 916-9261332.

TOWER LIGHTING
CONTROLS

6-bay on or near 92.1. JHansen, 612632-2992.

For Aviation Obstruction
Lights, Beacons, and Strobe
Light Systems.

AUDIO PRODUCTION

Circle (95) On Reader Service Card
Photoelectric controls that
conform to FAA requirements for airway obstruction lighting. A wide variety of models also available on acustom basis.

AMPLIFIERS
Want To Sell
Newcomb HLP-14 tube amp w/phono
variable EQ. $25+UPS. EDavison, 217793-0400.

Disc Cutting Equipment, Neumann,
Westrex, Scully, Fairchild 670, etc. 612869-4963.
Tube HiFi, speakers, tubes. Altec,
Marantz, McIntosh, Western Electric,
coax/triax and corner speakers, tubesVT-4C, 845's, etc. 405-737-3312 FAX:
405-737-3355

Eventide 910. excellent condition,
$675. JWinters, 717-367-1119.
Pro Announcer 500 mic processor, as
new w/manual, $600. G Barnett, 619328-1104.

L PRECISION
PRECISION MULTIPLE CONTROLS. NC
33
Ave •4441Iond Pk N.1 07432
TE1 [ 201) 44.404,00 • Fax ( 2011 445-8575

RTS-405 stereo TT preamp, 6mos use,
$140+shog. BLord, 206-932-4839.
Want To Buy

Want To Sell

ERI stainless steel face mount brackets ( 3) for 24" tower, $ 100/es. M
Murphy, 406-542-1025.

360 Systems 16x16 router expansion
unit only, $295. G Watcher, KFYI, 631
N 1st Ave, Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-8171030.

ERI 8- bay rototiller FM antenna, in
storage, on 104.3, some missing parts,
BO. Gary, 919-790-6315.

CRI4 SG 800A, SGC 800, SEC 800,
SMP 850, good condition, with manuals, $ 4000. Jack, KJKY, 1309 S
Monroe St, Joplin MO 64801. 417-6241025.

Jampro 3-bay antenna, 100.9 MHz
w/radomes, $ 1800. R Mason, 703-9621133.

Tascam ES-50 8 51 combo sync, 2
slaves, $2500. D Michaels, 916-9261332

_
leElectronics

Bulk eraser, $49; Stewart 4ch D-box,
$95; Cue command decoder, $ 125;
NEW Tascam midiizer MTS1000, $450;
lnfonics 7" reel copier 1-3 copies, 20
$125 ea; Furman elec crossovers, $95;
Peavey M2600 power amp, $375; Crest
FA800 PWR AMP, $475. W Gunn, POB
2902, Palm Springs CA 92263. 619320-0728.

CART MACHINES
Want To Sell

CD PLAYERS

dbx-224x Type II NR, - 10 dbm, $90;
(15) space Calzone mic locker, $90;
Symetrix TI- 101, phone interface,
$175; Sony ECM- 55B lavalier mic,
$1 50; all as new. Brian, 31 3-5849201.

Audi-Cord DL-PS (4) stereo PB, excellent cond, $650/ea; Delta stereo R/P,
excellent cond, $ 1500. E Stevens, 81
Lancaster Ave, Malvem PA 19355. 610889-9676.

Want To Sell

ADC PATCH CORDS
NEW T.T. sale-$6.95
NEW 1/4" sale-$8.95
patchbays and used equipment too'
audio village

619/320-0728

ADC 1/4" patchbays and cords, NEW,
UNDER HALF PRICE, ADC TT patchbays, $ 129 up, NEW cords, $9.95. W
Gunn, POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 619-320-0728
Want To Buy
Cooper Time Cube, MXR pitch xposer,
MXR digital delay, Ensoniq DP- 4,
Roland SDE-3000 & unusual studio
gear preferably 60s to late 70s era. 617293-5671.
Ampex tube mixers, plug-in mic preamp modules for PR10's, Altec or other
tube compressors, Mackie mixers. W
Gunn, POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263 619-320-0728.

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
Want To Sell
SMC Model MSP automation system,
works good, including 10- channel
brain/switcher, SMC racks (3), 452 bidirectional Carousels ( 2), ARS 1000
reel PBs (3), single cart PBs (2), battery
pack OP, Silence Sense, all manuals,
25 Hz/1000 Hz tone generator & some
spare parts, you PU in VA, $3250; 10"
country tapes & set-up O your loca
available for reasonable extra charge.
Howard, 615-452-8600.

manufacturing and component quality to make this exciter comparable
to the hest available today.

MART!
•40

exciters or for use as astandby. It is ahigh performance FM exciter
offering many technical features at aprice well below that of the other
high quality exciters. Here are some of the outstanding features of
the ME-40:

• Peak- Hold baseband modulation LED display
• State-of-the-Art composite stereo performance
waer•

•Full remote capability
•Test multimeter with Forward and Reverse power ranges
•Call for your HE Price!
for the

Best

Cleat Prices on original

ME-40 FM Broadcast Exciter

New & Completely Rebuilt Equipment! (804) 984- HALL (4255) Fax: (804) 984-FAXX (3299)
Circle ( 135) On Reeder Service Card

Denon 950- FA ( 3) balanced outputs,
remote start capability, $ 800/60. S
Kenly, WZPK, POB 1408, NConway NH
03660. 603-356-7500.
Technics SL-P1200 $695. M Guthrie,
WFNS, 7201 E Hillsborough Ave,
Tampa FL 33610. 813-620-9100.
Want To Buy

equipment tape head. for
ITC. BT. I

( Hari.

Taiicani

(8041

984-4255

HALL
Electronics
Gates CC11 trideck, PB NAB carts,
$300; Harris CC11 trideck PB NAB
carts, $300; Gates Criterion 80 (2) with
recording modulse, $ 150/ea. J Nolin,
CKTL, 1646 St-Laurent, Plessisville QC
G6L 2Y6 819-357-0922

Century 21/Pioneer Autosegue units,
players and sequencers, any condition.
R Latimer, KXGJ, POB 2537, Bay City
TX 77414. 409-244-4170,

COMPUTERS
Want To Sell
IBM PS/2 286 CPU, ISA BUS. IMET, 39
MB HOD, 1.44 floppy, $ 150/trade
toward mics. P Cibley, Studio C Music,
POB 767 Murray Hill Station, NY NY
10156. 212-532-2980.
Want To Buy

No
matter

Tandy 6000 HD with at least one floppy
drive. Mel Crosby. 408-363-1646.

how _
you
stack LL=it...

La

Nobody reconditions
tape heads like JRE
• ( leads restored to new perfonnance
spec at afraction of new cost
•Cart machines and all open
reel formats
•Full line of replacement heads for
all manufacturers
Experience the difference experience
makes. Ask around. Nobody treatsyou
or your heads better than JRF.

1:11
NR

MAGNETIC SCIENCES

249 Kennedy Rd, Greendell. NJ 07839

(201) 579-5773 Fax (201) 579-6021
ITC 996 mono R/P deck, well maintained, ELSA, many extra parts, $ 1000.
T Teagardon, WATH, 300 Columbus
Rd, Athens OH 45701. 614-593-6651.
Otan iARS-1000 PB only, good condition, with book, $250 ea/BO. WMOP,
PO Drawer 3930, Ocala FL 34478. 904732-2010.

watts VSWR protected power output

Call us

Denon 951 CD cart machines, and
Audiometrics CD cart machines, $1050;
CD cartridges, $3.50/ea. TM Century,
214-406-6810.

The ME-40 is an excellent choice to replace your older existing

•Meets FCC and CCIR requirements

Want To Buy

Good used studio tape 1/2" $ 15, 1"
$30, 2" $55. W Gunn, POB 2902, Palm
Springs CA 92263. 619-320-0728.

The all new ME-40 from Marti combines world-class engineering,

706 Rose Hill Drive Charlottesville VA 22901

SMC Carousels ( 2), various mem
cards, expansion card, audio & sensor
cards, terminal, etc, 60; Extel printer for
automation syst, 60. C Tracy, WKNE,
603-352-9230.

ITC stereo cart machines - 99B
Rec/Play, $ 1100; Delta Rec/Play, $900:
(5) Delta playbacks, $600 each. Page
J.B. 0 213-961-0100.

ITC, BE, Fidelipac cart machines: single, triple, mono, stereo, play &
record/play. Call M O'Drobinak 0 619758-0888.

At last, aquality 40 Watt synthesized FM Broadcast
Exciter Transmitter at asurprisingly low price.

HALL

Harris 9000 (
5) ITC 750, Carousels,
dual floppy drives, single cart deck,
more, $2000. Tom, 715-234-9059.

BE 30004 stereo R/P with tones, very
good condition, $850; BE 3000A mono
PB/delay recorder, rack mount, new,
$500; BE 3000 mono R/PB with tones,
good condition, $ 650; BE 3000 ( 3)
mono PB with tones, $450/ea. D Kelly,
402-372-5423.
Mono Tapecaster 700RP & 700P ( 1
ea), good for parts or refurb, work,
Best Offer, C Tracy, WKNE, 603-3529230.

CONSOLES
Want To Sell
Tangent 1202A 12- channel mixing
board, slide pots, reverb, pre- & postFX, send & return, EC), excellent condition. $ 1000/80. L Prezant, 718-5481623.
Ampro AC1OD (
2) 10-chnl, each has 4
aux inputs, dual chnl mono out, self
contained monitor amp. power supply &
manual, very good condition, $ 950.
Dave or Harold, 517-686-9341.
BE BE-4M5DA, new, $600. G Grassie,
505-734-5565.
Fostex 812 studio mixer, 2 yrs old,
12x8x2, orignal packing, manual incl.
$850. G Parmelee, Audio Tracks, POB
645, Middelbury VT 05753. 802-2474208.
Harris M90, 19 chnl stereo, including
PGM/AUD inputs and meters, 1-8 chnl
remotes, 2 mic mods, good condition,
needs power supply, BO; McCurdy
SS4370, 8chnl stereo board including 3
inputs/chnl, 1-5 chnl remote, 1mic mod,
excellent condition, BO. J LaBaum,
1423 W Norwich, Fresno CA 93705.
209-221-7510.
Harrison 32C with new automation
producers desk, att furniture with
equipment rack, 6aux VU meters, 640
pt patchbay, 20 channel snake harness ( 2), 3 send cue harness, recapped with new electrolytic capacitors, excellent condition, $ 13,000. B
Cuson, Tape Tracks Recording, 2275
Yargerville Rd, Laslle MI 48145. 313241-7998.
McCurdy SS7500 stereo console system with furniture, Best Offer. M
Guthrie, WFNS, 7201 E Hillsborough
Ave, Tampa FL 33610. 813-620-9100.
UREI Mod One stereo consoles (2),
Best Offer. R Stafford, 501-933-0403
FAX.

BEE
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FINANCIAL SERVICES

Ramsa 820 20x8x16 w/meter bridge.
$1795: Quantum 23x16x24 as used by
LA Philharmonic, $3750. W Gunn, POB
2902, Palm Springs CA 92263. 619320-0728.
McMartin B502 stereo console, $300
Gary. 919-790-6315
Ramko DC5AR. 5 channel mono. J
Parsons. Parsons Sound, 2781
Fayson Cr, Deltona FL 32738. 904532-0192.
Tangent 1202-A stereo mixing console,
12 inputs, ecoh, send and receive, foldback outputs, solo features, mono outputs, all inputs mic or line equipped.
LED VU's. immaculate, $800. S
Lawson. ((AK Productions, 928 Hyland
Dr, Santa Rosa CA 95404. 707-5284055.

FINANCING
LOANS BY PHONE

(800) 699- FLEX
We finance all types of
Broadcasting Equipment
Flexible Credit Criteha
Flexible Payment Plans
No Down Payment, No Payments
For 90-Days Available
To apply or request
additional information
call Jeff Wetter.

LIIAN

EMI
FLEX LEASE, Inc.
EQUIPMENT
FINANCING
ON ALL
RADIO EQUIPMENT

Want To Buy
Any xfer panel for tape to disc lathe
age of unit no concern. R York, 513522-9336.
RCA tube bdct consoles. 512-3717777.
Western Elect 23-C sloped front
w/square boxes on ea end, grey, will
trade for Pultec. Lang. EQs or WE 22D. SHomer, 619-535-1210.

DISCO- PRO SOUND
EQUIPMENT

• Easy to qualify
• Fixed-rate, long-term
leases
• Any new or used
equipment

Aphex Dominator II 720, excellent
condition, with manuals, $850. Jack.
KJKY, 1309 S Monroe St, Joplin MO
64801. 417-624-1025.

Want To Buy
RCA 44 with black/chrome finish; RCA
90-A mic stand. M Harrington, POB
7619, Little Rock AR 72217. 501-2239056.

CAL PMC 300A peak mod cribir, very little use. new, BO. M Ward, 508-875-6109.
DAP-310 Discriminate Audio Processor
in working order with manual. $275. B
Hawkins, 950 N Meriden St # 1297,
Indianapolis IN 46204. 317-684-8411.
Orban Optimod FM 8100A, xlnt cond,
incl spare Aphex #4 & #5cards. orig
box & manual, $3500. G Barnett, 619328-1104.

MICROPHONES

Vanguard PK20 & Ski 50 mics & info.
617-293-5671.
77-DX's, 44-BX's, WE KU-3A's OnAir lights, recording lights & audition
lights. Top price paid. Fast response.
Bill Bryant Management, 2601
Hillsboro Rd, G12, Nashville TN
37212. 615-269-6131, FAX: 615-2923434.
RCA ribbons, AKG 451's, Neumann
KM84's, U87's AKG 414's. W Gunn,
POB 2902, Palm Springs CA 92263.
619-320-0728.

Want To Sell
Shure PS-1pwr spiv, mint, $50: Shure
580C mic w/cable, $40; Shure A25M
dual mount mic holder, new, $ 10. G
Grassie, 505-734-5565.

• Refinancing existing
equipment
EXCHANGE
NATIONAL
FUNDING

Call Mark Wilson
(800) 275 -0185

MISCELLANEOUS
Want To Sell
1/4" tip, rim, sleeve patch bays (6) w/XMas trees, misc broad cast carts, wire,
connectors, etc, BO. L Prezant, 718548-1623.

Rotron Blowers for Elcom,
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin, rebuilt
& new. Goodrich Enterprises Inc.
11435 Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

12,000 W Topaz true UPS with batteries. $ 1750. G Watcher, ((FYI, 631 N 1st
Ave, Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-817-1030.

Radio Labs SW-1altemators (3), new,
$15/es: Rusco CD- 100 impedance
matching svc, new, $35. G Grassie.
505-734-5565.

FM & TV FIELD
MEASUREMENT TRAILER
50' Tiltover, free-standing,
rotatable Pneumatic
Mast w/trailer - $ 1100
Evans Associates
414-242-6000
Sennheiser HMD 25-1 headsets (6),
$375 each. Used Sennheiser 451E8
mic. $ 275. Otan i5050 BII, $ 1000.
Drawmer 1960, $1695. Need cables or
connectors? We hook you up. Redco
Audio, 800-572-7280.
Harris/Gates 2twr phaser, Potomac

REMOTE
EQUIPMENT
RENTALS

Tangent 1202-A stereo mixing console, 12 inputs, echo send & receive,
foldback outputs, solo features, mono
outputs, all inputs mic or line
equipped, LED VUs, immaculate condition, $800. S Lawson, ((AK Productions, 928 Hyland Dr, Santa Rosa
CA 95404.
Muffin fans 6" & 9". mint cond,
$5.1ea+UPS, Western Elect 111C repeat
coil, 23A EQ. $20/ea; 52 type headset
w/153 amp, $25+UPS. E Davison, 217793-0400.

HARRIS ALLIED

COMREX and GENTNER

PARTS AND
TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

1, 2 & 3- Line Extender Systems
Now With The New TELOS ZEPHYR

Industrial/Commercial
Painting
Sandblasting/Waterblasting
Special Coating
specialize in radio towers)

MARTI VHF/UHF RPU Systems
ISDN & Switched- 56 Systems
Call or FAX Dwight Weller

Now we can be
reached online via e-mail. 0:
TSUPPORT@HARRIS.COM

WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL ENGINEERING

For your parts needs
or with any technical
problems you're having.

Baltimore, Maryland

LIMITERS

Phone: (
410 or 800) 252-8351

Want To Buy

lnst antenna monitor AM- 19 (204), other
misc phasing equip, BO. Jack, 304-7657373.

SERVICES

• No financials required
under S50,000

Want To Sell
Peavey 5- channel Gatekeeper, new,
$150: Roland MM 4MIDI thru box, new,
$40: Suzuki 0M-84 Omnicord with
case, mint. $ 130. G Grassie, 505-7345565.

Sony ECM377 large dia, condition mic,
$495, RCA 77DX with new ribbon
Crown GLM200 lavalier like new, $ 125.
W Gunn, POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 619-320-0728.

Aphex 320, as new, used short time, w/
manuals $1000. Jack KJKY 1309 S
Monroe St, Joplin MO 64801. 417-6241025.

• 100% financing, no
down payment

/BM
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FAX: ( 410) 252-4261

Want To Sell

Roland TA- 808, TR-909 & TB 303
617-293-5671

Orban Optimod 8100. S2900. Gary,
919-790-6315.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the

Tower Sales 8r Erection

To
ER OMM
Commutucattons Specraltsts
Ben Wall
President

broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

...country, top 40, news,
urban, talk, jazz, the classics,
mixed bag...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS

FM TRANSMITTER
HELPLINE
2.1 Hour Ilii

phone (( instillation
Specializing In:
•cc
•arcing Prohions
• .xfi FM Transmitter,

MBE Enterprises
Plume: 81S-772-8017
Pager SI 5-604-7925

tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

REMOTE BROADCASTS IN
THE U.K. AND EUROPE
ilk.. 1...k.

Etiropc '
r

venue• fin' y ' him'.
.we pro% ide temporary equipinein
•lit elinks via ISDN/Su itched 56
•experienced radio en lcineers
•we help you line-up vaiests

Accuracy...
Time and Time Again.
Real World PropagationTM Studies
Deliver Accurate, Field-Tested Results.
Don't compromise when you need critical
propagation studies for your network.
We'll create accurate propagation maps
based on real world statistics.
• Real World Propagation" studies
are accurate and held-tested
• Professional customer service
and support
• Cost-efficient alternative to
purchasing asoftware package

• % , e • wganite

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES INC.
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(619) 438-4420

Fax: ( 619) 438-4759

Contact London (-1-1) IN I4-12 8900
Wir,d firm Sown/ lid.. Ieonglo7 I K.

GOODRICH

enterprises, inc.
Parts and technical service for all
MCMARTIN TRANSMITTERS,
CONSOLES, EXCITERS,
RECEIVERS, TRANSMITTER
AND INDUSTRIAL TUBES.
11435 Manderson St.
Omaha, Nebraska 68184 U.S.A.
PH: 010-1-402-493-1886
FAX: 010-1-402-493-6821

For more details call

1-800-441-0034

cp Communications
Data Services
incorporated

Leaders in wireless products
and services since 1983

BEE
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MISCELLANEOUS...WS
IGM Go-cart 24 (
4), $350/ea; MCI RTR
play decks (4), $400/ea; ITC mono PB
carts (4), $200/ea; Delta IV R/P deck,
$2000; Harris 9000 mainframe lightning
damage but some cards good, Best
Offer; Magnavox 13" b&w monitor, $99:
Wegener demod cards 1610, 1610-01,
1606-21, 1605-12, 1646, 1645, 168308, Best Offer; Video 100G b&w monitor, $49; Cones 25 Hz tone generator,
$99; SMC 250 Carousel, $300. Dave,
501-646-6700.

RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS
Want To Sell
S-COM 5K controller w/case, rack mt
panel, manual, $175. B Hawkins, 950 N
Meriden St # 1297, Indianapolis IN
46204. 317-684-8411,

SCA RECEIVERS-ALL TYPES
Reading Service / Ethnic / Data
Professional / Table
Will work to meet your receiver needs

Paradyne 4951-03 equip rack, black,
has full set of blank covers, $ 175;
Soundolier equip rack, $ 120+shpg. B
Lord, 206-932-4839.

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
(Manufacturer)
2237 Industrial Boulevard
Sarasota, FL 34234
Tel: 813 351 4454 FAX: 6081

Want To Buy
10 kW generator & transfer switch. J
Hansen, 612-632-2992.
Phonograph records from 1950 to
1970, all types of music, 45s, 33s, 78s
& transcriptions, top prices paid, will
travel. BBerry, 800-321-2920.
Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12"
LP be-bop, swing, dixie, highest prices
paid. B Rose, Program Recordings.
228 East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212-6743060.

Johnson Ultracom 513 UHF 2-way
radio base unit, singie channel, $50. E
Light man, 412-266-2802.
McMartin TR-E7 SCA rcvr, wrkg w/rechgable batls. $50: TR55 & 66B. $20/es
+UPS. EDavison, 217-793-0400.
Want To Buy
Any EBS encoder/decoder in good
cond. JP Ambrutis, 207-443-6671.

RECORDERS
Want To Sell
Eumig FL- 1000U rackmount cassette
deck, optical export, Dolby, built-in
reverb & mic mixing, very good condition, BO; Revox B77 1/2-track R- R, 7
1/2-15, port, excellent condition,
$600/130 over; Pioneer RI- 1050 1/2track R-R, 71/2-15, port, excellent condition, $500/B0 over. L Prezant, 718548-1623.
3M Cantada 700 94C background
music player with 48 hours unduped
music & complete manual, good condition, $ 175+shpg. R Zimmer. 520-3277925.
Ampex MM- 1200 24 track with 2
working remotes, single pt search-tocue, fast punch in/out, varispeed oscillator, 2- speed alignment tape and
many spare plug-in modules included,
excellent condition, $9500. B Cuson,
Tape Tracks Recording, 2275
Yargerville Rd. Lasalle MI 48145. 313241-7998.
Ampex ATR-700 2chnl mono, no visible head wear, solenoid switches oxidized, fully operable via remote control
connector, BO. C Kocsis, Knobs On,
7315 Oriold Ave, Springfield VA 22150.
703-913-9143.
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Ampex AG 440 B, new heads, $550;
Scully 280, good heads $550 . Akai
X355, $ 150: Teac-Realistic X3, $300;
ITC 750. $ 150; ITC 770 (2) rec amps,
$130/es; lnovonics 370 (2), good condition, $ 250/pr. J Parsons, Parsons
Sound, 2781 Fayson Cr, DeIlona FL
32738. 904-532-0192

HEAD RELAPPING/
REPLACEMENT
All tape and film formats
30 years experience
•

vewet'

350 N. Eric Drive
Palatine, IL 60067

708 -358 -4622
Nagra tape recorders, Elmo cassette
recorders DR- 1and SR- 1, Elmo GS1200 Stereo projectors, Fisher Price
PXL-1000 recorders, Boles and Arriflex
16mm cine equip. Henry, TransAmerica Global Communications, 170
Grand St, White Plains NY 10601. 914949-5920.
Otani 5050 MKII 12-track recorders (2),
7.5 & 15 ips, good conditino with
remote controls, $ 1400. Gary, 919-8489736.

Otani ARS-1000 (
4) R- R decks with
25 Hz detectors, excellent condition,
$595 or $2000/all. J Hansen, 612632-2992.

RE VOX PARTS/SERVICE
Cassette- CD-Open reel
NOS PR99 repros.
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.

Scully 4-track 1/2" 280B in roll-around
console, $600; ITC 750 PB decks (3),
$500/all. Gary, 919-790-6315.

JM

TECHNICAL ARTS
30 Music Sq. W. # 156
Nashville, TN 37203 (615) 244-6892

Tascam 388 8-track R-R with console,
7.5 ips/dbx-NR, excellent condition,
$850. G Parmelee, 802-247-4208.

MCI 110B&C (
5) 2track; MCI 110B (2)
4track; lots of parts, will sell all or part,
BO. M Guthrie, WFNS, 7201 E Hillsborough Ave, Tampa FL 33610. 813620-9100.

Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for
parts. Circuit cards, heads, motors,
machine parts, or electronic parts. Call
818-907-5161.

Recordes 330 Series II 1x3 high speed
cassette duper, excellent condition,
$600: Telex stereo Copyette Series II
$200: Revox B-77 1/4-track, $450. G
Grassie, 505-734-5565.

'NEED

PARTS

Studer A-80 RC 15/30 ips, 1/2" heads
with extra 1/4" headstack, remote control, alignment tape included, rebuilt by
Studer, excellent condition, $3500. B
Cuson, Tape Tracks Recording, 2275
Yargerville Rd, Lasalle MI 48145. 313241-7998.
Astocom-Marlux 407 RR rcdr 7" 1/4 track. works, 33/4-7.5, 3motor, 4head,
$30. ELightman. 412-266-2802.
Otani ARS-1000 R-R PBs (4) w/ith one
sensors, good condition, $ 300/ea.
Randy, 815-942-2839.

FOR

AMPRO-SCULL
CONSOLES
CART RECORDER
call

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
144081 363-1646
13 Digital voice recorder, twin channels
multi- message for audio repetition to
telephone, speakers, transmitters, etc.
Can be modified to your needs. Call
Patsy at 1-800-999-1613.

EMPLOYMENT
To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form To respond to box numbers, write Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 2204 1. Attn.

HELP WANTED
FM BROADCAST ENGINEER
Position requires excellent ethics and
character, previous and current employment in rated markets, knowledge and
experience in contemporary theory and
practice. Resume to: Chris Hicks, 900
East Washington St., Suite 315, Colton,
CA 92324. No calls E0E/EE0
TM Century, Inc.
needs additional "Technical
Support" personnel for Ultimate Digital Studio and related
products. Knowledge and experience with the UDS System is
preferred. Requires relocation
to Dallas, TX. Send resumes to:
Gary Hollis, TM Century, Inc.
2002 Academy, Dallas, TX 75234
214-406-6855
fax 214-406-6897

KNIS 91.3, Carson City, NV
seeks 58E Certified Chief
Engineer. Complete broadcast
facility maintenance including
a network of 21 FM translators
in Nevada and California. Most
equipment less than 8 years
old. Successful applicant
should be energetic, self starting, knowledgeable in FCC
rules and application process.
Detail oriented and a team
player. KNIS is a commercialfree contemporary Christian
station with a companion outlet in Wyoming. Fax work
experience with dates, salary
history and references to Tom
Hesse, GM, 702-883-5704 or
mail 6363 Highway 50 East,
Carson City, NV 89701. EOE

ABOUT OUR
EMPLOYMENT SECTION
HELP WANTED
Any company or station can run " Help Wanted"
ads for $ 1.50/word or buy a display box for
$60/column inch. Payment must accompany
insert, use your MasterCard or VISA; there will
be no invoicing. Blind box numbers will be
provided at an extra charge of $ 10. Responses
will be forwarded to listee, unopened, upon
receipt. Call 800-336-3045 for details.

POSITIONS WANTED
Any individual can run a " Position Wanted" ad,
FREE of charge ( 25 words max), and it will
appear in the following 2 issues of Radio
World. Contact information will be provided, but
if a blind box number is required, there is a $ 10
fee which must be paid with the listing (there
will be no invoicing). Responses will be forwarded to the listee, unopened.
Mail to:

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
EXCHANGE
PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
Attn: Simone Mullins

CHIEF ENGINEER for 3FM and 1AM
in medium midwest market. Candidate
should have experience with directional
AM, and Class A. B. C FM's. Digital and
computer skills amust. Mechanical and
electrical maintenance skills. FCC general license or SBE certified. Send
resume with references to: Radio
World. POB 1214. Falls Church VA
22041. Attn: Box #95-10-4-2RW.
CHIEF ENRINEER. Growing, Virginia
group seeks certified engineer for
regional 5-station operation. Extensive
experience in broadcast engineering.
digital automation and processing, and
computers required. Our highly- rated
properties are located in abeautiful and
growing forty mile region with extraordinary outdoor and cultural activities. A
Great Opportunity! Send resume to:
Radio World, P013 1214. Falls Church
VA 22041. Attn: Box #95-10-4-1RW.

POSITIONS WANTED

Los Angeles radio
production company
has an opening for
production engineer.
Maintenance experience and pro tools

nowledge preferred,
motivation essential.
Send resume and
sample of your work
to: Radio World
POB 1214
Falls Church, VA

22041
Attn: Box# 95-9-20-1RW

Janet 502-895-5888. Versatile, intelligent! Great for start ups or existing stations, wants F/T airshift, first PD gig,
tired of false starts and unrated, small
markets.

Good PR skills, great motivator, very
interested in sales, good team player
with lots of talent, eager & ready to
work, you be the judge. Rick. 405-3866524.

Major market news/talk PD/ops mgr,
extensive background in promotion,
marketing & research, experienced also
as network manager & news anchor,
looking to join major group or station
w/focus for the future. Mike, 703-4440868.

Chief engineer, AM &/or FM. former
CE Houston, Miami, Boston, Ft
Lauderdale, FCC general, ham, nondrinker. M Gottesman, 758 St Michael
St # 1005. Mobile AL 36602-1326.

Freelance Mix show/club DJ avail for
digitally rcded, custom music mixes, 6
yrs club & radio exper, mix show programming, on-air & pro, set your station
apart from the rest. Dave, 313-4835882

HELP WANTED

SIW LeSTEGII
(
The Nashville-based company known for " Innovative Solutions" has an opening in its engineering department for a
"utility infielder." This is ajob for an energetic and talented
individual who can wear many hats. Duties would include:
•Taking customer-service telephone calls
• Performing factory repair of Sine Systems equipment
• Creating production documentation and procedures for
assembly, test and quality control
•Assist in defining and developing new products
• Assist in writing software and firmware

•Assist in writing product documentation
•Assist in sales/marketing
•Assist in purchasing
Experience and education is valuable, but energy, enthusiasm and willingness to learn are even more important. For
complete information about this job opening, call our FaxOn- Demand line from your fax machine ( 615-227-2393).
Listen to the voice instructions and request document 198.

Looking for adifferent vaice for your
commercials, V0s, liners & open &
closes, give me acall. the 'irst one is on
me, incl standard ground delivery, will
write &/or produce. when you call ask
about our royalty- free buyout, customized jingles, rock bottom prices.
Paul, 208-324-2593.
12 years experience, seeking programming position in Midwest. AC,
country, oldies, small markets OK.
John, 515-228-3060.
My girlfriend found out about my love
affair w/radio & left me. bring "The Slug
Bodean Show" to your station. Russ,
307-362-7211.
Program directors: have you been
interested in a very knowledgeable DJ
specializing in vintage Soul music w/a
great personality that can enhance your
bottom line by doing a4-hour (morning,
afternoon, evening) show? Free one
hour audio tape to see if Ican do something for your radio station. The Greg
Foster R&B Radio Show, audio entertainment at it's very best! 800-7707878.
Young, energetic sports guy w/over 6
years experience & strong prod skills
looking to move up. self- motivated &
willing to relocate. Derek, 505-3925367.
Major market AT, experienced in
AC AOR ALT. seeking FT in MD. D.C..
PA or VA market. Have done Morn/
APD,PROD. Want longterm gig. Send
replies to: Radio World. POB 1214,
Falls Church VA 22041. Attn: Box #959-20-2RW.
Recently out of broadcasting school,
hard worker. willing to travel. on- air,
production, traffic. Joey. ( 405) 4493683.
Chief Engineer, 25 year major market/large station pro, seeks stable NE
station position, comprehensive experience. 50 kW AM directionals. FM applications, FCC regulations. 520-5798473.

BEE

68
RECORDERS...wTS
Otan 5050-SHD 8trk 1/2" newly rebuilt,
heads have full, life left, $ 1800. W Gunn
619-320-0728.
Scully 100 recorders, record/play
amplifiers, 8, 16, 24 track heads
Sequoia Electronics, 4646 Houndshaven Way, San Jose CA 95111. 408363-1646
Tascam AIR 60 8 track with stand,
remote, $ 2250; Otan i5050-8 new
heads, rebuilt, $1595; Ampex 440B-8,
$1950; Tascam 25-2, $495; Ampex
ATR700, $495; Scully 16 track 2",
$2950; Tascam 52 top of line. $650:
M79-24 fully rebuilt, $9,500; Tascam
locator for 85-16, $375; Fostex E22 1/2"
timecode deck, $950; Fostex A80 8
track with 450 mixer. $995. W Gunn,
POB 2902, Palm Springs, CA 92263.
619-320-0728.
Want To Buy
Scully 250 for parts. B Young, WNUZ,
328 Brownview Dr, Chattanooga TN
37415. 615-877-1052.

REMOTE &
MICROWAVE
EQUIPMENT
Want To Sell
CCS Micro 56 pair of codecs with
cables and modems for transmission of
715 kHz audio on 56 kb fixed data
phone lines. $2500/pr. R Cowell. KNTR,
POB 308. Ferndale WA, 98248. 206384-5117.
Burk Tech ARC 16 remote cntrl dial-up
syst, like new, $ 1950. Bill or Sharon,
603-672-9292.
Gentner SPH4 working condition, $300.
Jack. KJKY. 1309 S Monroe St. Joplin
MO 64801. 417-624-1025.

SATEWTE SYSTEMS
Satellite Equipment for Radio

REPAIR
*all major brands of
satellite equipment,
including the
Fairchild Dart 384
and Scientific Atlanta
'average 24-hour turnaround time
•pre-and post-service
technical support
•90-day warranty
(with exception of
shipping charges)

STUDIOS

SO FTVVA RE/
DATABASES

-404,

Want To Sell
Ron Balonis' Broadcast
Engineer's COMPUTER
TOOLBOX programs make
the computer into a very
smart technical assistant.
For details, write COMPUTER
TOOLBOXES, 118 Rice St.,
Trucks ville, PA 18708,

Affordable TRAFFIC & BILLING
PC SOFTWARE for DIGILINK & other

popular digital systems. Excellent
for non-automated stations, too.
Try it for 60 days. No obligation.
For demo. call ABA Software

(813) 643-3689
STATIONS
Want To Sell

SALES
•Zephyrus SCPC
receiver
•Jones Satellite
Networks
'Ariel
•other available models
Just call and ask!
Satellite Systems, Inc.
615 East Brookside
Colorado Springs. Co 80906
(7191634-6319 Ex: 17191635-8151
Mod Assoc 10 W solid-state HPA/
Upcon. dual thread, no mods, for SCPC
uplinking, $7500/80; Wegener 1806-24
satellite receiver for FM squared format,
$500; Zephyrus Model 304/392 satellite
receiver. Moody. Jones. SMN formats.
$400 Gary. 919-790-6315.

Seeking apartner/investor to join our
project in refitting our ship for use as an
offshore shortwave broadcasting station
that would be able to sail anywhere a
radio voice is needed. If you are this individual or organization, please contact
Lightwave Mission Bdctg, 718-853-4301.

INC 4-wire switched 56 CSU/DSU.
$195. G Watcher, KFYI, 631 N 1st Ave.
Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-817-1030.
Moseley MRC-1600 system including
studio & transmitter units monitor, keyboard T.I. printer and book set up for
phone line, excellent condition, $1000/
BO. B Boyer. WMOP, PO Draw-er
3930. Ocala FL 34478. 904-732-2010.

WE RENT
TELOS Z1.1)111R
CCS " Prima" Codec
Frank

Grundwe i
n

Audio/Video
Consultants

COMM.: S.
X

Want To Buy
Mark 6' grid dish with N connector,
950 MHz. will pick up in St. Louis area.
will trade for (2) 4' Mark antennas, also
need Will Burt Hurry- Up mast. B
Hoffman. WKKX/WKBO, 314-8781040.
S/A 7300 wideband receiver, good condition & reasonable please. C Tracy.
WKNE, 603-352-9230.

Harris System 90 brains & audio
switching equip, BO; McMartin IBM
1000A FM relay receiver. BO. T
Stafford, 501-933-0403 FAX.
Moseley DRS-130-chnl digital/analog
remote cntrl, 2compl systs w/status &
limit alarms, $650/ea. Gary, 919-7906315.

Bdctr, not broker wants station(s), AM
or FM, in SAL, W FL, EGA areas, prefer high pwr, but will consider all. Bdctr.
906 Northwood Cir, Nacogdoches TX
75961.

Small radio station in NE Mid-Atlantic
region. CP considered. $60K or less. C
Davis. 6802 Fox Meadow Rd. Baltimore
MD 21207 410-298-5958

STEREO
GENERATORS

Scotch, production facility deleting classic rock library from '60s, 70s on vinyl,
cassettes, reels, $250; empty T, 10.5"
reels, new and used, $35 +shipping. D
Pulwers, POB 9523, Alexandria VA
22304. 703-578-3014.

501(c)(3) shortwave station, Radio
for Peace Intl, seeks all types of production & broadcast equipment, will
give receipts for tax deduction & may
pay shpg. Dr R Schneider, 503-2523639

TEST EQUIPMENT
Want To Sell

Black Scotchcart Is, 300 3.5 min.
almost new condition, $ 1.90/ea+shpg. B
Lord. 206-932-4839.
Compl formats on 10 1/2" reels, with
ques, AC Gold, Big Band, Country,
also Beautiful Music background
instrumental, many on metal reels,
$15/reel, sets only. RI2 Box 399,
Harpers Ferry WV 25425. 304-7259425.
Want To Buy
Fidelipee M-300, grey, will pay shipping
+. 50 ea. R Miller, KUAU. Box 575.
Lahaina HI 96767. 808-572-5534.

Misc spare parts, spring scales, cart
adj tools, oscillator, dist meter, AC
VTUM. etc, BO. L Prezant, 718-5481623.
Misc spare parts, spring scales, cart
adj tools, oscillator, dist meter, AC
VTUM, etc, BO. L Prezant, 718-5481623.
Delta 01B-1 operating impedance
bridge. $ 800; Potomac Instruments
AG51 and AA51, audio signal gen,
audio analyzer, $ 600. J Whatley,
WNUZ, 110 Glenhaven Dr, Alexander
City AL 35010. 205-234-2492.
Fluke 5 1/2 digit precision DMM
w/IEEE port, $395; CM30 Tek Polaroid
scope camera for 400 series frame,
$95. G Watcher, KFYI. 631 N 1st Ave,
Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-817-1030.

CONSULTANTS
Consulting Communications Engineers
•Station impro \.. ement

TAPES/CARTS/REELS & CD's
Want To Sell

Audio Cartridge
Rebuilding
Division

VideoDataVoice • Light Fiber 8.

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
1-800-797-1338
North America

PC - SOFTWARE
E \ ITV Search Programs
Cinuour Nlapping-s .n. Paths
RI' Fi.\1.-P)90 ) l' Ci mill
FAA Towur-Dra‘‘ Toss cr

V

1.111s

Broadcast and Telecommunications
Multidiscipline Engineering and Planning Firm
including • Application 8. Allocation Services
•Proiect. Engmeenng & Construction

,I1 ,

1111:1111

I\

13

*Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation.
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDSATFS/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
•
Field Work
*Expert Testimony

Claremont, NH 03743

(603) 542-6784

E. HAROLD MUNN. JR.
& ASSOCIATES. INC
Broadcast Engineering
Consultants
AM - FM - TV
WAYNE

S. REESE

PRESIDENT

Box 220. 100 Airport Rd
Coldwater, MI 49036

517-278-7339

1-800-255-2632

913-579) • 6204 Highland Dr. • Chevy Chase, MI) 2081 5}

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

prices on request.

Full Service From
Allocation to Operation

35 Years professional experience!

AM/FM/TV/AUX Services:
Field Work; Antenna and
Facilities Design
Oyer . 15 veueN engineer! ,

and consulting experi,

j

912-638-8028

202-393-5133

II10

North Glebe Red, #800
rlington. VA 22201
(703) 741-3500

•High Power Antenna Arrays • Station Inspections

(301)

Telecommunications
Engineers

FAX: ( 703)741-0312

•AM Directional Antennas • STL Applications
ir

Larson & Johnson, Inc.

•Field Service • Studio Design & Installation
50 Park Ave.

Consulting Engineers

Mil
\101Tet,

Management • Site Acquisition
•Rural & Remote Site Installations

800-743- DOUG
MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.

Member AFCCE

Consultants

•Experimental Authorizations • Class Upgrades

New NAB Marathon cartridges

210 S. Main Street
Thiensville, WI 53092
(414) 242-6000 • FAX (414) 242-6045

RF & Audio

Mirkwood Engineering
Services

•FCC Applications & Exhibits • Frequency Studies

3/1/95)

Microwave • Wide- Area Networks 8STL's

1306 W. County Road. F, St. Paul, MN 55112 ( 612)631-1338 ' Member AFCCE"

including 3.5 minutes, $ 1.95 for

Cirde (78) On Reeder Service Cord

and Field Engineering

•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-I l'TV

AM-FM-TV-LPTV

all brands, any length up to &

Lifetime member AES R.D. MYERS Sr.
Manufacturers of Audio Devices,
Continuous Tape Mag.
69 Sandersdale Rd. Charlton, MA 01507
15082483157 or 1-508-853-0988

FCC Applications. Design

Í 'T. Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants

Rebuilding/reloading, like new,

(New rate effective

TV • FM • AM • ITFS • Satellite

• Frequency Searches and Coordination

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757

PRODUCTS COMPANY

EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Communications Engineers

and modernization

• FCC Applications and Field Engineering

Itr. iIF . 1,1

Optimod 8000A FM stereo generator &
processor, re-chipped. 130; TM Century
auto segue unit, handles up to 3 CD
players, contains faders that respond to
TM Century cue tones. BO. T Stafford.
501-933-0403 FAX

Tape. FOB out plant, 48 hrs delivery.

Prodelin 10' diameter 8section fiberglass dish & equip, high quality dish, gd
cond. $950/80. C Rich, 317-268-2251.

Over 5000 titles in country oldies library
on analog tape, 10.5" reels, titles from
1945 thru current, light on '90s, reasonable; Vinyl library '40$ thru '60s rock 'n
roll 45s & 33s, also late '80sT9Os country 45s, country 33s from 1950 thru
1990; digital contemporary singles &
albums, country singles. SASE to:
American Music Formats, 4545
Nicholas Ct, Brookfield WI 53045.

Doug Vernier

Want To Sell

Want To Buy

Want To Sell

1
880 -TAPE WORLD or 1
80&245601:10
Well beat any price' 595 SHIPPING • FREE CAT.

TAPE WORLD ZSDSFAING ST , SURER ,PA MOM FAX 412.21342911
OVER 5E0 DEFERENT SAME DAY SHAPING M- F8-5

Want To Sell

Cash for CP or distressed FM in CA or
NV, must have potential to be viable,
principals or brokers OK. Phone or
FAX 818-831-6787.

Standard Tape, $ 2.15 ea. for HOLN

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT

Aristocart A W 20 (
110) cart racks,
holds 20 carts ea, $550; Dynamax ESD
10 eraser splice finder, good condition,
5400. DKelly. 402-372-5423

TAX DEDUCTIBLE

Want To Buy

Moseley MRC 1600 16-chnl, $ 1000;
TFT 7601 10-chnl, $500. B Spitzer,
KKLS/KKMK. 605-343-6161.

Moseley PBR-30, 67 kHz demod card;
67 kHz filter board. BCaithamer, WMBI,
820 LaSalle Dr. Chicago IL 60610. 312329-8066

418 carts, Scotch carts, mostly music
length, good to very good condition with
AC music, $500/all. Randy, 815-9422839.

TAPES/CARTS/REELS
& CD's

Springfield/Branson Market. Class C
FM and Class A FM - Daytime AM
combo. Cash or terms. 417-326-6445.

I
610-642 -0978

2- line encoder, perfect condition, less
than 1year old, works 200%. $2500/
BO. SSwartz. 407-686-2133.

Digital studio equipment, Allen Heath
GS3V mixing board, Alesis ADATs &
BRW w/RMB, Panasonic SV3700 DAT.
Neumann mic, Technics SP1300 Pro
CD Player, Otani & Revox R- R, ADL
1000 Tube compressors, more. For list:
KKagalis, Sothem Sounds Productions,
111-C Coleman Ave. Waveland MS
39578. 601-466-0464.

3kW FM CP in small North Central
Illinois community. Tom, 815-584-5186.

FM operating, dark or CP. exper
broadcastr, will consider joint venture,
prefer purchase or lease. J Powley.
910-342-1843.

SILVER LAKE AUDIO • 516-623-6114 • FAX: 516-377-4423

October 4, 1995

Alrinher .
1I ( .r.t

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.
BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS
5 Gracefield Road
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928
1-800-277-5417
803-785-4445
FAX: 803-842-3371

e•Teletech,Inc.
int()Apc..\s t ( Œ".SEI. FAN IS
ANI) ENGINEERS
•Ecr• Applications & Field Engineering
•Frequency Searches & Coordination

•Toi.i.er Erection & Nlaintenance
•Facility Design & Construction
CONTACT:

Kenneth W. Hoehn
23-400 Michigan Ave
Dearborn, MI 481 24

(313) 562-6873

BEE

October 4, 1995

TEST EOU1PMENT...WTS

INCREDIBLE

Allison Gain Brain/Kepex ( 6), 4
Kepex, 2 LX- 100 power supplies, rackmount with supply. Molex connectors,
pins & crimp tool, Best Offer: Fairchild
659A older 3 spring reverb unit, 3
amps, sounds like old WABC AM. Best
Offer; UF.EI 535 stereo Ea like new in
original box. $350. LPrezant, 718-5481623.

FM RADIO
TRANSMITTERS

Transformers, chokes & other parts for
Gates BC1-J & later series transmitters,
including new. Peter Dahl mod reactor,
all tested, Best Offer. Mike 615-7412277.

Harris SX-14 2.5 kW, good shape &
reasonable. T Yarbrough, 615-9672201

"TAYLOR
The Transmitter People
Taylor Bros. pOldharn) Unified
England.

Potomac Instruments FIM-21 & Nems
Clark 120E field strength meters, trade
only-both for 1FIM-41; Bird 8745-677 20
kW port dummy load, requires external
water supply, $ 750. Gary, 919-7906315.

Tel: 44 ( 0)61 652 3221,

Lee St Old,arr

Fax, 44 ( 0)61 626 1736

US Sales Fax 407 363 2818
Satisfying Coatorrecs Slue 1965

11111

I
Watt
30Wati
300 Wait
600%11
IK Watt
2K Wail
4K Wail

$1.138.
S1.499.
53.174.
55.960.
511.716.
11.905.
520.741.

RCA 5kW AM, type BTA-5U & 10 kW
AM. BTA-10U, any cond for parts. B
Barry. WAMB, 615-889-1960.
McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any model,
exciter or stereo modules. Goodrich
Ent, 11435 Manderson. Omaha NE
68164. 402-493-1886.

nee
rxxexes

TUBES
Cetec-Sparta 602A 2.5 kW FM
transmiter, tuned to 100.9 MHz
with exciter manuals. new, S6500.
R Mon, 703-962-1 133.

Tektronix 7613 storage mainframe,
7L12 specturm analyzer, 7L5 spectrum
analyzer with option 25, 7K11 CATV preamp & carrying case for extra plug in
units, $7500/130. S Lockwood, 206-7839151.

Continental 315A-1 ; 984 5 kW on
1430 kHz, very good condition,
$17.500. T Love. WOBEWMGR 912.439-9704.

Collins 831 D-1 FM transmitter. operated @ 1700 W on 104.9 MHz from 1971
to 1994, good condition. Best Offer
Collins 310Z 1B FM exciter. operated
on 101.9 MHz from 1971 to 1989. after
1989 used as backup, Best Offer. T
Stalked. 501-933.0403 FAX.

TRANSMITTERS

FM-Transmitters
Translators & i«mplifiers
lSolid State 15 wad to 6 Kw.

Jimmie Joynt
Factory Direct Sales
800/279-2326

Want 'To Sell
Harris/Gates BC5H 5000 W. on 1080
AM, BO: 2 tower phaser: Potomac
Instruments AM- 19(204); other misc
phasing equipment. Jack. WVKV. POB
1080, Hurricane WV 25526. 304-765
7373

BESCO

WinorAldeAL_eaFcmler

I
nternaciona

Transmitters

/V4.0.,

it

Ph: ( 416) 421-5631

(
416) 421-3880

Call and take advantage of
our liberal trade-in plan.

5 kW AM. 55000; 5 kW Collins ( 21 3
tower phasers. $ 1500/ea. you pick up.
KBAI. POB 1150. Morro Bay CA 93443.
805-772-2263.

Tune and test on your frequency, available on site.

JRC CM 30-50 tube type/rack mount
AM, adjusts up to 36 W. type approved.
JCunningham, KHKC. Rt2 Box 113B.
Stonewall OK 74871. 405-265-4496.

Phone: 214-630-3600
Fax: 214-226-9416

BE-FM30 30 kW FM transmitter+FX30
exciter. only 40K hrs, in storage, BO:
Gates FM-$ C 5 kW FM transmitter,
needs rebuild, PCB capacitors removed,
no exciter. $2000. you haul. Gary, 919790-6315.

Harris 1987 FM 3.5K transmitter, type
accepted TPO 4.0 kW 0 92.1 MHz with
MX- 15 exciter, currently on air, available 9/15/95, $ 16,503. M Harris, KOOK,
Tyler TX. 903-593-2519.

Want To

Wilkinson AM- 1K 1kW AM W 840
«Hz. 23 yrs old. $ 150G: Harris FM 3.5 k
107.9 MHz 9bay antaina & 300' of
xmsn line. $ 17,000. C Kelly. 402-3725423.
0E1 amplifiers, exci:a. s and stereo
generators. All are reconditioned and
are tuned and tested or. your frequency. 6month warranty is included. If you
want quality used equipment, call or
fax 609-232-1625 aril ask for Bob
Brown.
\

Complete inventory on

\ 1, \ Lulu;

Sell

4X1504, 4CX250B, 4-400, 4-1000, 807,
833, 8874, 8877, RCA. Amperex,
EIMAC, etc. Westgate 800-213-4563.

FOR THE BEST PRICE
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
call Goodrich Ent Inc at 402-493-1886
day or night, FAX 402-4 93-68 21.

Svetlana

Approximately 1/2 the
Cost of New

Quality* Power Tubes

Call for Our Price List

ELECTRON

DEVICES

3CX15000H3

;

4CX400A

3CX15,000A7
3CX15,000A3

800-532-6626

4CX350AC
4X350A 8321

3CX15,000H3

916-662-7553

4CX25OR 7580W

3CX10,000H3
3CX10,000A7

FAX 916-666-7760

4CX25OBT

3CX3000F7/8162

4CX250BC'8957

3CX3000A7
3CX2500H3

4CX250B 7203

3CX2500F3'8251
3CX2500A3 8161

Circle ( 166) On Reader Service Card

4X150A/7034

Want To Buy

5CX1500B

4CX15,000A,8281

5CX1500A

4CX10,000D'8171

YC130 9019

4CX5000A 8170
4CX3500A
4CX1600B811A

WANTED!

8560AS

Transmitting Tubes

4CX1500A

833A

4CX800A

833C

We BUY & SELL all : ypes of
transmitting/receiving tubes.

•Watch this list grow.
•Shipment from USA stock.
•Manufactured in Russia's
largest power tube factory.
•Generous warranty based
on high quality.
•Honest prices based on
quality at low cost.

C&N Electronics
Harold Bramstedt
6104 Egg Lake Road
Hugo, MN 55038
(612) 429-9397 ext.23

Broadcasters

(800) 421-9397 ext. 23

Phone: 800 -239 -6900
205 -882 -1344
FAX: 205-880-8077

FAX ( 6121429-0292

Circle

(
144)

On Reader Service Card

Buy Factory Fresh
New Tubes

Phone US: 800 -578 -3852
Int'l 8£ US: 415-233-0429
FAX: 415-233-0439

Circle ( 123)

V EIMAC, BURLE,

on

TURNTABLES
Want

Render Service Card

SIEMENS, AMPEREX,
NATIONAL, and more
,/ Off-the-shelf delivery

2- speed 121 TTs with " bag" of
spare parts, tired but operational, Best
Offer. C Tracy. WKNE, 603-352-9230

Tiff

24- hour emergency
service
.4

To Sell

Sparta

Richardson
Electronics, Ltd.

1-800-348-5580
FAX: ( 708) 208-2550

Purple Processor,
Finally! A loud, clear and DYNAMIC FM
processor without the grunge! We can prove it!
Call 1.904.622.7700 for a DEMO.

; t1
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request.

Used equipment for sale: Beier SCM1, Beier RFA 1, Belar FMS- 1, Belar
FM M-1, Moseley MRC 1600 system.
TFT EBS receivedgeddrator, Gentner
patch panel, and Harris racks. Call
Transcom Corporatior .800-441-8454 or
215-884-0888.

"HEY!"

(Pe

"Have you heard?"
"The STL-1 and STL-2

are the hottest selling

TRANSCOM CORP.

Composite STL's around!

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Fine Used AM

& FM Transm tters

and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.
FM

1978

Collins 831C-2

FM

1975

Wilkenson 1500E

2.5 kW

FM

1978

Harris R1/12.5K

1 kW

AM

2.5 kW

FM

1983

Harris FM2.5K

3 kW

FM

1974

Harris

5 kW

AM ' 987

Continental 31 5R1

5 kW

FM

196?

Gates FM5B

5 kW

AM

Harris MI/V5A/B

10 kW

FM

1971

Collins 830F1-6

10 kW

FM

1968

RCA

20 kW

FM

1974

20 kW

FM

1976

20 kW

FM

1968

RCA BTF

25 kW

FM

1975

Sparta 625-A

FM3H

1974

978

RCA BTA- - R3

5 kW

AM - 981

Harris MW5B

5 kW

AM

1977

RCA BTA SIL

Collins/Cont 816R-2

10 kW

AM

1974

CSI T- 10-e4

Harris FM2OH/K

10 kW

AM

1981

Continental 316-F

BTF 10D

20E1

1077 Rydal Road

# 101

Rydal PA 19046
1

Excellent Specs
> Excellent Quality

1 kW
t5 kW

800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738

> Excellent Price
Complete STL-1 10 watt System $4,495

FOR DETAILS, CONTACT YOUR
ENERGY ONIX DEALER TODAY!
"The Transmitter People"

EnergyOnix
752 Warren Street, Hudson

Circle ( 100) Cn Reader Service Cord

)

OEMs, Distributors

CA BTA-101.1 10 kW AM xmtr. needs
-epairs, $3500. B Barry. WAMB. 615389-1960.

0.4.4 30/4 yea4 "

91 AM & FM
Dre-Ov\,ned Units
in Stock
7 ALL - Pc•wers
7 ALL - Manufacturers
ALL - Instruction Books
7 ALL - Complete
7 ALL - Spares

CONTACTORS
BY

Fax:

Quality
Rebuilt Tubes

Solid State AM 2.5 or 5kW; also low
power transmitter 30-500 W solid state.
R Miller, KUAU. Box 575, Lahaina HI
96767. 808-572-5534.

Heath AG-8 audio oscillator, $20/130;
Running time meter, 1hr divisions,
115V, $20+UPS. E Davison, 217-7930400.

GELECO

ECONCO

Want To Buy

Potomac Instruments AT-51 audio test
and measure set, excellent condition, all
accessories, BO. JSeaman, PBS, 1320
Braddock Pl. Alexandria VA 22314. 703739-5483.

))

69

518-828-1690
FAX: 518-828-8476

NY 12534

Circle ( 122) On Reader Service Ccrd

BEE

70

A DVERTISER I
NDEX

Ac-ri 0 N -G MARA
EQUIPMENT LISTINGS

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service
for radio stations and recording studios only. All other end users will be charged.
Simply send your listings to us, following the example below. Please indicate in
which category you would like your listing to appear. Mail your listings to the
address below. Thank you.

Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
Pars?:

Iwould like to receive or continue receiving

Please print and include all information:

J No

_1 Yes

Title

Date

Signature

Company/Station

Please Circle only one enty for each category:
I. Type of Firm

Address _
City/State _
Zip Code _

participate in

the

Broadcast

360 Systems

15

57

Harris Allied

AEO

30

60

Henry Engineering

73

27

AEV SNC

214

22

Hnat Hindes

141

ATI

165

53

lnovonics

118

60

Air System Technologies

45

14

lnovonics

203

54

Arrakis

180

38

International Datacasting Corp

195

58

Arrakis

38

19

Intraplex

91

28

Audio Broadcast Group

114

61

JSquared Technical Service

139

Auditronics

102

26

Korg

20

Autogram Corporation

137

MPR Teltech

33

A. Commercial AM station

K. Radio Station Services

46

19

Belar

174

41

Mackie Design

28

B. Commercial FM station

G.TV station/teleprod facility

28

Benchmark Media Systems

6

68

Marathon Products

78

C. Educational FM station

H.Consultant/ind engieer

52

Benchmark Media Systems

50

12

Marti/Broadcast Electronics

12

E.Network/group owner

I. king, distributor or dealer

48

Bradley Broadcast

183

33

Micro Technology Unlimited

218

J. Other

44

Broadcast Computer Distributors

57

60

MicroCon Systems, Inc.

140

20

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

48

49

Modulation Sciences

36

94

20

Monroe Electronics

184

64

Moseley

68

10

Musicam USA

9

II. Job Function
A. Ownership

G. Sales Manager

42

Broadcast Electronics

23

Broadcast Electronics

19

Burk Technology

101

C&N Electronics

144

52

Myat Inc.

185

24

National Public Radio

115

32

Orban

74

44

PTEK

163

B. General management

E. News operations

C. Engineering

F. Other ( specify)

a per word or per inch basis.

D. Programming/production

4

69
I

CCA Electronics

60

oI

Cellcast Communications

177

Circuit Werkes

4

52

Model:

28

Coaxial Dynamics

89

28

Comet North America

133

52

Comrex

90

Continental Electronics

51

44

CoolAmp

134

20

Cortana

113

51

Crown Broadcast

190

Cutting Edge

64

Dalet

136

3

Price:

3I
36,37

WTS J WTB _ICategory:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

WTS J WTB a Category: _
Make:
Brief Description: _

Price:

Model:

_

*Closing for listings is every other Friday. Please be aware that it does take approximately
1month for your listings to appear. They will then appear for only 2issues. If more time
is needed, please re- submit your listings

59

Dataworld

40

35

Denon Electronics

145

16

Digital Courier International

117

69

Econco

166

61

Econco

69

PO Box 1214. Falls Church. VA USA 22041

FREE Subscription/Renewal Card
Iwould like to receive or continue receiving Radio World
FREE each month.

Yes

NO

Reader Service
October 4, 1995 Use until February 4. 1996
Please first fill out contact information at left.
Then check each advertisement for corresponding number and circle below.
Purchasing Authority
1. Recommend
2. Specify
3. Approve
001 023 045 067 089

111

133

155

177

002 024 046 068 090

112

134

156

178 200

Please print and include all information:

003 025 047 069 091

113

135

157

179 201

Name

004 026 048 070 092

114

136

158

180 202

005 027 049 071

Signature

Company/Station
Address
City

Cate

Title

State

ZIP

Business Telephone ( )

093

115

137

159

181

116

138

160

182 204

007 029 051

073 095

117

139

161

183 205

008 030 052 074 096

118

140

162

184 206

OEI

186

56

RE America

178

65

Radio Resources

95

39

Radio Systems

24

Register Data Systems

46

60

Shively Laboratories

194

40

Shure Brothers

26

20

Silicon Valley Power

191

63

Studio Audio & Video Ltd

87

52

Studio Technology

188

2

120

70

13

Tascam/Teac

77

25

Telos Systems

211

Excalibur

28

Factory Direct Sales

159

52

Factory Direct Sales

49

7

Telos Systems

97

28

Freeland Products, Inc.

93

45

The John Bayliss Foundation

82

I7

20

The Management

76

27

69

Transcom Corp.

100

Gorman Redlich

31

44

Universal Electronics

164

Hall Electronics

135

43

Valentino Music

131

34

Harris Allied

197

72

Wheatstone

129

I5

Harris Allied

13

11

Whirlwind

201

30

Harris Allied

216

60

WillBurt

54

',0

Harris Alit( ( cl

72

44

Zercom

187

18

Gentner

43

Ghostwriters

44
65

'.1arketing Assist in:

Stevan B Dana
Carmel King
Al Leon
Regan Deatherage

Production Director

Lisa Stafford
Jaiianne Shannon Stone
Vicky Baron

Ad Traffic Coordinator

Kathy Jackson
Lisa Lyons
Cristina Strigel James Cornett

Ad Production Coordinator
Production Assistant

Ad Coordination Manager

Simone Mullins

Circulation Director

Eleya Finch

Circulation Manager

Steven Bowman
Steve Berto

Accounts Receivable

Advertising Sales Representatives
U.S.East: Skip rash
703-998-7600 Fax 703-998-2966
U.S. West: Dale Tucker
916-721-3410 Fax: 916-729-0810
International: Stevan B. Dana
+ 1-703-998-7600 Fax: + 1-998-2966
Europe: Dario Calabrese
+ 39-2-7030-0310 Fax: + 39-2-7030-02 11
Japan: Eiji Yoshikawa
+ 81-3-3327-2688 Fax: + 81-3-3327-3010
Free Subscriptions are available upon request to professional broadcasting and audiovisual equipment users For . iddres% changes.
send current and new address to RW amonth in Ovance at P.O. Box 1214. Fills Church. VA 22041 Unsolicited manuscripts are
welcormi for review send to the attention of the appropriate editor.

203

Take note of these

ATTENTION
ADVERTISERS!

UPCOMING
DEADLINES

119

141

163

185 207

Please check only one entry for each category:

010 032 054

076 098

120

142

164

186 208

I. Type of Firm

Olt 033 055 077 099

121

143

165

187 209

D. Combination AM/FM station F. Recording Studio

012 034

056 078

100

122

144

166

188 210

A. Commercial AM station

013 035 057 079

101

123

145

167

189 211

014 036 058 080

102

124

146

168

190 212

015 037 059 081

103

125

147

169

191

016 038 060 082

104

126

148

170

192 214

October 20

017 039 061

083

105

127

149

171

193 215

Deadline for
November 29 issue:

K. Radio Station Services

B. Commercial FM station

rIG.TV stationiteleprod facility

C. Educational FM station
E. Network/group owner

H.Consultant/ind engineer
I. Mfg, distributor or dealer
J. Other

If. Job Function

053 075 097

75

47

199

006 028 050 072 094

009 031

Pristine Systems

123

28

Classified/Showcase Production Coordinator

fladinWtrld

32

60

Svetlana Electron Devices

122

Publication/Desktop Systems Mgr

SUBSCRIPTION/READER SERVICE FORM

206

Phasetek

Svetlana Electron Devices

3

Energy-Onix

Marketing Consult. -1!?

FAX: 703-998-2966

Pacific Recorders

69

Enco Systems

Publish •

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

17
60

20

'I
69

Associate Publisher

Phone: 703-998-7600

155

8

SS

71

listings & display advertising are available on

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Reader
Service
No.

Advertiser

44

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other

Equipment Exchange on a paid basis. Line ad

No.

F. Recording Studio

organizations who are not legitimate end
users can

Page

D. Combination AM/FM station

__—

Telephone _

Reader
Service
No.

Advertiser

6

Radio World FREE each month.

Contact Name

October 4, 1995

213

Deadline for
November 1 issue:
October 10

Deadline for
November 15 issue is:

018 040 062 084

106

128

150

172

194 216

A. Ownership

G. Sales

019 041

063 085

107

129

151

173

195 217

B. General management

E. News operations

020 042 064 086

108

130

152

174

196 218

021 043 065 087

109

131

153

175

197 219

Deadline for

022 044 066 088

110

132

154

176

198 220

December 13 issue is:

C. Engineering
D. Programming/production

---, F. Other ( specify)

Copy & Mail to: Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041, or FAX to: 703-998-2966

November 3

November 27

INTRODUCING

THE AUDITRONICS 2500 SERIES

THE LAST SMALL CONSOLE YOU'LL EVER
HAVE TO BUY

Some people believe small means limited. At AUDITRONICS we believe small is achallenge. That's why we have
again defined a new standard of excellence by combining impeccable design, precision manufacturing, and value
pricing in afull featured, compact audio console. The 2500 Series is loaded with all of the " me too" features found in
the competition's "
wannabe world class" consoles. Plus the 2500 Series delivers much more, including:
•

SOLID STATE SWITCHING of all signal paths

•

DC CONTROL of all level functions

•

ACTIVELY BALANCED input, patch points, and
floating outputs

•

Linear CONDUCTIVE PLASTIC 100mm faders
(P & G Standard)

•

Telephone CONFERENCING capability

•

20dB HEADROOM maintained throughout

•

Comprehensive A/B EXTERNAL LOGIC control

•

Easily accessible wiring on MOTHERBOARD
CONNECTORS

•

External line selector with CUE AND
HEADPHONE ASSIGNMENT

And remember, AUDITRONICS is the company that still supports the first console it ever sold -- over 28 years ago.
So you no longer have to compromise with a "wannabe". With the 2500 Series you get the real thing!

THE ONLY WORLD CLASS CONSOLE AVAILABLE AT "wannabe" PRICES.

OUDITRONICS

3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphis, TN 38118 ( 901) 362-1350 FAX ( 901) 365-8629

Grde ( 102) Oa Reader Service Card

We've taken all we know, all you've asked for,
and the very best of today's technology to
bring you our FINEST AUDIO CONSOLE
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HE
A- 6000's
open architecture frame
lets you change
module locations
with NO restrictions,
giving layout top priority
and allowing easy reconfiguration as format needs
change. And while Wheatstone
is well known for superior technical performance, the A-6000
surpasses even our own previous
consoles in virtually every measurement category! The WHEATSTONE
A-6000 has the appearance, features and
power to satisfy the most demanding program
and production staff. Its engineering, performance and thoughtful design will help your personnel
achieve broadcasting excellence.

sa*/

A -6 0 0 0

B ROADCAST

C ONSOLE

SWheatrtone Corporation

7305 Performance Drive, Syracuse, NY. 13212
(tel 315-452-5000/fax 315-452-0160)

Crcie ( 129) On 11eader Service Curd

